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Abstrakt 
Tato praca sa zaobera problematickymi vzt'ahmi medzi Arabskym "Vychodom" a 

"Zapadom" a hl'ada mozne sposoby ich zlepsenia. Jednym z moznych riesenf je 

sprostredkovanie vzajomneho dlohodobeho a intenzfvneho kontaktu, ktory by podporil 

ich hlboky a zmysluplny vzt'ah. Moznost' platnosti tejto myslienky bola otestovana tymto 

vYskumom, ktory sa blizsie sustredil na na skumanie dennej interakcie medzi specificky 

definovanou skupinou mladych Kahircanov, ktorl vedome vyhl'adavali zmysluplne 

vzt'ahy s lokalnou komunitou Zapadnych expatriotov. 

Vzhl'adom na danu problematiku bol zvoleny interdisciplinarny Prlstup, ktory je 

ukotveny v antropo16gii ale zaroveii cerpa z poznatkov kognitfvnej vedy, vyvojovej 

psyho16gie a medzikultlirnych studif. Dve hypotezy su v popredf tejto studie vzhl'adom 

na zvolenu skupinu daneho vyskumu: 1, V stup do zmysluplneho vzt'ahu s Druhym 

znacne pozmenf vzajomne stereotypy, a 2, Druhy ma znacny vplyv na konstrukciu 

osobnej identity (v ramci daneho zmysluplneho vzt'ahu). 

Tato studia je zalozena na pat'rocnom vyskume priameho pozorovania, ktory bol 

uskutocneny predovsetkym v centre Kahiry, a to medzi Januarom 2005 a Decembrom 

2009. Opiera sa tak 0 hlbkovU analyzu specifickeho momentu v Kahirskej a Egyptskej 

socialnej hist6rii, navzajom prepajajuc domenu konstrukcie identity zo stereotypmi v 

ramci uzko vymedzenej komunity a mestskeho priestoru. Hlavnych predstavitel'ov 

daneho vyskumu tvorilo devat' mladych Kahircanov, ktory boli v dennon kontakte s 

lokalnou komunitou Zapadnych expatriotov. 

Hlavne vysledky tejto studie su nasledovne: 1, Dlhodoby a intenzfvny styk danych 

Kahircanov s lokalnou komunitou expatriotov mal za nasledok vytvorenie specifickej 

subkultliry na pomedzf dominantnej Egpytskej spolocnosti a minoritnej kultury 

expatriotov; 2, Vysledny stay 'medzi-bytia' mal vyznamny vplyv na konstrukciu ich 

vlastnych osobnostf a vzt'ahu k druhym; a nakoniec 3, Tato interakcia mala vyynamny 

vplyv na to kedy a kde pouzfvaju stereotypy 0 Zapadnom Druhom, do ktorych boli 

akulturovanf. 
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Abstract 

This study looks at the troubled relationship of the Arab "East" with the "West" and 

examines possible avenues for improvement. One of the proposed solutions is to foster 

sustained and intensive contact that favours deep and meaningful connection. In order to 

test the validity of this idea, this study focuses on the daily interactions between a specific 

group of young Cairenes who were seeking meaningful connection with the local 

community of Western expatriates. 

Due to the nature of the problematic, an interdisciplinary approach was chosen that is 

grounded in anthropology yet borrows significantly from the fields of cognitive science, 

developmental psychology and intercultural studies. 

The research set out to investigate the following two hypotheses as regards to the target 

group: 1, Entering into a meaningful relationship with the Other will alter common 

stereotypes, and 2, The Other has an influence on the construction of personal identity 

(given this meaningful relationship). 

This study is based on five years of participatory research that was conducted 

predominantly in Cairo's downtown area between January 2005 and December 2009. It is 

thus based on an in-depth examination of a particular moment in Cairo's and Egypt's 

social history, interconnecting domains of identity construction and stereotypes within a 

narrowly defined community and its urban space. The primary target group consisted of 

nine young middle class Cairenes who have been in daily contact with the local Western 

expatriate community. 

The study's main findings are as follows: 1, The sustained and intense interaction of the 

young Cairenes with the local expatriate community resulted in them creating a specific 

subgroup at the margin of mainstream Egyptian society and minority expatriate culture. 

2, The resulting state of in-betweenness has had a profound effect on their construction of 

their personal selves - that is how they view themselves and relate to others. 3, This 

interaction has had a significant influence on when and how they use the stereotypes 

about the Western Other they were acculturated into. 
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Note on transliteration 

"How can one write about the unfamiliar when all the words 

at one's disposal already refer to familiar objects?" 

(Bitterli,1989:14) 

In an effort to give the reader feeling for the Cairene reality, I sometimes use common 

Egyptian colloquial expressions in the following text. 

The transliteration system I chose is adapted from the Dictionary of Egyptian Arabic 

(Badawi & Hinds 1986). I further simplified the transcription of Arabic alphabet so as to 

make it more accessible to the readers not familiar with Arabic andlor its Egyptian 

colloquial form: 

b - y gh - t sh - J. 1 - J 

t - w, 6 and.b d - ~and~ gh- t m - f" 

g - <::: r --.J f -w n - 0 

h - C and;. z - j and.1:. q -J W -J 

kh- t s - IY' and L.i"'" k - ~ y - cS 

, 
- t 

, - ~ and J, when the J is replaced by a glottal stop, as in 'ahwa 

In addition, double vowels correspond to the originally long vowels in Arabic (e.g. 

baladii) and doubled consonants similarly correspond to original double consonants (e.g. 

ummah). Proper names and place names are written according to their customary English 

spelling. 
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Introduction 

The dynamics of Self and Other has long been a focal point of Anthropology. 

Traditionally, the Self and the Other were viewed and approached as two fundamentally 

distinct entities, a tendency that prevails till the present. Quoting Turner, it is "a chronic 

anthropological tendency born as much from the practice of intensive fieldwork as from 

theory, to focus on cultures as discrete units in isolation". (1993:415) The difficulty to 

recognize the dialogical nature of the production of knowledge about the Other has its 

roots in a Western philosophical tradition that - according to Levinas - "has consistently 

practiced a suppression of the Other". (Davis 1996: 1) 

Fortunately, this simplistic sharp distinction that ignores the relations between these two 

entities does not fare well in the postmodern present that highlights complex realities and 

richness of meaning. Anthropology has accepted the postmodern definition of culture as 

"contested, always in production ... [where] meaning is radically plural, always open", 

and always political (Bruner 1993: 1), and so the simplistic opposition of Self as subject 

divorced from Other as object continues to lose ground. 

My intention is to avoid this dichotomous perspective on Self and Other as separate 

entities by employing a relational approach that acknowledges the complex relationship 

between the Self and the Other and that highlights their mutual influence and 

interdependence. I thus follow the lead of Levinas (1998), Todorov (1996), and Auge 

(1998) who claim that the self only becomes itself through the encounter with the Other. 

My study is conducted against the broader background of the relations between the Arab 

"East" and the "West". Naturally, I align with Lockman in that "[the Arab East and the 

West] cannot be usefully depicted as two utterly distinct or monolithic entities; on the 

contrary, they have created, moulded and defined each other, and mixed with each other, 

through many complex interactions over the last five centuries (and well before, too)." 

(2004:61) 
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The more subtle systemic perspective Lockman describes has yet to reach beyond certain 

academic circles. The traditional approach of seeing the "East" and the "West" in 

opposition to each other has had free reign to spread the prevalent and popular rhetoric of 

'clash of civilizations'. 

Why is it so hard to let go if this traditional way of thinking? One reason - as a recent 

forum of experts that came together at the American University in Beirut claim - is the 

strong prevalence of stereotypes and ignorance. According to them, "the clash of 

civilizations between the Islamic world and the West isn't over -- it never began". Ali 

Asani of Harvard University voiced his opinion that "it's more appropriate to talk about a 

clash of ignorances. People tend to paint each other with one colour, with one brush 

stroke, as simplistic caricatures in utter humiliation." (Katz 2010, March 16) My own 

analysis of "East" - "West" relations brought me to the same conclusion. That is why I 

decided it would be useful to focus on the problematic of stereotyping within the context 

of the Arab "East" - "West" relations. 

The phenomenon of stereotyping is as old as humankind itself and, as is clear from the 

instance above, still holds a firm place in our approach towards the Other. Even in 

today's age of easily accessible information (not to mention travel), we see the validation 

of common negative stereotypes about the Other rather than their disruption. Why is this 

so? The study of stereotypes has shown that when confronted with other "reality", we 

have a strong tendency to look for facts that support what we already "know" about the 

Other rather than trying to discover what others from our own group haven't seen. We 

thus tend to validate the original stereotype. It is important to add that this is the case in 

the frequently artificial, short and superficial contacts that prevail in our fast-paced 

reality. One of the proposed solutions to altering the negative effects of stereotyping is to 

foster sustained and intensive contact that favours deep and meaningful connection. I 

decided to test the validity of this idea by focusing on the daily interactions between a 

very specific group of young Cairenes who were seeking meaningful connection with the 

local community of Western expatriates. In the course of my research I came to learn 

more than I originally anticipated. 
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Research focus, hypotheses and findings 

The primary focus of my research thus became the impact the relationship with the 

Western foreign community had on a local group of young Cairenes - particularly from 

the broader perspective of the study of stereotypes in the context of Egypt's relationship 

to the "West". 

The study of stereotypes necessitates a closer look at cognitive processes and thus also at 

perception. During my research, I therefore paid close attention to the predominant 

perception of the West within the different representatives of Egyptian society I came 

into contact with. 

I soon realized that prolonged and intense interaction with the Other, in this case the 

interaction of the Cairenes with the local Western expatriates, may lead to changes in 

ones' personal identity: being with the Other leads to some convergent shifts in values -

as the boundaries between Self and Other cross-permeate and blur. The question of 

construction of identity in relation to stereotyping l thus came to the forefront of my 

research. My subject-matter therefore became the role of stereotypes in the process of 

construction of identity with the main focus on the construction of personal identity - that 

is the process that creates the self-concept and other-concept. 

With my study of the impacts of the daily encounters between the local group of 

Egyptians and their Western foreign counterparts, I set out to investigate the following 

hypotheses as regards the Cairenes: 

• Entering into a meaningful relationship with the Other will alter common 

stereotypes 

• The Other has an influence on the construction of personal identity (given this 

meaningful relationship) 

1 It has been suggested that stereotyping's unrealistic us-them distinctions serve mainly to satisfy the 
human need to belong, with the stereotypes playing a key role by crystallizing the boundaries of a defended 
identity. If this is true, and if prolonged contact erodes and weakens the grip of long-held stereotypes, 
would this dynamic not threaten to dissolve the identities involved? 
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My study's main findings are as follows: 

• The sustained and intense interaction of the young Cairenes with the local 

expatriate community resulted in them creating a specific subgroup at the margin 

of mainstream Egyptian society and minority expatriate culture. 

• The resulting state of in-betweenness has had a profound effect on their 

construction of their personal selves - that is how they view themselves and relate 

to others 

• This interaction has had a significant influence on when and how they use the 

stereotypes about the Western Other they were acculturated into. 

Review of Literature 

When looking at the dynamics between the "Arab East" and the "West" a key work that 

stirred the calm waters of the academic community on this subject was Oriental ism by 

Edward Said (1979). Since this classic text, a vast body of literature has addressed this 

topic from different perspectives. However, for the general purposes of my study, that is 

looking at mutual perceptions and encounters between these two cultural blocks, the 

literature sources narrow down considerably. I have found the following the most useful: 

Lockman's (2004) well balanced overview of the contemporary scholarship on the 

Middle East that also feeds into the mutual "East" -"West" perceptions and encounters; 

Abu Lughod's (1963) historical outline of modem Arab encounters with Europe; Rejwan 

(2008), Hammond (2008), and Sardar & Davies' (1990) discussions on the contemporary 

perceptions and self-perceptions of Arabs and the "West" and for comparative purposes 

Frasetto & Blanks' (1999) summary of Western images ofIslam. 

When narrowing down the search to the local Egyptian level of interactions between 

Egyptians and Westerns, most sources focus on the colonial past. While Cooper (2005), 

Tignor (1980), Owen (2004) and Kazamias (n.d.) fully focus on the expatriate 

community, other accounts (Abu-Lughod:197l; Amin:2000, 2004; Rodenbeck 1999) 

provide only marginal focus, usually as a background to the social history of modem 

Egypt. 
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I was not able to find any academic literature that would discuss the interactions of young 

Cairenes with the Western expatriate community in my specific context. Closest to my 

study is the recently published Global Dreams by Anouk de Koning (2009). De Koning 

examines a group of contemporary upper middle class young Cairenes whose realities 

partially intersect those of my middle class informants. However, while she looks at 

"her" young Cairenes in terms of urban space and globalization, my main interest lies in 

personal identity construction and the role of stereotypes in the specific context of 

interaction with foreigners. Notwithstanding these differences of focus, my own 

fieldwork supports many of De Koning's observations and insights when it comes to the 

discussion of the role of education and the job market within contemporary Egyptian 

society (Presented in Chapter I below). 

De Koning relied on Armbrust's excellent analysis of Cairo's middle class in his Mass 

Culture and Modernism in Egypt (1996) which is essentially its first proper definition and 

discussion. Armbrust's focus lies predominantly with middle class Cairenes' popular 

culture (1996, 2006), another good account, this time focusing on TV is presented by 

Abu Lughod (2005). 

Finally, let me mention one more valuable resource - a collection of essays on Cairo 

urban studies that set out to counter the simplistic images about the Middle East and 

specifically Cairo that have significantly distorted the complexities of its daily life and 

politics. (Singerman & Amar 2006) As Singerman stated in the introduction, this volume 

originated out of a "concern that so much of the lives, struggles, and joys of people in the 

Middle East are so superficially understood, or recklessly mystified outside of the 

region". (Singerman & Amar 2006:XV) I share her concern and hope that my study will 

contribute to a better understanding of the region. 
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Situating the research2 

This study is based on five years of participatory research that I conducted predominantly 

in Cairo's downtown area between Autumn 2004 and Winter 20093
. It is thus based on an 

in-depth examination of a particular moment in Cairo's and Egypt's social history, 

interconnecting domains of identity construction and stereotypes within a narrowly 

defined community and its urban space. 

My primary target group consisted of nine young middle class Cairenes who have been in 

daily contact with the local Western expatriate community. Their interaction took place 

predominantly in downtown Cairo. 

Egypt has always been a highly centralized country and most of its government and 

economic activities have been concentrated in Cairo. (Denis 2006) Besides being the 

capital city and thus the seat of the government, Cairo is considered the cultural and 

intellectual centre of Egypt as well. Its importance is, however, best expressed by the fact 

that that in colloquial Egyptian, the name of the capital and the country are the same -

Masr. 

Cairo being a vibrant metropolis of over 18 million people, I chose to focus in my 

research on its downtown area due to its historical significance as the main scene of 

Western and Egyptian encounters since the 1880s and throughout Egypt's colonial era. 

Although colonialism has become the stuff of history books, downtown Cairo is full of its 

traces, having preserved a certain portion of a very liberal and cosmopolitan past. Its 

lenient atmosphere is palpable to both its local and expatriate inhabitants and visitors. 

Also it is still one of the main spaces in Cairo where foreigners rub shoulders with the 

local population. One reason is that it encompasses Egyptian museums that attract most 

of the tourists who visit Cairo, another reason (central to my research) is that it functions 

as an entertainment district with traditional Egyptian street coffee shops, , ahaawi, as well 

2 The socio-political situation of contemporary Egypt is discussed in detail in Chapter 1. This section 
presents only a brief overview of the major issues that led to the major choices related to my research. 
3 Each year was interrupted by a period of four-six weeks that I would spend in Europe, usually during the 
summer. 
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as small pubs and bars (a legacy of its colonial past), and last but not least it possesses an 

array of dilapidated yet cheap movie theatres. 

Within a few months of taking up my downtown residence I came into contact with a 

variety of the local players: artists, musicians, leftist intellectuals, hangers on, tourists, 

hustlers, students, and numerous others. It took me several months to fully orient myself 

within this downtown mosaic and identify a group of young Egyptians with genuine (as 

opposed to instrumental) interest in befriending foreigners and incorporating them into 

their daily social lives. They welcomed me into their small community and I soon 

became a regular participant in their social lives. 

Besides the relatively easy access to my target group (also due to my own age), the other 

reason for my decision to focus on the members of Egypt's and Cairo's young generation 

was their growing numbers, according to the population statistics4
, and thus also the 

important role they can be expected to play in orienting Egypt's future. 

Although Egypt is a predominantly Islamic country, where according to the Islamic 

dogma all Muslims are equal, the high class-consciousness of its population does not 

reflect this religious ideology. One's social standing is a persistent everyday reality in 

Cairo, and in Egypt in general. The class stratification is commonly characterized by a 

majority lower class, a small - and according to many of my intellectual friends 

diminishing - middle class5 and very small upper class. Class segmentation and its 

manifestations in everyday life - due to strong identifications between class and its 

corresponding culture (Armbrust 1996) - translate into a vivid, complexly stratified 

4 According to the population statistics, the population of Egypt is getting younger. The population growth 
in Egypt was estimated at 2.03 and the median age of Egyptians in 2009 was estimated at 24,8 years of age 
(male: 24.4 years, female: 25.2 years). Young people (between 15 - 25 years of age) are said to constitute 
l;4 of the overall population. Out of these, approximately 20% are University graduates or students. Sources: 
http://www.indexmundi.com/egypt/#Demographics and http:www.worldbank.org/wbi/mdf/mdf4/papers/ 
galal.pdf(Accessed March 5, 2010) 
5 According to most of my intellectual friends who stem from middle class backgrounds, the middle class is 
gradually diminishing. In Egypt, middle class ambitions usually focused on jobs in the public sector - a 
sector that has been grossly underpaid for the past three decades. This has resulted in a situation when well 
educated members of the middle class as well as the intelligentsia are getting impoverished and their 
material comforts no longer correspond to what is usually perceived as the middle class standard. For more 
details, see Chapter 1. 
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social reality. Part of this reality is demonstrated and upheld by the different relations and 

access each class has to the "West". 

Generally speaking, the "West" presents the highly desirable First World that translates 

into progress and prosperity. Thus connection to the "West" is perceived as a symbol of 

elevated social status. Due to the language barrier as well as to vastly different social 

experience, lower classes usually have very limited and superficial access to the West -

and hence limited and superficial understanding of what the "West" stands for. On the 

other side of the spectrum is the upper class with its easy access to English, and due to its 

material wealth, an easy access to travel. The middle class that is at the forefront of my 

interest presents a middle ground between these two highly polarized realities. 

Finally, let me mention the foreign community featured in my research. It is mainly made 

up of young students and professionals who come from Europe and the USA. Most of 

them come to Egypt for a limited period of time - usually 1 - 2 years according to the 

nature of their study programs, research or work contracts - however several of them 

usually decide to stay longer. They either reside or spend a significant portion of their 

free time in downtown. 

On Methodology 

Due to the nature of my study I opted for an interdisciplinary approach that is grounded 

in anthropology yet borrows significantly from the fields of cognitive SCIence, 

developmental psychology and intercultural studies. 

The sum of knowledge on perception and stereotyping presented in this study stems 

mainly from the results of contemporary research in cognitive science. I used different 

models from developmental psychology when discussing the diverse aspects of identity 

and its evolution. Intercultural studies were instrumental in understanding the intra and 

inter-personal processes linked to cultural adaptation when crossing cultures and to 

multicultural expatriate groups, my informants essentially 'leaving Egypt' when 

interacting with the local foreign community. 
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This study was conducted based on qualitative research methods, using years of sustained 

direct participatory observation and in-depth interviews. Qualitative research is 

commonly defined as observation of changes in a specific social context and 

interpretation of the reasons behind these transformations. 

When using qualitative research in ethnographic fieldwork several considerations and 

concerns are in order. 

Ethnography as depiction of objective reality ... 

When discussing the objectivity of ethnographic fieldwork, or rather the lack of it, Van 

Maanen concedes its personal and thus subjective nature: "[Ethnography] rests on the 

peculiar practice of representing the social reality of others through the analysis of one's 

own experience in the world of these others. Ethnography is therefore highly particular 

and hauntingly personal.. .". The logical implication is then that "ethnographic 

fieldworkers .... publish their understandings." (1988:ix) Bruner corroborates his 

statement: "Ethnographers are historically positioned and locally situated all-too-human 

recorders of the human condition". (1993: 1) 

Naturally, the ethnographer's subjectivity IS reflected m the data collection and 

interpretation: 

At issue is the fact that there are always many ways to interpret cultural data. 
Each interpretation can be disputed on many grounds ... Field data are 
constructed from talk and action. They are then interpretations of other 
interpretations and are mediated many times over - by the fieldworker's own 
standards of relevance for what is of interest; by the historically situated queries 
put to informants; by the norms current in the fieldworker's professional 
community for what is proper work; by the self-reflection demanded of both the 
fieldworker and the informant; by the intentional and unintentional ways a 
fieldworker or informant is misled; and by the fieldworker's mere presence on 
the scene as an observant and participant." (Van Maanen 1988:95) 

Since I fully agree with Van Maanen's and Bruner's arguments, I make no claim for 

objectivity of my research, and adhere to Hammersley's "subtle realism" (2002) by 
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stating that my account is merely one of many possible valid accounts. I however did my 

utmost to stay aware of my subjectivity and thus reduce it to its minimum. 

Ethnographic writing and context 

Since Geertz's publication of his classic Interpretation of Cultures (1973), a prevalent 

tendency in ethnographic writing has been the literary trends further championed by 

Clifford and Marcus (1986). These tendencies have been challenged stressing a need for 

historical and social context. (Spencer (1989) 

I thus present the context behind my research in the first chapter where I focus in detail 

on the socio-economic and political history of Egypt and the resulting social realities that 

my informants were socialized into. 

Emphasis on time 

When talking about context, a related issue is that of time. Every ethnographic narrative 

is being told and retold in time (Bruner 1986:153). Or as Sanjek puts it, "fieldwork 

[ should be] treated as current history". (Sanjek 1991 :616) 

Within the "current history" of my research that lasted over five years, all of my 

informant's lives went through changes, some more significant than others. The account I 

present on the following pages reflects mainly the latter period of these five years unless I 

state it directly in the text. 

The question of power and ethnocentrism 

"Narratives are not only structures of meaning but structures of power as well." (Turner 

& Bruner 1986: 144) One of the main issues regarding anthropological knowledge has 

been that of the power relation between the researcher and the informant; the narrator 
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versus his or her object; the knower and the known. Whose voice shall be heard in the 

narrative? 

A fundamental epistemological issue is the origin of anthropology as a Western science. 

At a very pragmatic level, my own situation as a Western researcher in Egypt does not 

make the power relation any better. 

Being well aware of both of these predicaments I have done my best to minimize their 

impact by taking the opportunity to speak through my informants as often as possible and 

avoid ascribing meaning to their behaviour solely on the basis of my observation and 

analysis. 

Ethnographies of the particular 

As I mentioned at the beginning of this introduction, ethnography - and thus also 

anthropology - has the tendency to draw a strict boundary between the observer and the 

observed - the Self and the Other - that results in an essentialist approach to the Other, 

producing highly generalized, timeless and coherent ethnographic narratives. In an effort 

to "subvert the process of 'othering' " as she calls it, Lila Abu-Lughod proposes looking 

at the daily realities of informants as "ethnographies of the particular" that focus on 

individuals and describe their daily reality with its struggles, choices, pressures, desires, 

etc. (Abu Lughod 1991:149-160) 

My study attempts to produce such ethnographies by focusing and staying true to the 

individual experience of my informants, and only then seeking out similarities should 

these occur. 

Another reason for choosing this approach is the generally problematic study of personal 

identity and its evolution. Such a study is complicated due to its highly personal nature 

(what are the boundaries of this 'Other's' self) and because the cognitive processes 

involved that cannot be easily grasped through our senses - the approach thus needs to be 

indirect, through observation of my informants' behaviours and enquiry into their 

motivations. 
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Representativeness of my sample 

Finally, let me address the issue of the representativeness of my sample. Since most of 

my vital data rest on the observation and interviews conducted with my key nine 

informants, I make no claim to the statistical value of my findings for the Egyptian 

society in general. My findings are relevant for the subgroup in which my informants 

participate only. 

On fieldwork 

As mentioned earlier, my research rests on five years of direct sustained participant 

observation supported by in-depth interviews conducted with my key nine informants. 

Whereas I began with the observation phase several months after my arrival in Cairo, in 

January 2005, I conducted the interview phase in the final stages of my research6
, 

between October and December 2009. 

Besides my key informants whose accounts provide the bulk of the data presented in this 

study, my daily chance encounters with countless anonymous taxi drivers, shop keepers, 

and other Egyptians as well as with other expatriates and colleagues at work provided my 

secondary source of information. These far less structured situations prevented me from 

using a tape recorder to properly record them and thus this conversational data are only as 

accurate as memory (and my notes scribbled later at home) allow. 

The target group 

Within my first six months in Cairo I identified nine key informants from among the 

people who came to constitute my shWa, my social circle. The main characteristics I 

chose for my target group were: 

6 Initially, I did consider conducting introductory interviews - these could have provided me with data on 
the basis of which I would have been better able to trace changes in my informants' continuous 
renegotiation of their selves - however my main concern was to get to know my informants and build the 
trust that later enabled me (as far as I can subjectively evaluate the situation) to be privy to deep and highly 
personal narratives about their inner thoughts. 
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• belonging to the wider middle class - incorporating two people of lower middle 

class background and a person of well-off middle class background, bordering on 

upper middle class 

• aged between early twenties and thirties - at the time when I began my research, 

my informants were between 22 and 31 years of age, they are now in their mid 

twenties and thirties 

• holding or in the process of obtaining a degree from a higher institution of 

learning, preferably a university 

• all interested in meaningful long-term friendships - as opposed to the numerous 

hustlers and other young Egyptians only interested in sexual relations7
. (As much 

as I could subjectively evaluate their motivation behind their befriending 

foreigners) 

• satisfied and proud to be Egyptians and had no desire to permanently leave Egypt 

(as opposed to most of their lower-class compatriots who due to the bad economic 

situation are eager to emigrate) 

• enjoying a social life centred around downtown Cairo - although they frequented 

other areas of Cairo during their public leisure time as well 

Needless to say, and as already mentioned above, a sample of this size cannot claim to be 

representative. 

Still, looking at my nine key informants, they do reflect the population statistics and well 

as some of the cultural norms of the mainstream society to some degree. This is a 

coincidence, however: out of the my nine informants eight are Muslims and one is a Copt 

- representing the approximate 10% Coptic minority within the majority Muslim 

population; six are men and three women - reflecting the fact that the public domain 

(where the social lives of my informants take place) is still dominated by men; and eight 

7 As I explain in Chapter 2 one of the main stereotypes among Egyptians about the Westerners is their 
promiscuity, especially as regards Western women. At the places frequented by foreigners there is thus a 
considerable number of young Egyptians who are interested in befriending them often in hope of easy 
access to sex. Usually it does not take long for a foreigner to identify this particular group from among the 
others. 
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of them completed or, at the time, were enrolled in university reflecting the predominant 

value of education that the members of middle class ascribe to. 

In the text, I usually refer to my informants by first name (Ahmed, Dalia, Hamed, Hoda, 

Imad, Khaled, Mariam, Mustafa, and Tamer), as a group I address them either as my 

informants, my key informants, or my target group. 

In the course of my research, most of my key informants became close friends therefore a 

question of protection of their privacy is in order. While conducting the interviews I 

promised my informants to treat their data with discretion. I did so by changing their first 

names as well as certain basic facts about their current lives (such as current occupation 

and place of residence) while keeping in mind that such changes should not be distorting 

the context (therefore the change of occupation entailed finding similar situation with 

corresponding skills and circumstances; and the same was true in regards to the changes 

in residence - I chose similar neighbourhoods in regards to the composition of its 

population). 

A note on terminology 

In the ensuing text, I use the term West according to the definition provided by my 

informants. They all understand the West as comprised of Western Europe8 and the USA. 

This is just a simplification that does not entail perception of these countries as a unified 

cultural bloc, all my informants are well aware of the difference between the US culture 

and that of the differing European states. 

Another term that requires clarification is the colloquial Egyptian synonym for foreigner 

- or stranger - that has two forms: agnabii and khawaaga. Both terms have a slight 

difference in meaning9
. According to my informants the difference is as follows: agnabii 

8 Western Europe is further understood as corresponding to the European Union, with United Kingdom, 
France and Germany having a dominant place. 
9 These differences in meaning change further depending on who uses these terms, in what context, and 
also in what time period. This phenomenon would benefit a study on its own since it might reveal an 
interesting dynamic regarding Egyptians' relations to the Other. 
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refers to any "white" foreigner however the term is used predominantly when talking 

about Westerners. Foreigners of different "colour" are addressed according to their origin 

as Asians, black, Africans, etc. Another implication, although not strictly followed, is that 

agnabii is closer to the meaning of a stranger thus he or she is expected to be ignorant of 

the local Egyptian ways. As for khawaaga, this term implies a Christian and thus is often 

used also to talk about local, Egyptian, Christians. In the past, it was used to describe also 

expatriates who lived in Egypt long-term and thus got adapted to local life. This meaning 

is however falling out of currency - at least among the young generation I spoke to - and 

my informants usually use both terms interchangeably when talking about the Western 

expatriate community. 

The researcher 

In lieu with the postmodernist ethnography that "puts the anthropologists back into the 

ethnographic account, 'situating' them in their text", let me situate myself in the Egyptian 

society as a Western female researcher. (Layton 1997 :211) 

Contrary to popular opinion, I agree with Schwedler (2006) and Clark (2006) that being a 

female researcher in the Arab world presents no limitations when it comes to her access 

to the field. In fact, it may have certain advantages since a foreign woman is allowed to 

enter both sides of the - in many aspects still- gender segregated society. 

As much as I would have liked to blend in with the local population, my origin - based 

on outer visual characteristics such as fair skin, curly blond hair and blue eyes -

prevented any attempt from my side to do so. The fact that I spoke relatively fluent 

colloquial Egyptian with good accent and my use of local humour in the later part of my 

stay was highly appreciated, however my appearance left everyone well aware of my 

otherness. 

After the research fellowship that I obtained at the American University in Cairo [AUC] 

was concluded, two years into my stay, I took on several job opportunities to increase my 

understanding of local society and meet its different players. 
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My first experience was working for a local non-governmental organization under the 

name of Egyptian Society for Intercultural Education [from now on ESIE] for 18 months. 

ESIE belonged to an international network ofNGOs dealing with intercultural exchanges 

of secondary school students and young adults. My role as a support coordinator for 

students hosted in Egyptian families10 opened the doors to the private lives of Egyptian 

families that I would have otherwise never gotten a chance to experience. At ESIE, my 

colleagues were mainly members of the middle and upper middle class. 

My second job took me back to AUC this time in a working setting collaborating on an 

international training project with one of its departments. I thus got to experience the 

AUC behind the scenes, meeting and working with (mainly) AUC graduates from both 

upper middle and upper classes, local and international faculty as well as women from 

the lower and middle classes who were targeted for the project. 

Finally, my third position took me to the Ein Shams University where in the capacity of a 

Slovak language lecturer I got to meet Egyptian students from predominantly middle 

class and local fellow lecturers, professors and administration staff members. 

What lies ahead 

The study presented on the following pages is divided into three main chapters and a 

conclusion. The Appendix contains a map of Cairo - to help visualize the city and the 

main neighbourhoods that are mentioned in the text; brief profiles of my key informants; 

and a glossary of Arabic expressions found in this document. 

Chapter I - The Complexities of Life in Cairo - attempts a brief socio-economic 

overview of modem Egypt, and particularly Cairo and its inhabitants, as a means of 

introduction to the context behind my research. The chapter is further divided into three 

10 The main exchange program had the exchange students stay in Egypt for the duration of a school year. 
As a support coordinator my role was to supervise the adaptation process of the student in his or her host 
family and in case of any problems mediate between him or her and the family. Since the problems often 
involved clash of values, I was able to gain a good understanding of the Egyptian value system with its 
dominant beliefs and corresponding behaviors. 
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parts describing: a brief socio-economic history of modem Egypt, the realities of the 

young middle class Cairenes, and the foreign community in Cairo with special focus on 

Westerners. 

Chapter II - On Identity, Stereotypes, and Perception - offers a brief summary of the 

literature on identity, stereotypes and perception with special emphasis on the 

predominant Egyptian stereotypes of the West. The three sections of this chapter deal 

with: construction of identity, perception and stereotypes, and Egyptian images of the 

West. 

Chapter III - "Living Abroad in Egypt" - presents the main data of my research. This 

chapter is divided into four parts: the first part introduces my key informants and their 

first encounter with their foreign Others, second part describes their daily realities, the 

third part, discusses the shift in their personal identities, and the fourth part presents their 

own comparisons to their Egyptian peers. 

Finally, the conclusion presents the summary of my findings. 
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I. The Complexities of Life in Cairo 

Should You Wish to Stay 

We don't have bicycle lanes marked 
by wine-red paint. Everyday we stage 
the grand opera, How things don't work. 
Perfection is as rare as rainfall or smallpox. 
But we always keep humor, 
that diligent rescue worker, on call. 
The tourist, taken aback, 
knotting his eyebrows, summons the waiter: 
A mouse just crawled by the table. 
Waiter: Oh, I'm sorry. Was it big or small? 
Tourist: I guess it was small. 
Waiter: Good. Then it wasn't one of ours. 
Ours are big. 
The dinner resumes. 
History moves on, a rickety cab zigzagging, 
chaotically, like ourselves, 
on the banks of the subdued river, 
without night lights, 
the door opens only from outside. 

Still, don't let the reformer's fire bum 
in your chest. The same man 

who hogs your turn in the queue 
with a glad heart walks you five blocks 
away to the store you are looking for. 
If the whistle of the rusty freight train 
grates your ear, take it for what it is: 
a politician's rhetoric 
independent of the freight. 
Listen and watch the mint leaf 
float in the dark-red tea, 
a village in a glass; watch our feet walk, 
gingerly, the way the flesh doubts. 
You may prize hard work, but only in rest 
and repose can you sort out the tangled 
heart, can you find happiness. 

We are still made from the tears of Ra. 
The spirits of unseen deities, 
borne by the wind blowing from the desert, 
coach us while we sleep in the demanding 
art of dying well. But you are welcome to 
discover yourself. The lavish matter-of-fact 
sunlight will save you further guidance. 

- By SharifElmusa11 
-

Looking for an introduction to this chapter that would reflect the current, often 

contradictory, realities of life in Cairo as well as point to the presence of foreigners who 

reside there, I found both in Elmusa's poem. After walking the streets of Cairo and 

interacting with its people for the past five and a half years, I find this poem embodies the 

11 Dr. Elmusa was the Head of the Middle Eastern Studies Program at AUC, when this poem was published 
in the November 2003 issue of the Caravan, a students' newspaper of the American University in Cairo. 
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spirit of Cairo with its playful contradictions and vivid realities and reveals to the 

foreigner thinking of settling down in Egypt some of the aspects of Cairenes' mentality. 

This chapter attempts to present a brief socioeconomic overview of Egypt 1 2, and 

particularly Cairo and its inhabitants, as a means of introduction to the context behind my 

research. Due to the nature of the study it is divided into three main sections. 

The first section sketches the socioeconomic history that has shaped the different layers 

of the Egyptian society, with special focus on the middle class in the past six decades. 

The next section is dedicated to the current implications of the social and economic 

developments on Egyptian daily life realities. It looks at three main areas: education and 

the job market - as a means of daily sustenance -, marriage - as one focal point of social 

life -, and religion - as moral code. Although the account of these selected topics does not 

fully reflect the current situation of my target group, it is crucial to understanding my 

informants' starting point and thus the social norms they often transgress. 

The final section is concerned with the foreign community of Cairo, with special 

emphasis on downtown Cairo. The presence of foreign communities living in Egypt is 

not a modem phenomenon, it goes as far back as the times of Ancient Egypt 13 . However, 

since this study examines the influence of the Western expatriates on the lives of young 

Cairenes, my aim in this chapter is to outline the Western foreigners' presence in Egypt, 

and especially Cairo, since their first mention in 16th century up to the present day. The 

narrative of their changing status in the Egyptian society will aim at a better 

understanding of some of the current Egyptian sentiments towards this particular "other". 

12 In order to cover such vast ground in a matter of several pages I have resorted to many 
generalizations. Several personal stories have been included, however, to keep true to my earlier promise to 
speak mainly through the narratives of the Egyptian people themselves. 
13 The Hyksos were the first foreigners to invade Egypt during the Second Intermediary Period; their arrival 
is dated to 1720 - 1710 BeE. They settled down in the Delta and established their capital A varis. (Kemp 
1989) 
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I. A Brief Socio-economic History of Modern Egypt 

On the Beginnings of Modern Egypt 

What follows is a brief analysis of major social and economic developments in Egypt 

since the beginning of the rule of Muhammad Ali, to provide a background against which 

to contextualize the major changes in Egyptian society brought about as a result of the 

July revolution in 1952. 

An Egyptian, looking at his country in the late nineteenth century, did not have to 
be a passionate nationalist to reach the conclusion that it was being run for and 
by, foreigners. There was nothing new in this. Egypt had come under Ottoman 
rule in 1517 and, by the time Napoleon launched his brief campaign in 1798, she 
had dwindled into a provincial backwater of the Ottoman Empire. ... The 
magnificent medieval city of Cairo was falling to pieces and all that remained of 
her former glory was the University of el Azhar, the oldest and most respected 
centre ofIslamic study. (Cooper 1995 :9) 

Shortly after the French left the country in 1801, Egypt was to enter the modem era under 

the leadership of Muhammad Ali, the commander of the Ottoman Sultan's Albanian 

troops. Although the country was officially under Ottoman rule, its vassals and previous 

masters, the Mamluks 14, still held most of the political and economic power. In order for 

Muhammad Ali to secure full control of the country, he had to get rid of them. His 

overall aim, however, was to become the sole ruler of Egypt, shaking free of Ottoman 

suzerainty. (Cooper 1995, Vatikiotis 1980) As we will see later, he did not succeed in this 

endeavor, however he did manage to hoist Egypt to the level of player on the world 

scene, at least for a short period of time, and to lay the foundations for a modem state. 

In order to preserve his own rule, Muhammad Ali realized he needed to build an army 

independent of the Sultan's. An army requires money and Egypt, exhausted from 

centuries of heavy taxation, mismanagement, droughts, and plagues, was not in the 

position to provide enough of it. Muhammad Ali saw the solution in modernizing the 

economy, a process that went hand in hand with Westernisation. 

14 The word "Mamluk" means owned. Mamluks were an elite warrior caste of slaves imported into Egypt, 
who overthrew the ruling dynasty in 1250." They were defeated by Ottomans in 1517 and became the 
vassals of the Sultan of Turkey. (Cooper 1995:9) 
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His economic reforms included the introduction of a new system of tax collection 

through direct government agents; the extension of state monopolies on agricultural 

products; the introduction of long-staple cotton to be sold on the European markets, 

which required improved communications and irrigation; and an effort to reduce foreign 

imports by opening factories, operating with European machinery mainly for cotton 

production. The first two of these reforms had the desired effects, at first, and money 

began to flow back into the state treasury. His attempts at developing the economy 

required European assistance and European markets, however he was anxious to reduce 

their impact to a minimum. European merchants were confined mainly to Alexandria and 

forbidden contact with local peasants; professional schools were established locally and 

young Egyptians were sent for training abroad to minimize the need for European 

technical expertise. (Vatikiotis 1980) 

Once Muhammad Ali opened the country to Europe, and despite his efforts mentioned 

above, he was not able to keep European interests under control. "As a result of European 

political pressure, first in Istanbul, then on Egypt itself, the country was rapidly opened 

up to foreign trade", and the monopoly system was abolished to allow for increased 

cotton exports. (Owen 2004:115) 

Increasing trade with Europe required foreign capital, and so in the 1850s the first 

European banks were established in Alexandria. Said, Muhammad Ali' s son and 

successor, took advantage of the loans on offer to finance the increasing amount of public 

works, the further modernization of the army and bureaucracy, and especially the 

building of de Lesseps's Suez Canal. The Suez Canal saw its completion under Said's 

son Ismail who shared the dreams of his grandfather: "to build up a modem state, to 

assert Egypt's independence against both Turkey and Europe, and to diversify the 

economy. Unfortunately they proved to be mutually contradictory." (Owen 2004:116) 

The government's expenditure had risen to unprecedented high levels. First, Ismail spent 

a fortune on his grand project of building a Paris on the Nile, in Downtown Cairo (more 

details follow below), as part of the celebrations of the opening of the Suez Canal. He 
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spent a second fortune on the gifts for the Sublime Porte to obtain a firman 15 proclaiming 

his family as hereditary rulers of Egypt, with the title of Khedive, a viceroy. (Cooper 

1995:10) Ismail's unwise spending brought his country to bankruptcy in 1875 and three 

years later cost him his country. The foreign lenders, England and France, formed a 

commission to take over the Egyptian economy until the debt was repaid. The Porte saw 

this as a good opportunity to strengthen its own power in its estranged province and 

proceeded with severe cuts in the Egyptian army. The following unrest16 presented a 

perfect opportunity for the British to take charge and demonstrate their strength. On July 

11th 1882, Alexandria underwent twelve hours of bombardment from the Royal Navy, 

which marked the beginning of British occupation. (Abu-Lughod 1971, Cooper 1995, 

Vatikiotis 1980) 

The British Occupation 

Officially, Egypt remained the subject of the Ottoman Empire, headed by Khedive 

Tawfiq, son of the deposed Ismail. In reality, the decisions were made by the British, 

namely by the British Consul General (Sir Evelyn Baring, later Lord Cromer). (Abu

Lughod 1971) 

During the "Veiled Protectorate" under Lord Cromer (1882 - 1907), the foreign debt was 

paid off and financial equilibrium established. Taxation was reduced and any left-over 

money was invested in projects with quick returns. "To satisfy Egyptian sensibilities, the 

fayade of Khedive ruling through a parliamentary government with Egyptian ministers 

was scrupulously (if transparently) maintained. Everybody knew that behind each 

Egyptian minister was a British civil servant." (Cooper 1995: 12) Egypt under Cromer 

worked very well. Apart from the public health and education sectors that were sorely 

neglected, the Egyptians were better off than they would have been under the Turks, yet 

they were still resentful of British rule. Just like the Turks, the British offered the best 

jobs to their own citizens who were flooding the country. Their attitude, ranging from 

15 A royal decree issued by the sultan of the Ottoman Empire. 
16 The unrest was led by colonel Ahmad Bey Orabi and was named after him as the Orabi revolt. (Vatikiotis 
1980) 
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"good-humoured exasperation to benign contempt" did not improve the matters, on the 

contrary it made Egyptians feel all the more oppressed. (Cooper 1995:11) 

Before 1914, Egypt was a "classic single cash crop export economy. Raw cotton and 

cotton seed constituted over 80 percent of the value of all Egyptian exports. The influx of 

foreigners and foreign capital had been associated with the cultivation and export of this 

crop." (Tignor 1980: 418-9) As mentioned earlier, the first Western institutions were 

banks established in Alexandria to support the import and export trade with cotton. Land 

being the source of Egypt's wealth, mortgage companies soon followed suit. The 

construction industry was next. British engineers were contracted for hydraulic works on 

the Nile in an effort to improve the irrigation system. Predominantly Western owned 

companies prepared the raw cotton for export. The Egyptian economy seemed to be 

doing well. However, the limitations of this single crop economy became evident with 

the advent of World War 1. Egypt produced raw cotton that was shipped to England and 

in exchange received manufactured goods. With WWI, manufacturing in Europe suffered 

a heavy blow which was soon felt in Egypt. It was time to diversify the economy, which 

happened soon enough with the help ofthe foreign capital already in the country, as well 

as further funds secured through foreign connections. 

World War I brought with it also the promise of independence and heightened nationalist 

sentiments, supported by the masses. In 1918, Saad Zaghloul, former Minister of 

Education and Justice, formed a delegation (wafd)17 which he proposed to take to London 

to discuss Egypt's full independence from England. The British refused to see Zaghloul's 

delegation, and to add insult to injury, Egypt was not represented at the Peace 

Conference, although Hejaz, Syria and Iraq were. To further secure their position, the 

British exiled Zaghloul. The result was a series of demonstrations that swept through 

Egypt in the spring of 1919. Although the presence of British troops would not allow for 

these demonstrations to develop into a full blown revolution, the British realized that the 

question of independence could not be ignored. In 1922, bypassing Zaghloul, they agreed 

to give Egypt qualified independence as well as a constitution that increased the power of 

17 The delegation evolved into a national party of the same name - Wafd - that became the "democratic 
voice of Egypt". (Cooper 1995:14) 
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the throne. With the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire, Muhammad Ali' s dynasty was 

thus finally raised to a monarchy. The independence had, however, certain conditions, 

namely three "Reserved Points": administration of Sudan; defence of Egypt and the route 

to India, meaning that the British troops would stay in Egypt; and the protection of 

foreign nationals. (Cooper 1995: 14) 

A further treaty between England and Egypt was signed in 1936, however it did not come 

much closer to resolving the full independence issue. Only one of the Reserved Points 

was addressed, namely the abolishment of "the Capitulations that had given the entire 

foreign community the privileges of a corps diplomatique." (Cooper 1995:16) 

Meanwhile, the political scene was dominated by the struggle for power between the king 

and the Wafd. With the Second World War approaching the only thing they could agree 

on were their sympathies with the Axis powers. A possible alliance with the Axis could 

mean final independence from the British. However at this time, Britain needed Egypt 

more than ever before and thus tightened its grip. (Vatikiotis 1980) After the war, the 

situation did not look any better. On the contrary, talks with the British broke down and 

Egypt turned to the newly formed United Nations for intervention. The situation got 

further complicated by the establishment of the state of Israel and the Arab struggle in 

Palestine. Egypt joined the other Arab countries in the recently formed Arab League of 

Nations and went to war with Israel. They were defeated within days ... Besides the 

feeling of frustration at the defeat, the Arab-Israeli war left a big hole in the Egyptian 

treasury, for the first time since Cromer's intervention. The deteriorating economy and a 

series of governments that were not able to improve the situation resulted in returning the 

nation's focus back to the British-Egyptian relations. New talks ensued, lasting for 

nineteen months (with occasional acts of sabotage and guerrilla skirmishes on the 

Egyptian side). Despite several concessions, the British were not willing to leave the 

Suez Canal and in a show of power occupied the canal and its nearby cities. As a 

response, anti-British sentiments flared up. (Vatikiotis 1980) The armed clashes between 

British troops and guerrilla squads (composed of students, peasants, workers and radical 

intellectuals) ended with British victory in January 1952. On January 26th
, a mass anti-
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British demonstration in Cairo escalated to the point of rioting and arson 18. Many British 

owned stores, cinemas, offices and hotels were severely damaged, predominantly in 

Downtown Cairo. (Laskier 1995:578) 

Half a year later, the Free Officers l9
, took advantage of a situation that was spinning 

more and more out of control of both the king and the parliament and staged a military 

coup at the royal palace of Abdeen, forcing the current king Farouk to abdicate. The coup 

entered Egyptian history books as the July Revolution. 

The July Revolution presents an important milestone for understanding many of the 

current sentiments of contemporary Egyptians. 

From the social contract to neoliberal policies ... 

The goal of the Free Officers was to rid Egypt of British domination and reduce the 

power, economic as well as political, of the wealthy landowning class. "They had no 

economic philosophy other than that contained in a nationalism anxious for economic 

prosperity and committed to improving social and economic justice for the Egyptian 

masses." (Weinbaum 1985:207) Gamal Abdel Nasser, the leader of the July revolution, 

promised to take the country in a new direction. 

Jack Crabbs, summarizes how this promise was translated into actual reality: 

Politically and economically, the Revolution has gone through two more or less 
distinct phases. During the first decade of its existence, it moved cautiously on all 
fronts, and its spokesmen were fond of pointing out that their 'ideology' was 
experimental, pragmatic, and flexible rather than bound to any set of 
predetermined ideas. Then in 1961 the government veered sharply to the left. The 

18 For more details, see Abu-Lughod 1971 
19 The Free officers had formed before World War II as a secret society in the army, comprising mainly of 
young junior army officers under the leadership of general Mohamed Naguib and colonel Gamal Abdel 
Nasser. The aim of the secret society was to establish a democratic government by force, which meant 
unseating the Egyptian monarchy and its British advisors, as well as removing the control of the feudal 
aristocracy by way of dispossession. (Johnson 1972:3) The main leader of the revolution was actually 
Nasser, however at the time of the coup his military rank was not sufficient to grant him the highest 
position in the state. 
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so-called Socialist Laws were issued, altering profoundly the ownership and 

distribution of wealth in Egypt. (1975:386) 

In practice, the reforms of this period included successive land reform laws (between 

1952 and 1961), the Egyptianisation and nationalization of all large, and not so large, 

industrial firms, financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies, and a great 

number of trade and service establishments20
, including the nationalization of the Suez 

Canal in 195621
. The country saw a rapid increase in the rate of investment in agriculture 

and industry (from 1957 - 1965) geared towards self-sufficiency, together with the raising 

of minimum wages, as well as a rapid expansion of free education and other social 

services. (Amin 2000:14, 2004:127) "A system of central planning was adopted, 

involving forceful intervention in foreign trade, investment, employment, and price 

determination, as well as the provision of many basic services at heavily subsidized 

prices, including education, healthcare, and housing. "(Amin 2004: 127) 

In 1961, with the economic reforms on the way, Nasser announced the beginnings of an 

official socialist ideology. His socialism was presented as a 'middle solution' between the 

extremes of the left and right, thus differentiating it from Marxism and Communism. The 

official ideology was articulated by the Charter for National Action that called forth "to 

build a society based on self-sufficiency (kifayah) and justice". The political and social 

revolution went hand in hand with a cultural revolution that was hostile to imperialism 

and that aimed at letting "the people know their rights, their true gains, their hopes, ... ,,22. 

(Crabbs 1975:387) Nasser thus called for a Social contract, where the government was to 

become the central actor in leading the Egyptian nation to prosperity and progress. The 

state also pledged to pay more attention to the social services, especially health care and 

education, sorely neglected under the British. 

The main protagonist on this path to progress was the middle class that, under favourable 

state policies, grew in number and strength, economically as well as politically. 

(Jankowski 2000:151) It was composed mainly of professionals of all types, such as 

20 Many of which belonged to foreign residents, for details, see Laskier 1995 and Tignor 1980. 
21 The ensuing international conflict resulted in the Suez Canal being out of commission until repairs were 
conducted 8 years later. During this period, Egypt lost the handsome revenues the canal generated. 
22 Excerpts from Nasser's speech quoted in Crabbs 1972:387. 
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engineers, lawyers, managers, accountants, teachers, government officials, army offices, 

and small and middle-income landowners. (Amin 2004: 139) One of the important 

implications for the growth of the middle class was Nasser's guarantee of government 

jobs after graduation. Government service, offering securities such as permanent 

employment, social services, and a pension plan, had always been held in high esteem by 

Egyptians23
, and the "job guarantee after graduation" policy became one of the lasting 

legacies ofNasser's regime. 

Whereas the first decade of the Revolution showed general economic progress, during the 

economic stagnation that set in in the 1960s, it became apparent that many of the 

ambitious plans of the Charter for National Action were untenable and thus "the goals of 

the social contract had to be quietly abandoned". (De Koning 2009:20) 

Looking back at the time between 1952 and 1970, there was a clear positive shift in 

social mobility and decrease in economic disparities. "The Nasser era left a legacy of 

commitment 'to the people' and to socioeconomic egalitarianism which many Egyptians 

recall with fondness." (Jankowski 2000:152) 

In order to cope with the economic crisis of the period, the 1970s witnessed another shift 

in political and economic direction. The state gradually withdrew as a primary actor of 

national progress, and the Social contract was abandoned. In 1974, Sadat introduced the 

Injitaah, the "Open Door" policies, which promised to offer, at least in theory, new 

liberal market economy and with it a new era of progress and economic prosperity 

(reminiscent of the pre World War II liberal era). In other words, it reflected Sadat's aim 

to imitate Western modernity. Infitaah essentially meant three things: "the opening of 

virtually all doors to the importation of foreign goods and capital, the removal of 

restrictions on Egyptian local investment, and the gradual withdrawal of the state from an 

active role in the economy." (Amin 2000:9) 

23 "In Egypt, it has been an irresistible combination of need, tradition and deliberate planning that has 
turned the ambitions of the educated towards government jobs." (Khalaf 200 1 :79) 
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One of the results of Infitaah was rapprochement with the West that resulted in a growing 

political and economic dependence on the United States?4 "As a reward for Egypt's 

radical reorientation of its foreign and economic policies, foreign aid was now generously 

flowing into the country." (Amin 2004:141) 

The economic success of the first decade after the introduction of Infitaah was dependent 

on a rise in unreliable sources of foreign exchange, such as oil exports, remittances of the 

Egyptian migrant labour, tourism and foreign aid, which in turn depended on external 

factors. (Amin 2000) The economic boom was partially caused by the rise in oil prices in 

the region which subsequently created a high demand for skilled, as well as less skilled, 

workers in the oil-rich Gulf States and Libya. Approximately 1,5 million Egyptians went 

to work abroad. The Suez Canal revenues started to pour back in after the clearing of the 

canal and the reconstruction of the canal cities25
. (Weinbaum 1985 :21 0) 

The liberally oriented economy brought with it a reorientation towards more 

consumption. (Weinbaum 1985) A huge increase in import of luxury goods demonstrated 

a new social stratification of Cairo. A wave of new cosmopolitanism swept through 

Cairo in the 1980s. "International chain stores, high-tech discos, theme restaurants and 

shopping centers appeared", catering to tourists and a burgeoning stratum of Egyptians. 

(Rodenbeck 1999:244) 

Infitaah created new social divisions, hugely impacting especially the middle class. The 

inflation caused by the rising import was responsible for the steadily declining real 

wages, combined with the withdrawal of a range of government subsidies and services, 

making life increasingly expensive. Although well educated, the middle class was losing 

economic viability. A new bourgeoisie entered the social scene, mainly stemming from 

the high ranking government officials whose control of the state enterprises ensured them 

24 For an extensive discussion on the foreign orientation brought about by the Injitaah, see Abdel-Khalek 
1981 
25 In 1974, as a gesture of approval of the separation of forces accord between Egypt and Israel, the US 
government allocated 85 million USD for the project to clear the canal and reconstruct the canal cities 
damaged in the conflict - Port Said and Ismailia. (Weinbaum 1985 :21 0) 
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"favorable starting positions III the newly invigorated private sector". (De Koning 

2009:21) The new elites, together with the old came to constitute the new upper class. 

For the less fortunate, educated and uneducated alike, working abroad, in one of the 

richer Arab states became the primary way to increase their family income. (Ibrahim 

1982) The labour migration had also a decisive impact on the middle class where a 

division was created between those who were willing and able to migrate and those who 

were not. 

The "Opening of the Door" had yet another result in the form of the plurality of voiced 

opinions. After the one-party system advocated during the Nasser's socialism, Sadat's 

Injitaah brought with it a relative freedom of opinion. As the upper echelons of the 

society were celebrating the liberal economic policies that made many of them rich 

overnight, a feeling of being 'left out' emerged among rural and urban masses. 

(Weinbaum 1985) Often, their discontent found expression in an "alternative Islamic 

vision of society" that was reflected in increased Islamic social activism and prominence 

of Islamic discourse in different areas of life26. (Jankowski 2000: 176) "This religious 

revival also led to bouts of Islamic violence from the mid-1970s onward." (De Koning 

2009:22) 

A large drop in oil prices in and after 1986 brought a new economic downturn. With the 

decreasing oil prices came a sharp decline in the demand for migrant workers in the 

Gulf27 and the shrinking remittances from their labour had a negative impact on the 

economy back home. Another contributing negative factor was the occasional "terrorist" 

activity28 that led every now and again to drastic drops in tourist revenues. With the 

26 Amin argues, that what is often referred to as the "Islamic revival", is in fact rather "an increasing 
observance of religious rituals and ceremonies, and the stricter adherence to an outward pattern of behavior 
associated with Islam, such as the adoption of veil by large numbers of women, the broadcasting of the 
Friday prayer through loudspeakers, and the widespread trend of interrupting the day's work for the 
observance of the daily prayers on time". (2000:28) 
27 In the early 1990s, labor migration resumed, however it did not return to its previous levels. 
28 Probably the most memorable was the massacre of tourists at the Hatshepsut temple in Luxor in 1997. It 
affected the tourist industry in the Luxor area for many years. Even today, the incident and especially its 
repercussions on the local economy are remembered all too well. (Bradley 2008) 
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leading sectors of the Injitaah so heavily undermined, economic reality looked rather 

grim, and despite Mubarak's efforts, it was not about to get any better. 

Mubarak's response to the situation he inherited after Sadat was to curb the imports of 

many foreign luxury goods. He also promised to "resist investments, foreign or domestic, 

not directed towards expanding Egypt's productive capacity". (Weinbaum 1985 :216) 

Although the rhetoric of Infitaah was slowly abandoned, its principles were kept in place. 

So was the continuation of neoliberal reform and the quest for integration into the global 

market. Privatization was gaining momentum. (lbrahim & Ibrahim 2003: 15) 

Nevertheless, the growing external debt together with the continuously declining 

economy called for the intervention of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the 

World Bank. They introduced their standard structural adjustment package that, among 

others, called for the state's withdrawal from social welfare provisions29
. It further 

included significant state subsidies to the private sector in form of massive (public) bank 

loans to businessmen, tax holidays for business ventures, and investments in 

infrastructure that benefited new production sites. (Mitchell 1999) Despite its fifteen 

years of implementation, this policy package, introduced with the aim to transform Egypt 

into a liberal market economy integrated into the global economic networks, is widely 

considered to have failed. This is best illustrated by the persistence of Nasser's social 

contract. One example is the extension of food subsidy programs in 2003 and 2004, 

another is the continuation of the role of the state as main employer. In the 1980s, over 

half of the non-agricultural workforce was employed by the state (Richards & Waterbury 

1996:184), and civil servant employment has been rising steadily. 

Looking at the social implications of the structural adjustment package, it seemed once 

again to favour a selected few, those, who had the necessary resources and state 

connections. The neoliberal reform resulted in further concentration of wealth in their 

hands. Thus the rise of social inequality and poverty that began in the 1980s - caused by 

29 Establishment of the Social Fund for Development and other non-governmental organizations were 
supposed to help Egypt get through the adjustments with as little pain as possible. (Mitchell 1999) 
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increasing unemployment together with constant decrease in real wages - became even 

more pronounced in the 1990s. (Jankowski 2000) 

How does this grim economic situation translate into the everyday lives of the less 

fortunate, that is the middle and lower class Egyptians? 
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ii. Being Young and Middle Class in Cairo 

Between the education and the job market 

"Higher education has long been the road to social respectability in Egypt's highly class

conscious society." (De Koning 2009:86) 

Obtaining a higher institute or university degree has always been considered a safe pass 

to a comfortable office job, away from socially less valued manual labour. While this 

used to be the case only for middle class Egyptians who could afford their children's 

education, Nasser's new educational policies under his social contract made the dream of 

a comfortable middle class30 lifestyle seemingly accessible to all. Free access to 

education through university and a guaranteed position in a government office after 

graduation seemed within reach of every family that could support their child through 

university. Education became a widely shared value. Although Nasser's legacy of free 

education is still alive, the current state of the public educational system, together with 

the oversupply of labour, cannot guarantee that contemporary university graduates will 

have the skills necessary to land a good job. 

"Three decades of gradual liberalization and an ongoing erosion of public facilities and 

services" have turned the public education system into a far cry from what it used to be in 

the 1960s. (De Koning 2009:70) In primary schools, eighty-student classrooms are a 

common reality. Not only does the number hinder the teacher from giving full attention 

to each child, his/her salary does not provide much incentive either. Currently a primary 

or a secondary teacher with substantial experience of about 15 years makes around 400 

LE, a sum that is grossly inadequate in today's economl1
• In order to complement such a 

30 In Mass culture and Modernism in Egypt, Waiter Annbrust argues that middle class identification hinges 
on education and it is intimately connected to the Nasser era. 
31 With the steadily rising prices of food commodities as well as housing and rents, 400LE cannot by any 
standards cover the living expenses of an average family of 4 members. Even if a family compensates the 
small income with government food subsidies and buys only cheap China imports, the combined expenses 
for food, rent, and transportation will inevitably go above this sum. For example, rent in a popular 
neighborhood, unless the family owns the apartment, can currently go up to 400 - 600 LE, due to the rise 
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meagre income, the teachers resort to private tutoring. However, if they do a good job of 

teaching in school, why would the parents want them to tutor their children? And so it 

has become commonly accepted practice that although public education is for free, unless 

the parents pay the teacher for private tutoring, their child will never obtain the necessary 

grades to get into a proper secondary school32
. At secondary school, the pattern repeats 

itself, the only difference being that the costs of tutoring rise with the number of subjects 

and the impending sanaweyya 'amma, final state exams, that will determine the future of 

the child. The Educational system in Egypt is based on the French model where the grade 

obtained during the state exam establishes whether the student is qualified to enter a 

university, and if so, which faculties is he/she eligible for. The most prestigious ones33 

are medicine, pharmacy and engineering, followed by political science and economy and 

certain language departments, the lowest on the scale are accounting and law. 

During my stay in Cairo, I met many university graduates for whom the degree did not 

open the golden doors of opportunity. I once had a carpenter with a degree in history and 

a furniture mover with a degree in philosophy, and almost every second young shop 

assistant has a degree in accounting. Upon entering a taxi I am not surprised any more if 

the taxi driver turns out to be a lawyer or has a business major. 

the price of gas in 2008, transportation went up as well: a metro ticket is 1 LE one way, buses cost between 
0.50 - 2 LE and minibuses start at 0.50 LE as well. In such a large city as Cairo, each family has to count 
with transportation expenses at least for two members a day - with the minimum of a return trip for 1,5 LE 
a day this would add up to at least for 180 LE a month. 
32 In the 70s and early 80s, public education was already showing signs of decline however it still provided 
decent results. A friend of mine, Walid, a young father in his thirties reminisced about his days at school 
and the ones his daughter can expect. Walid comes from a lower class background, and like many others, 
he benefited from the free education and managed to obtain a university degree. He was lucky to land a job 
as a driver at the ED delegation in Cairo, thanks to his decent English, and thus makes a relatively good 
living. However he is not sure his income will suffice to put his young daughter to private school when the 
time comes. Seeing education as a key to her future, public school will not do however. He is not ready to 
put her in a class of 80 children and risk a negligent teacher. Also, he does not believe in paying the teacher 
extra (for tutoring) when the service should be free. Like many other Egyptians I spoke to, he understands 
the vicious circle of private tutoring however he does not want to support it. Walid has some tough 
decisions to make in the coming years, especially bearing in mind that his daughter will most likely acquire 
at least one or two more siblings in the next few years. And he certainly is not the only one. 
33 And they still manage to offer high quality education. Due to the growing population and thus high 
number of university candidates, to get to one of these faculties, one needs a state exam grade close to 
100%. 
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Nevertheless, many lower class parents still see education as the key to a successful 

future for their children. Rala, my widowed cleaning lady, is a case in point. Before her 

husband died, she had a comfortable government job as a security guard at the 

telecommunication ministry's headquarters. It was an easy and secure job with 

substantial social benefits, with 5-hour working days that would give her enough time to 

tend to her children and the household. She made only 150 LE a month, however it was 

enough to complement her husband's income. With his sudden death and hardly any 

support from her in- laws, reality hit hard and she was forced to take up a cleaning job in 

a government hospital that would pay an extra 50 LE. This still did not come close to 

covering her family's expenses and so she took on other cleaning jobs, until she was 

lucky to get introduced as a cleaning lady to some foreigners34
. With three foreigners as 

her clients, she could now make a somewhat decent income. Despite her dire 

circumstances, Rala refuses to let go of her dream to see her two children through 

university. She spends every disposable pound she has on paying extra tutoring for the 

children since this is the only way she can imagine helping them get by later in life. As a 

single mother with a modest background and no wasta35 to speak off, the only way how 

she knows to face the future is sticking to Nasser's promise that education will in the end 

lead to the middle class dream. 

An alternative to public schooling IS an array of private schools, starting with 

kindergarten and going all the way to university level. Parents can choose from a vast 

offer, depending on the size of their wallet. Private schools start at the lower end, when it 

comes to school fees, with the private Arabic schools, then come private language 

schools, and finally private foreign schools. The foreign schools can be further divided 

34 It is commonly believed among the lower classes that foreigners pay better for household services, such 
as cleaning and repairs, than Egyptians. There is some truth to these claims, since on average foreigners 
have substantially higher wages compared to average Egyptians and thus can afford and usually also pay 
more. Working for foreigners is therefore highly sought after, although one of the obstacles is often the 
absence of English. Hala belongs to the majority of Egyptians who can speak only a few words of English. 
However she found, and works for, the niche of foreign residents who speak Arabic. 
35 Wasta means access to influential contacts. It is often associated with the high levels of corruption in 
Egypt. 
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into religious institutions with a long tradition36 and usually lower fees, to such well 

known institutions as the British school that offers high quality education but is 

accessible only to the higher echelons of the local and foreign population. It is necessary 

to state that the fact that one pays for the private schools is no guarantee of a good quality 

education. Nevertheless, although not perfect, these private schools do offer a better 

chance for university admission and they also speak of a middle class background and 

hence offer better chances for future employment. 

Another important benefit is access to foreign languages37. The "possession" of foreign 

language, especially English, has become another social marker that splits the educated 

middle class between those 'with' and 'without' a language; between those who attended 

private schools and those who did not. (De Koning 2009:60) Besides an elevated social 

status, a good knowledge of English has become a prerequisite for obtaining a well-paid 

position in one of the many private corporations and businesses. Also, English has 

established a strong presence in everyday life of Cair038: English magazines and radio 

stations are abundant and English menus in westernized coffee shops and restaurants are 

taken for granted. During the colonial era, access to foreign languages would open the 

doors to the privileged foreign community and often to their higher paying jobs. 

However in contemporary Cairo, English has penetrated the local job market as well. 

When it comes to universities, the prestigious departments at the older and bigger public 

universities, such as Cairo University, Ain Shams University and Alexandria University, 

are still sought after as guarantors of good education. Until the end of the last century, the 

only private university in Egypt was the American University in Cairo39. Since 2000, the 

36 See Vatikiotis (1980:433-435) on a history of establishment of religious schools in Egypt during the 
colonial era. 
37 Public schools also carry English in their curriculum. However due to the poor quality of education, 
students do not have the opportunity to acquire proper language skills. Ahmed, one of my main informants, 
talks of his own experience: "In my high school, I was best in languages, English, French and Arabic. So I 
thought. But this was Egyptian English. We never practiced. In exams, I had the highest grades. But when 
it came to speaking, I realized I can't." (interview with Ahmed, October 2009) 
38 As a symbol of modernity, equivalent to Westernization, having a shop sign in English might bring in 
more customers. In the informal sector, for example, access to foreign languages means access to providing 
services to foreigners. 
39 AUC was established in 1919 as the first private foreign university in Egypt. Its mission was to become 
the premier English-speaking University in the Middle East. 
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situation has been rapidly changing. New legislature and the development of the desert 

land around Cairo - easily accessible via the ring road - has created a situation where 

new private universities spring up like mushrooms after heavy rain. However, due to the 

lack of any quality control, many of them have the reputation of "degree supermarkets". 

You pay and you get your degree 40. Still, looking at the current situation at the job 

market, such an investment may payoff. 

The liberalization of the Egyptian economy over the past three decades, has resulted in 

the segmentation of the job market. A sharp divide exists between the public and private 

sectors. The public sector offers secure yet grossly underpaid positions. Although 

obtaining a government job is getting harder due to steady population growth and the 

government's efforts to cut down on the state bureaucracy41, and commonly wasta is 

required, such jobs are still sought after due to their respectable status. This goes mainly 

for middle class veiled women who might have a harder time finding a job in the private 

sphere. (De Koning 2009:82) With wages starting at 100-150 LE and not exceeding 

1000 LE at the higher posts, a government position is usually considered as one of 

several jobs, offering only part of the income needed to sustain a family42. Besides the 

wages, it offers certain social benefits, including a pension, and a guarantee of a 

permanent position. Over-staffing is a common phenomenon. 

Walking into an average government office, be it the administration department at the 

Ain Shams University or a ministry office, one is welcomed with a common site: rows of 

http://www.aucegypt.edulaboutauc/HistoryandMissionlPages/history.aspx (accessed 16. 1. 2010) 
For decades AUC presented an alternative to the established public universities, for children of the 
Egyptian well off families who did not want to send their children to study abroad. 
40 Allow me another example: An antique dealer I know and frequently visit invited me to a new shop he 
set up for his nephew Khaled. As we were sipping tea in the shiny new store, Khaled was complaining of 
his "bad luck" to have to attend one of the private universities in the desert to get a university degree so that 
he can marry. Coming from a lower middle class background, where education is considered a valuable 
asset, the fact that Khaled has his own business with a lot of promise, is not enough to guarantee him a 
bride of his choosing - since her family might see his lack of degree as a serious obstacle. Not being much a 
bookworm, yet in need of a degree as a marriage investment, Khaled decided to spend a considerable 
amount of money to join one ofthe private universities since the private tuition is a secure way of obtaining 
(read "buying") the degree. 
41 Efforts that have failed so far, as discussed earlier. 
42 Since it is the man's responsibility to provide for his family, having a second, and sometimes even third 
job is predominantly a male domain. 
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dilapidated desks with stacks of papers collecting dust and usually several relaxed 

employees. Since there are on average 3-4 people assigned to one task, as one employee 

attends to your needs, the others will usually chat together, talk to their relatives on the 

phone, eat, take a nap, pray, or just wait for the office hours to be over to take a quick 

lunch and hurry into their second job that provides additional income. With working 

hours lasting from 8-9 am to 2 pm, and a lot of manoeuvring space when it comes to 

absences, the public sector is a good place to get some rest before switching to the next 

job in the private sector where the working hours are much longer and although the pay is 

somewhat better it still hardly makes ends meet. 

This is the situation for majority of the urban population with a lower to middle class 

background. 

The younger generation, fresh from university, tends to view the government job from 

two angles: either as distant and unattractive spectre or an attractive alternative to the 

"confusingly and frustratingly insecure and unrewarding private sector". (De Koning 

2009:75) 

Unlike the public sector, the private sector has become increasingly segmented since the 

1980s. (Ibrahim 1982) The internationally oriented up-market segment became a highly 

visible hallmark of the neoliberal economy. The multinational corporations that entered 

Egyptian market in the last two decades provided an organizational model for large local 

corporations, such as mobile phone companies and commercial banks. The highly 

competitive and well-paid managing positions in these corporations require first-world 

skills as well as fluent English, which is accessible only to the Egyptians with private 

language school and good (preferably private) university43 educations. (De Koning 2009) 

Another well paid sector is the world of foreign-funded NGOs, as well as that of foreign 

diplomatic missions. The same rules as for the above mentioned corporations apply, 

although the university background does not play as important a role as fluent linguistic 

fluency. 

43 Having a good university education usually translates into a degree from one of the respectable private 
universities such as the AVC, or from prestigious departments of the public universities (mentioned above); 
a foreign university degree is however considered to be the best. 
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Anouk De Koning mentions another interesting dynamic when it comes to up-market 

employment politics: "the upper class or 'foreign' appearances that serves as window 

dressing for many companies that want to advertise their ability to employ high-class 

personnel and intimates a class standing necessary to attract an affluent clientele." 

(2009:89) 

Fair skin and European-like physique is generally considered a high asset in Egyptian 

society, be it for finding a respectable job, a husband or wife44
. Employing foreigners is 

even better. Recently a good friend of mine from Central Europe got a job as a personal 

assistant to a CEO of small yet ambitious real estate company. After several weeks, she 

realized that her real job was to do manzar45
: she was hired to serve as living proof that 

the agency was successfully catering to the up-market clientele. 

For the younger generation that does not possess the appropriate language skills, and 

whose university did not have the right name, private sector usually stands for "low 

wages, long hours, insecure employment, disrespect, abuse, and fears of harassment46
". 

(De Koning 2009:86) 

Mona, a graduate of business administration from Helwan University in her mid

twenties, told me over coffee one day that once she was married47 she would most 

probably leave her current job in a travel agency and take the government office position 

her aunt was holding for her. Although the pay was very good (1000 LE a month) Mona 

was getting tired of the long hours, and excessive work and responsibility due to the 

44 I was lately reminded about the Egyptian obsession with white skin in a pharmacy. One of the shop 
assistants was putting up a new advertisement for a skin bleaching product for women guaranteeing a 
smooth, several degrees paler skin. 
45 Manzar means view, however in this context it can be translated as the above mentioned window 
dressing. 
46 Busayna, Alaa Al Aswany's character in his bestselling novel The Yacoubian Building describes the 
common prejudice a majority of Egyptians hold about working in closed quarters with a male superior. In 
this particular case, Busayna works in a small clothes store in Downtown Cairo with another female 
colleague. After her boss expresses his wishes for certain sexual favors, her colleague advises her to 
consent since the boss pays extra for these and intercourse itself is not involved [meaning she would remain 
a virgin and thus will not lose her reputation and good prospects for marriage]. Busayna is disgusted with 
such a prospect yet needs the job so she stays on. However she finds the deal does not work for her as she 
finds the sexual contact degrading and she finally decides to leave the store. (AI-Aswany 2004) 
47 She was engaged to be married and the wedding was planned to take place in 7 months. 
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understaffed office. Also, her boss had never gIVen her a proper contract and was 

constantly threatening to let her go whenever she was not willing to stay after hours -

extra time was naturally not compensated. Mona concluded that the money was not 

worth the constant hassle and stress. Once married, her husband's salary would be 

sufficient for her to take a less paid job where she would be more comfortable and would 

have enough time to take care of the household and future family. 

Between the oversupply of labour, diminishing possibilities of labour migration, limited 

state employment, and the widening ranks of educated youth, many young people face 

gloomy prospects with highly limited choices: either to accept a job that is way below 

their educational achievements with meagre payor to stay unemployed. For families with 

a middle class background, the first choice is often times unacceptable, yet not many 

families can afford for their children to stay unemployed. This is true particularly for 

young men who are expected to not only take care of themselves but to go on and 

establish their own families. Their situation is in stark contrast to their privileged peers 

who have the education, language skills and looks to apply for well paid positions in the 

up-market companies and multinational corporations. 

In this period of stark economic differences and contrasting opportunities, it is not 

surprising that many turn nostalgically to the khedivial period in Egypt's history when 

the economy was good, and education promised a highly respectable government job. 

Marriage - the Passage to Adulthood 

Arab society is generally known for its relatively strict division of the sexes. Men have 

their own world48 and so do women. Although these distinctions are becoming more 

blurred in the lives of the upper classes, they are still at the forefront of social life when it 

comes to the middle and lower classes. One of the areas when the trajectories of the male 

and female worlds meet, however, is marriage. 

48 The male world still dominates the public sphere. A good example is ahwa baladii, the sidewalk coffee 
shops that are dominated by men smoking their shiisha, water pipe, and sipping tea or coffee. 
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Marriage plays a crucial role in the lives of a majority of Egyptians. Getting married and 

establishing a family is considered to be the fulfilment of every man's and woman's 

delight. Marriage is a focal point of social interaction, as can be demonstrated by it being 

a favourite topic of conversation among girls coming of age, and in mixed groups, very 

often the young men join in the conversation. 

While working for ESIE, talk of marriage and especially the wedding itself was a 

common feature of our lunch breaks. This did not surprise me, as all my colleagues were 

young females in their early and mid-twenties, and finding a partner in marriage 

constituted the main focus of their social lives. When two new male colleagues joined our 

office I was somewhat startled, at first, when they eagerly joined such conversations and 

were able to forget about time while exchanging the details of different small rituals 

(such as signing of the wedding book and who takes care of it) they wanted to have 

during their wedding receptions. At first I thought they succumbed to the pressure of the 

predominantly female working environment, until I encountered similar incidents with 

other mixed groups during numerous outings. My work for ESIE meant that I interacted 

mainly with middle to upper middle class Egyptians who, increasingly, had a say in 

choosing their own partners through their social networks49
. (Hoodfar 1997) The same 

cannot be said of the lower classes which constitute the majority of the population. 

Although romantic love is a favorite theme for movies and popular songs, old and new 

alike, and Valentine's day is quickly becoming one of the most successful commercial 

holidays5o, only a fraction of the population can consider it as the main criteria when it 

49 Although their parents allowed them to bring home a potential groom or bride, they still reserved their 
final word of approval after meeting the family and making the necessary inquiries into their social 
standing. 
One of my colleagues seemed to, at first, defY this pattern after winning approval of her family to get 
engaged despite a clash of both potential parents in law during the initial meeting. However, the 
engagement was broken off one week before the wedding, proving that the Western model of a happy 
ending for a couple in love is rare in a society where marriage is looked upon as a social contract among 
families rather than individuals. 
50 In the last couple of years, early February in Cairo has seen the advent of a pink and red heart frenzy 
when it comes to shop windows (and not gift shops only). The city is flooded with red and pink stuffed 
animals made in China, teddy bears being in the majority, with "I love you" signs stitched to their bellies. 
Red heart shaped piIIows are another favorite. Radio shows abound with talk shows where love is the main 
topic and as Valentine's day approaches, flower stores stock up on their roses supplies and red gift bags 
with flower, I love you, or heart motives are the call of the day. 
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comes to selecting a wife or a husband. Arranged marriages are still prevalent, since 

marriage is looked upon as an alliance between two families for survival, rather than the 

unification of two individuals. (Rugh 1984) Therefore it is not uncommon that when 

considering a suitable match, it is not the potential bride or groom that is being critically 

evaluated by the relatives but their families' social and economic standing. 

Marriage presents a considerable financial burdenS! especially to the future groom and his 

family. It is the groom who is required to provide for the future family's home, not a 

cheap thing in a city like Cairo where the expanding population and its growing demands 

are keenly felt when it comes to finding a suitable apartment that a young man can afford. 

In the current economic situation, for many young men, marriage is thus becoming 

unattainable and many have to postpone it to their mid to late thirties. The lucky ones 

either get financial help from their families or manage to leave for work to the Gulf 

States52
. Alaa', a colleague of mine at the Ain Shams University is a case in point. After 

obtaining his MA degree in Islamic Philosophy, he got engaged. However, coming from 

a modest background and working as a young assistant professor at a public university, 

his income was not sufficient to even consider marriage. He was fortunate to have a 

friend who found him a job in a printer shop in one of the Gulf States. Alaa' spent two 

years in the Gulf, making photocopies of books and notes for the local university students 

in order to save up enough money to buy the apartment he and his fiance found in their 

native neighbourhood of Cairo before his departure to the Gulf. After his return, and the 

planned wedding, he resumed the teaching post at the university, where I met him, and is 

51 The tradition also dictates that the future groom pays the bride's shabka, a sum of money agreed upon 
during or before the engagement ceremony that constitutes part of the bride's financial settlement in case of 
a divorce; shabka is usually given in the form of golden jewelry. We also should not ignore the costs of 
gifts and outings that add up considerably during the engagement period that can last from several months 
up to a year or two. Going on dates with eligible partners constitutes a major part of the game called "let's 
get married". For a highly informative study on the changing dating patterns among young Cairenes, see 
Mona Abaza's study in Cairo Cosmopolitan (Abaza 2006). 
On marriage and its financial and social implications from the perspective of the future bride, see Amin & 

Al Basusi 2004. 
52 Another, albeit marginal strategy when it comes to the lower classes, is to marry a foreigner. Since such a 
marriage is considered out of the norm, the financial requirements otherwise put on the groom do not apply. 
The interactions that aim to culminate in this particular type of cross-cultural marriage (between lower class 
Egyptian men and foreign women) are becoming a characteristic feature of sea resorts such as Hurghada 
and Sharm el Sheikh, as well as the West bank area of Luxor, all areas that cater predominantly to foreign 
tourists. 
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currently working on finishing his PhD. Out of the many people I met with similar 

stories, I chose Alaa's case to illustrate the constant social and cultural shifts: A mere two 

decades ago, it would be unthinkable for Alaa', with his educational background, to 

consider taking up a manual job, be it even outside of Egypt. It would be considered 

degrading and his fiancee's family would most probably break the engagement since he 

would have compromised his social status. 

Religion - the ever present moral dimension? 

A proper ethnography of Arab society cannot omit mentioning the role of religion53 in 

daily reality. Countless volumes have been written about Islam and its different aspects, 

however the social scientists, from their perspective, agree that it is very difficult to grasp 

Islam as a social and cultural reality. (Denny 1987) Based on my experience and 

observation I would go as far as saying that often, Islam is a living fluid entity, negotiated 

by the various layers of Muslim population based on their daily circumstances. Or, as 

Michael Gilsenan puts it, Islam "is inextricably bound up with many dimensions of social 

life in ways that are frequently not at all what they initially appear to be54
". (1982:10) 

It would be pointless endeavour to try to present a picture of religion as a daily practice in 

Egypt, I will therefore look at one aspect of the religious reality in Cairo and Egypt: its 

presence in the public and private spheres of life. 

For a Westerner, brought up in the tradition of secularism, it is difficult to fully grasp the 

meaning religion has in the lives of Cairenes and Egyptians at large. The common phrase 

that religion is present in all spheres of life is vague unless one gets the chance to 

53 When talking about religion in this chapter, I have in mind the two main faiths: Islam and Christianity. 
Although they differ significantly in their doctrines, I argue that their role in Egyptian daily reality is 
similar. Since Islam is the dominant religion, I will naturally give it more attention. 
Although Islam is the dominant religion in the country, Christianity - mainly its Coptic branch, constitutes 
the biggest and most important minority. Current statistics are unreliable, however is it generally believed 
that Muslims constitute close to 90% of the population, whereas Copts account for 10%. 
54 As an example, Gilsenan cites the class oppositions, contrary to Islam's ideal of the ummah - the 
members ofIslamic community of believers who are equal to one another, different interpretations of signs 
and codes by individuals vs. groups, etc. (Gilsenan 1982: 10-11) 
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experience it. I would compare it to an azaan, the call for prayer, that permeates the lives 

of Egyptians five times a day: 

It is close by at first, starting with an intimate pock of a microphone and a 
discreet cough or two .... as the local muezzin shuts his eyes and cups a hand by 
his ear, that first sound takes sudden shape as syllables and words rising strong 
and clear. An echo follows from far off. Then another in the middle distance, 
quickly joined by a third, and then more and more and more voices until a mighty 
chorus is soaring in rounds, relaying the call to prayer clear across the valley 
form east to west with such amplified force that God would not need to be All
Hearing to hear it. An electric cloud of sound accumulates and holds, suspended 
over the city for a full minute by the loudspeakers of some 15,000 mosques, 
before dissolving ... (Rodenbeck 1999:235-6) 

Religion, just like azaan, is a reality that is ever present, one can see, hear, and almost 

feel it as one navigates the streets of Cairo, and the rest of the country for that matter. 

Cairo has over 15,000 mosques, and several dozens of churches (Rodenbeck 1999); these 

representing the main visual symbols of the main two faiths: Islam and Christianity. 

Other visual signs are the occasional green plastic carpets spread out on the pavements of 

popular street mosques, and the cliche of a man praying on his prayer carpet in the 

middle of the street is also one of the daily occurrences. Both Islam and Christianity are 

very much public religions, an average Egyptian having the need to display his religious 

affiliation publicly. Upon entering a store, one can easily distinguish whether the shop 

keeper is a Muslim or a Christian. There will be at least one cross or picture of a saint 

hanging on the wall, or a Qur' anic verse or the prayer beads. 

The Holy month of Ramadan probably illustrates best the grip religion, in this particular 

case Islam, has on the life of the community. Ramadan brings with it a festive 

atmosphere: on the outside, cities and villages don on a Ramadan attire in the form of 

fawaanes, special Ramadan lanterns, and other street decorations; on the inside, everyone 

prepares for a month of heightened self-discipline (if they decide to fast) 55 as well as 

high social activity. This is the social month of the year when everyone gets to stay out 

late into the night, children included, visiting with relatives and friends. Cultural life also 

55 Fasting means abstaining from food, drink and sex from sunrise to sunset. It also implies spending more 
time in prayer and giving and receiving charity. (Denny 1987) 
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intensifies with daily concerts, public recitations of traditional stories, special TV shows 

etc. Because it entails a lack of sleep at night and no food during the day, Ramadan alters 

the daily schedules of most of the Egyptian population. Since it is commonly believed 

that most Muslims fast from sunrise till sunset for the duration of this month, most 

employers shift working hours, often shortening them in the process. The traffic becomes 

more predictable, for once: two hours before the sunset, the traffic jams are at their peeks 

with most of the population rushing home for iftaar, the first meal of the day. At sunset, 

many streets remind the occasional stroller of ghost cities, while others offering the 

charitable food - "the tables of mercy,,56 - are transformed into a dining room. Economy 

is also affected. On the market level, consumerism is at its best, however when it comes 

to production and running of businesses, orders get often delayed and although things 

generally get done, they take more time and often this causes certain amount of 

frustration. However, the main impact of Ramadan on the community is the renewed 

awareness of its religious dimension. It is the time to cleanse one's soul and remind 

oneself of the main principles and values behind Islam. 

Coming back to the routine, to everyday reality, it is not only the call for prayer or church 

bells that remind one of religious duties, and religion in general. Expressions mentioning 

God's omnipresence and will, such as insha 'allah, masha 'allah57 etc., resonate through 

the daily language with the same perseverance as the amplified azaan. A short excerpt 

from a typical conversation between a taxi driver and his58 client will serve to illustrate 

this: 

Client: West el Balad? [Asking if the taxi driver will take him to 
downtown Cairo] 

Taxi driver: Feenji West el Balad? [where in downtown?] 

56 "Tables of mercy" is a revived tradition in Egypt when "a wealthy patron sets up seating in the street, on 
the sidewalks or even in the grassy medians of thoroughfares to serve free iflaar meals to the poor-a 
popular way for Muslims to donate 2.5 percent of their worth to the poor, as Islam requires." 
http://www.saudiaramcoworld.com/issue/200201/fasting.days.festive.nights-ramadan.in.cairo.htm 
(accessed 15. 9.2009) 
57 Insha' allah = God willing ; Masha' allah = As God has willed, used as an expression of praise and 
admiration 
58 I once heard a rumor about a female taxi driver yet I have never met one in Cairo, nor have any of my 
friends and numerous acquaintances. 
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A brief note on the role religion plays in the construction of identity is in order here. I 

have already mentioned the habit of displaying one's religious affiliation in public. The 

same is true whenever the topic of identity is brought up, either in a casual conversation 

between friends and acquaintances, or any domain of public administration. Whereas in 

Europe, it is considered a highly private question that one is not required to answer, in 

Egypt, it is one of the first facts people try to establish. "Are you a Muslim or a 

Christian?" is a common question I have to answer whenever I give directions to a taxi 

driver in Arabic, often inserting the proverbial insha 'allah. 

Within my interviews, whenever I discussed the topic of my informants' lifestyles, they 

would usually reflect on it by identifying with their religion and saying something along 

the lines of "even if! am not the best Muslim ... ,,61 

The absence of secularism in the state bureaucracy can be clearly demonstrated by any 

official document a person is asked to fill in. Be it a local or a foreign resident, when 

applying for ID, passport or visa, one has to fill in hislher religious affiliation. Leaving it 

blank, as many foreigners often do, merely means a minute of confusion for the clerk 

who will ask about it anyway; after all, "everyone has a religion,,62... Furthermore, no 

one sees it as a breach of personal privacy that hislher religion appears on the ID card and 

passport for everyone to see. 

I will use the question of atheism as a final argument to highlight the presence of religion 

in the daily life of Egyptians. It is a common experience among foreigners who reside in 

Egypt, that after being startled by an Egyptian63 with the - for them highly personal -

question of their religious affiliation, some of them would startle their conversation 

partner back by answering "I am an atheist,,64. Such an answer usually does not register at 

first, since the notion of atheism is not commonly known. Upon elaboration that "I don't 

61 Interview with Tamer, October 2009. 
62 A . fE . common sentiment among most 0 gyptJans. 
63 I am referring here to mainly daily chance encounters with lower class Egyptians, e.g. while shopping in 
a local market, in public transportation etc. The upper class is familiar with the concept and it is becoming 
also more and more accepted in the middle class circles. 
64 Confessing that one is an agnostic creates even more confusion. It is possible to imagine, although with 
difficulty, that someone does not believe in God, however saying that one does not know what/who he/she 
believes in is a different matter. 
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Client: Sharia' Adly 
Taxi driver: Insha 'allah 

Client: Insha 'allah 

[Adly street] 
[as a form of agreement that he knows the 
route] 
[an automatic reply] 

It goes without saying that the omnipresent public display of Islam or Christianity does 

not reflect the extent of religious zeal among Cairenes. Both, Muslim and Christian 

communities alike consist of members with varying degrees of religious practice, from 

utter devotion to modified daily practice to mere religious affiliation on their ID cards59
. 

Gibb likens Islam to a triangle with the three angles being "a doctrine, a culture, and a 

history, and the three sides enclose a community." Its shape may change, just as the size 

of the angles may vary in relation to one another; yet the community always remains 

within. (Gibb 1961: 11) I would say the same goes for the Christianity in Egypt. 

When looking pragmatically at religion's role in the private domain the doctrine 

translates into a moral code which together with history play a significant role in shaping 

one's identity. 

The individual interpretation and negotiation of the moral code shapes one's outlook on 

life as well as one's lifestyle: the principles one lives by (such as leading a "good" 

morally proper life, helping the needy, respecting God, tolerating other faiths, etc.) and 

the lifestyle choices (regarding for example halaaz6° food, pre-marital sex, abstinence 

from alcohol, clothing, the question of donning a veil for Muslim women, choice of life

partner, and the extent of religious practice - praying, fasting, attending Friday prayers or 

Sunday mass for that matter). For the young generation, as will be shown further in this 

study, the daily reality often means also navigating between their personal beliefs and 

those of their families. 

59 Religious affiliation is compulsory on Egyptian official personal documents. More on this below. 
60 Halaal stands for the dietary restrictions proscribed by Islam. (Denny 1987) 
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believe in God", a confused and blank look is often the answer, "how can a person not 

believe in God? Everyone believes in God and has a religion" ... And after a brief pause, 

sometime a show of sympathy follows: "it must be a very lonely and empty life, one 

without God" ... 65 

65 From our own ~ Westem - perspective, such talk could be perceived as politically incorrect. This 
imagined dialogue uses oft-heard statements to reflect the mindset of many Egyptians when it comes to 
atheism. 
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iii. The Foreign Community in Cairo 

Brief history of foreign communities in Egypt 

The primary focus of this section is the Western foreign communities that settled down in 

Cairo. However, at times, it will look at the foreign community from the broader 

perspective, as a unit - a group of the foreign "others", encompassing also Syrians and 

Arab Jews. It goes without saying that foreigners settled in other parts of Egypt as well, 

predominantly in the cities. As an example, let me mention the Greeks who traded cotton 

with the fallahiin in Delta; the large community of Western professionals that helped 

build the Suez Canal, mainly located in Port Said; and the previously mentioned large 

foreign merchant community in Alexandria, during the reign of Muhammad Ali. 

The steady flow of Armenians, Greeks, and Europeans to the cities reached considerable 
proportions after the 16th century, under Ottoman auspices. In the late 19th century the 
flow became a veritable flood, particularly under the British occupation (after 1881). The 
repercussions of Egypt's recovery of her independence in 1952 drove many of these 
foreigners out of the country. (Rodinson 1981 :62) 

On the following pages, I will outline the presence of Western communities in Egypt 

since the 16th century down to the present day. The main historical milestones of the 

foreign presence, taking into account the change of their status, are as follows: the period 

before the British occupation, the years of the British occupation, Nasser's era, the 

Injitaah, and finally the present day situation. 

The Expatriate community before the British occupation 

One of the earliest Western reports on foreigners residing in Cairo comes from the 16th 

century travel accounts of several Frenchmen, namely Ferrnanel, Fauvel, and others. 

According to their accounts, few foreigners lived in the city before the days of the Turks. 

These were mainly Venetian merchants who were active in the spice trade with India. 

The few foreigners, passing through the city, came under the supervision of specially 

appointed dragomen, which was rather exploitive in nature. The situation began to 
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change around 1650, when " ... the number and variety of European residents had 

increased to the point where a special quarter of the city was devoted to their residence, 

from which even the chief official of the city was enjoined from entering without 

permission.66
" (Abu-Lughod 1971:54) This merchant community engaged in trading 

cotton, leather, wax, rice and medications. Already at this time they had their own 

consuls, French, English, Venetian, and Dutch representatives, looking after and 

protecting their interests. By the 1780s, the French came to dominate the foreign 

community; focusing on the import of European goods that were becoming high in 

demand. 

While in 1630s, foreign merchants enjoyed great liberty, later towards 1780s, the 

restrictive Ottoman policies together with hostile local inhabitants drove most of them to 

Alexandria and other cities in the North. It was this harassment of predominantly French 

merchants that Napoleon used at home as an excuse for his invasion of Egypt in 178967
• 

(Abu-Lughod 1971) 

The situation of foreigners improved considerably during the reign of Muhammad Ali. 

He was in need of Western technical expertise, plus his elite's burgeoning taste required 

goods of Western manufacture. He therefore offered them considerable protection. "The 

Capitulations68
, as interpreted by Muhammad Ali, permitted foreigners to be tried 

according to their own laws and in their own courts69
." (Tignor 1980:430) 

Muhammad Ali, however, preferred to keep the foreign community separate from the 

local inhabitants so as to exercise control over the extent of trade with Europe. His 

attempts were thwarted by the European powers in the l840s when they successfully 

intervened against his policies with the Ottoman Porte. 

66 This is reminiscent of a more contemporary situation in present day Maadi, where parts of this 
neighborhood are also gated and the movement of people who do not reside there - be it locals or foreigners 
is strictly monitored. 
67 The history books agree that Napoleon's real aim was to strike against the British. 
68 The Capitulations were bilateral agreements between The Ottoman Empire and the European powers, 
conferring rights and privileges in favor of their subjects resident or trading in the Ottoman dominions. 
These included no taxation, and the above mentioned exemption from local jurisdiction. In other words, 
foreigners became untouchable, an empire within an empire. (Vatikiotis 1980:86) 
69 These were set up at the foreign consulates and became a focus of national identity. The foreign consul 
was thus usually designated as the political leader of a particular foreign community. (Tignor 1980:430) 
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At the end of Muhammad Ali' s rule in 1847, the number of European foreigners was still 

insignificant, somewhere between 3,000 and 8,000. Approximately one half of the 

existing community was comprised of the old yet expanding Greek communities, the 

other half was equally divided between French and Italian "adventurers". Fifty years 

later, by 1897, the European community exceeded 70,0007°. (Vatikiotis 1980:434, Owen 

2004:117) Out of the 70,000 foreigners, 30,000 lived in Cairo alone. This development 

was reflected in the city itself. While in the 1840s, Cairo was a single city with less than 

300,000 inhabitants. By 1897 there is a clear division between two symbiotic 

communities whose combined population approached 590,000. "To the east lay the 

native city, still essentially pre-industrial in technology, social structure and way of life; 

to the west lay the 'colonial' city with its steam-powered techniques, its faster pace and 

wheeled traffic, and its European identification." (Abu-Lughod 1971 :98) 

Khedive Ismail' s reign (1863 - 1879) began on the crest of a boom in cotton trade caused 

by the withdrawal of American supplies due to the Civil War. Thanks to the continuous 

efforts of his father and grandfather, the Egyptian population was experiencing its first 

upsurge of the modem era after centuries of decline. Ismail's ambition was to manifest 

this prosperity and modernity in his capital; he was also preoccupied about presenting his 

city to the numerous European royal visitors he was planning to invite to the opening of 

the Suez Canal. The inspiration came during his visit to the Exposition Universelle held 

in Paris, in the spring of 1867, where he saw the new urban development of "Hausmann's 

Paris". (Abu-Lughod 1971:104) Upon his return, his obsession to create his own Paris on 

the Nile set in. Ismail had two years, thanks to minor delays with the canal construction, 

to accomplish his municipal improvement. By the time of the canal opening, the fa<;ade 

of a new Cairo - El Qahira el Ismailia - on the western edge of the city was in place. 

Ultimately, altering the face of Cairo cost Ismail his country. (Abu-Lughod 1971) 

70 The estimated numbers given by Vatikiotis and Owen differ, while Vatikiotis talks about 3,000 
foreigners in 1840s, Owen's number is between 8,000 to 10,000. Similarly, by the end ofIsmail's reign, 
Vatikiotis mentions 70,000 foreigners, while Owen goes up to 90,000. Here, I use Vatikiotis' estimate since 
it corresponds with Rodenbeck's and Abu-Lughod's sources as well. 
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The British occupation 

The ensuing British occupation did not drastically alter the development of the western 

part of the metropolis. It merely followed in the trend initiated by Ismail. Ismailia, as it 

was commonly called, became the centre of Western presence in the city, displaying all 

the "symbols" of culture, the lavish entertainment houses and luxurious palaces. (Abu

Lughod 1971) "German, Austro-Hungarian, French and Italian architects had given much 

of this new city a belle epoque veneer, with a twist here and there of Islamic decor to 

maintain the Oriental atmosphere." (Rodenbeck 1999:174) 

By 1910, the city's swelling Western population pushed the city centre westward, away 

from 'Ataba Square, and towards the Nile. "An eighth of the city's 700,000 people were 

foreign-born. West of 'Ataba square they outnumbered Egyptians three to one." 

(Rodenbeck 1999:176) In the census of 1927, the foreigners reached the figure of 

225,600. (Tignor 1980:421) 

The progress required that the predominantly residential villas and palaces of Ismail's 

model city gave way to a "dense zone of shops and offices that looked little different 

from Milan or Barcelona." (Rodenbeck 1999: 181) Another factor that played its role in 

changing the face of downtown was the development of the automobile industry71 that 

made it possible for people to cover long distances. Thus in the 1920s and 193 Os, we see 

a growing trend of residential relocation from downtown into newly established 

residential neighbourhoods such as Maadi 72, and Baron's Heliopolis 73 , as well as 

Zamalek and Giza. 

The British occupation brought with it the monopolization of important government posts 

by European nationals who "enjoyed privileges, exemptions, and a style of life that made 

71 I would like to thank Lucie Ryzova for pointing out this development to me. 
12 Maadi was developed by a group of closely intermarried Sephardi entrepreneurs who, by 1904, bought 
up enough fields alongside the Cairo-Helwan railroad, to incorporate a venture aimed at creating a smug 
and exclusive suburb south of Downtown Cairo. (Rodenbeck 1999:181) 
73 Heliopolis was a residential town, north-east, outside of Cairo built and developed by the Belgian 
entrepreneur Baron Edouard Empain, starting in 1907. (Tignor 1980:428) 
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them the envy not only of the Egyptians but of their countrymen at home as well." (Abu

Lughod 1971 :98) 

Besides government serVIce, Westerners were engaged III commercial, banking and 

minor industrial enterprises. 

Middle Eastern economies traditionally tended to delegate economic chores to 
different religious and ethnic communities. This tendency to rely on foreigners 
for specialized economic undertaking was intensified in those countries where 
rapid economic progress demanded educational, linguistic, technical, and 
entrepreneurial skills not found in abundance among the indigenous population. 
Nineteenth-century Egypt was such a booming economy ... (Tignor 1980:421) 

By the turn of the century, foreigners "owned 96% of the capital on the growing stock 

market; they owned the banks, the luxury shops and the factories working flat out to 

supply the construction boom that was rapidly realizing Khedive Ismail' s ambition of a 

Paris by the Nile." (Rodenbeck 1999: 174) 

Economic behaviour was also a demonstration of national ties. Below is an example of 

the census of 1917, showing the estimated size of Western foreign communities and their 

primary occupations (Tignor 1980:421): 

Armenians: 7,728 - Tobacco & cigarettes industry 

French: 21,270 - Middle Eastern trade and finance 

British: 24,354 - Army, government posts, contractors (Nile hydraulic projects 

and railroad) 

Italians: 41,198 - Artisans 

Greeks: 56,751 - Money lenders and cotton exporters 

As mentioned above, foreign communities enjoyed the privileges of extra-territoriality 

under the Capitulations74
, which amounted virtually to a juridical and political 

independence from the Egyptian government. "They were able therefore to lead their 

74 The main change that occurred in the Capitulations since Muhammad Ali was the establishment of the 
European Law courts, so called Mixed tribunals, in 1875. They replaced the consular courts, administering 
French law through foreign judges. Criminal jurisdiction as well as law relating to personal matters such as 
marriage, divorce, wills, etc., stayed in the hands of consular courts. (Tignor 1980:417,430) 
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lives practically as a self-contained, self-sufficient community, quite divorced from the 

mainstream of native Egyptian life." (Vatikiotis 1980: 434) 

Religious and national ties were a strong source of cohesion between foreigners in Egypt. 

They commonly identified themselves in opposition to the native "Arabs." Despite the 

cosmopolitanism of Cairo, not much mixing took place between the foreigners and the 

upper classes of the Egyptian society. While foreigners had their clubs with strictly 

controlled access, such as the famous Gezira Sporting Club, the Egyptian elite built their 

own, e.g. the Muhammad Ali Diplomatic Club in Downtown. (Abu-Lughod 1971) This 

can be attributed to several factors: the Westerners' attitude of superiority towards 

Egyptians; the different values upheld by the Muslim elite, such as the seclusion of their 

women as well as negative attitude towards alcohol and "loose Western morals"; and 

finally, the growing nationalism that rendered Egyptian businessmen "suspicious of 

rapprochement with foreigners." (Tignor 1980:449) 

What did the daily life of foreigners look like at the prime of British occupation? Max 

Rodenbeck offers a vivid description: 

The khawagal5had their own coiffeurs, their haberdashers and boot makers, their 
hospitals and clubs and schools76

. The other Cairo became to them a mere 
backdrop, a place to venture for occasional thrills or for sketching picturesque 
VIews .... 
The khawagat constructed not just attitudes and whole new districts that soon 
dwarfed the old town, but also a social order whose complexity reinforced their 
sense of security. Down near the bottom - but still several notches above native 
day laborers - were the Maltese, south-Italian and Greek artisans: master masons, 
plasterers and ironmongers, and also the waiters and petty criminals and the 
prostitutes whose trade flourished under consular protection. (1999:276) 

One step up on the social scale was the Armenian tram conductors, Bulgarian secretaries 

and Bosnian salesgirls. Pharmacists, physicians, engineers and caterers came from further 

north. If one needed a good photographer, Germans were the best, for a suit one would go 

to a British tailor and the best chocolate came from the patisseries of Swiss-Italians. The 

75 Khawagiit = foreign residents 
76 For a more detailed account of the school system under British occupation, see Vatikiotis 1980. 
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French and their language dominated the intellectual scene. Jews took leadership in 

finance and Syro-Lebanese dominated trade. Two thousand British and several hundred 

French bureaucrats managed the affairs of the state under the khedive and his cabinet of 

landowning pashas. "The foreigners' salaries were so comfortable, that when one Italian 

judicial adviser returned to his former post in Italy he found he was earning less than his 

secretary in Cairo." (Rodenbeck 1999: 177) 

As the saying goes, everything good has to come to an end. The decline of the 

comfortable colonial life style of foreigners began to set in when the Capitulations were 

abolished in 1936, after the signing of the Anglo-Egyptian treaty. (Cooper 1995) With the 

impending Second World War, the economy was showing signs of downfall and thus it 

was time for many foreigners to follow their children who had been sent to study abroad, 

and who under the current circumstances would stay there. Another major contributing 

factor was the growing tendency towards nationalism that resulted in the anti-British riots 

and arson of January 1952 (Rodenbeck 1999:196). Egypt had decided to show its less 

welcoming face. 

Nasser's Era and the end of foreigners' privileged status 

In the years following the July revolution, the face of Downtown Cairo changed 

dramatically. Nasser's sequestration and nationalization policies, together with the 

homogenization of population, as a result of his social contract, drove many of the 

remaining foreigners 77 out of Cairo and Egypt. 

The fact that the foreign bourgeoisie did not mix well with their local counterparts 

accelerated the sequestration and nationalization dynamics. The first few years following 

the 1952 did not see many changes in the economic policies as the Free Officers were 

busy consolidating their political power. At this time, the capitalist development 

77 Kazamias argues that the reasons behind the "exodus" of some of the foreign communities from Egypt 
cannot be fully blamed on Nasser's policies. He focuses on the Greek community and puts forth arguments 
exposing internal factors, such as poor adaptation to post-colonial Egypt, inner structure of the Greek 
community, and the shifting economic interests due to the improving economic situation in the Greek 
homeland. (In print) 
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strategies were still in favour and the government was thinking of using the assistance of 

Egyptian and foreign entrepreneurs to revive the economy. (Vatikiotis 1980) However, 

new populist-minded groups were gaining momentum and their criticism of the 

behaviour of the foreign entrepreneurs grew more strident. Their complaints cantered 

around the foreigners' "voracious appetite for profits" which meant that only few 

Egyptians benefited from their entrepreneurial achievements. The foreign companies 

preferred their own personnel and thus offered too few opportunities to Egyptian 

secondary and university graduates. Egyptian entrepreneurs shared these sentiments and 

hence "marshaled little resistance when N asser began to expropriate and nationalize their 

firms in the 1950s". (Tignor 1980:448-9) Had the ties between the local and foreign 

bourgeoisie been closer, the situation might have turned out differently. 

The Suez War, or the Tripartite Aggression as it was known in the Middle East, that 

followed the nationalization of the Suez Canal sped up the whole process. In November 

1956, the government sequestrated and eventually nationalized all the British and French 

banks and companies - a total of 15,000 establishments. (Vatikiotis 1980:393) 

Furthermore, British, French and Jewish78 nationals were expelled. "Many left carrying 

passports stamped with the words 'never again to return to Egypt'." (Tignor 1980:417) 

Most of the foreign properties, especially the private holdings such as villas and 

apartment buildings, were usually turned to purposes they were not built for: 'luxury 

villas became overcrowded and under-funded public schools and apartments turned into 

public sector offices". 79 (Raafat 2003: 10) 

With the advancement of Nasser's socialist policies, the country witnessed also 

continuous homogenization. Together with foreigners, many members of the older 

78 The situation of the Jewish community was gradually worsening since the Arab-Israel War of 1948. Out 
ofa booming community of approximately 80,000 Jews in 1948, no more than 300 were left by 1970. (For 
details see Laskier 1995) 
On the current state of the Jewish community in Egypt, see Azza Khattab's article in Egypt Today. 
(Khattab 2005) 
79 This trend still prevails in Downtown Cairo today. It is not unusual to see vacated apartments turned into 
office spaces since office rents are generally higher than what tenants could be asked for. 
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bourgeoisie decided to emigrate as well and their places were gradually filled by the 

higher military ranks. 

Except for the colonial architecture, very little was left of the belle epoque Downtown 

Cairo in the 1970s. During her visit to Cairo in 1969, Janet Abu-Lughod observed the 

continuous homogenization of the city and its people: "consumption patterns, ways of 

dress and leisure activities which were once the prerogative of a somewhat Westernized 

middle class have been diffusing down the social structure. . .. Downtown shops which 

formerly specialized in foreign goods now carry locally produced goods little 

differentiated from the lines handled elsewhere in the city." (Abu-Lughod 1971: 237-8) 

Was Egypt great privilege before WWII did leave, and many were expelled as Egypt 

reacted to their home countries' policies. However, a small minority who considered 

Egypt their home did stay behind. Also, with Nasser's socialist orientation in the mid

sixties, new foreign professionals - mainly from the Soviet bloc8o 
- were invited to help 

Egypt on its way to progress. Their numbers were however much lower and stayed in the 

thousands81
. 

Infitaah: "Open Doors" to foreigners yet again 

It was not long before Sadat's reconciliation with the West, and the liberalization of the 

economy brought about by the Infitaah, that the doors opened to Westerners again. This 

time, the majority was constituted by US Americans due to the high involvement of the 

80 The arms deal with Czechoslovakia in 1955 contributed to almost two decades of heightened economic 
and cultural relations between Egypt and Czechoslovakia. Just like the Russians, Czechoslovak engineers 
were invited to help with the industrialization of the country and many business connections were forged. 
These friendly relations were reflected in the fact that Czechoslovak Embassy (currently the Embassy of 
the Czech Republic) was at the time the second largest in Cairo. (Information based on informal talks with 
Czech and Slovak residents in Cairo who have witnessed these days as well as with embassy 
representatives. ) 
81 The official censuses ceased to produce separate statistics for Egypt's foreign communities after 1947 
(Kazamias, in print). It is therefore hard to put forward accurate estimates. Vatikiotis estimates that about 
2,000 Russian engineers and skilled workers were employed for the Aswan Dam construction. (1980:388) 
The political closeness with the Soviet Union also opened the door to mutual trade and many export-import 
businesses were established. 
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USA in the region and as a consequence of their US Aid that started flowing into the 

country after the Egypt-Israel Peace treaty in 1979.82 

Some things did change however. This time, the foreigners were coming as guests. And 

although their foreign capital was accompanied by their own high- and middle-ranking 

managers and professionals, and the Aid money returned partially to the pockets of the 

donor countries through the international NGOs employing high quotas of foreign 

experts, there was still enough opportunity for local Egyptians to share in their ventures83
. 

In the words of Galal Amin, "One of the opportunities that came with the Infitaah was 

the employment, directly or indirectly, in the services of foreigners; be it as professionals 

in foreign companies, banks, and consultancy offices, joining the foreigners in the 

flourishing tourist sector, or providing various personal services to foreign residents." 

(2000: 15-16) 

Expatriates and Contemporary Cairo 

The influx of foreigners has continued under Mubarak's regIme. The number of 

European and North American expatriates in Cairo is currently estimated at 

approximately 30,00084
. The two main categories of foreign residents are made up of 

long-term and short-term residents. Long-term residents, typically second or third 

generation expatriates - descendants from families who have resided in Egypt for 

generations - are in the minority these days. Short-term residents are professionals, often 

accompanied by their families, and students who come to Egypt for a limited period of 

82 For more details see Weinbaum 1985 
83 We also should not forget about Egyptian laws regulating the labor market. The new unified Labor Law 
No. 12 of 2003, stipulates: "The number of non-Egyptian employees in any establishment must not exceed 
10 percent of the total work force for unskilled or semiskilled workers. For skilled workers the limit of non
Egyptian labor is 25 per/cent. Also total compensation of foreign employees must not exceed 35 per/cent of 
the total payroll of the establishment." http://www.amcham.org.egldbe/Labor.asp#8 (Accessed February 
10,2010) 
84 I was not able to find official statistics about foreign residents in Cairo, nor overall in Egypt. The 
unofficial sources at numerous expatriate sites seem to be in agreement that the number should not exceed 
30,000. http://www.transitionsabroad.comipub lications/magazine/O 5 03 /work _in _ egypt. shtm I (last accessed 
January 20, 2009) 
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time. In between, there is a gray zone, made up of foreigners who married Egyptians and 

decided to stay and raise their families here, as well as foreigners who came to Egypt in 

their adult life either for work or study and decided to stay. 

The professional community consists predominantly of middle- to high-ranking 

managers, engineers, diplomatic personnel, teachers (at private language schools), NGO 

consultants, and people working in the tourist business. The majority of students come to 

Cairo to study Arabic, (they either take a semester or two out of their university studies or 

come here for summer courses and short stays), the other large group are students 

enrolled at the American University - either full time for BA and MA programs or for one 

year study abroad programs. 

Whereas in the early 1900s, the foreign community was concentrated predominantly in 

Ismail's downtown, today West el Balad has lost its appeal due to its high levels of noise 

and pollution, congested traffic and lack of green areas. It is still a favourite with a 

majority of students, as will be discussed below, however the professionals prefer other 

parts of town that are more easily accessible. The diplomatic community is spread 

between Zamalek, Garden City, Heliopolis, and Doqqi; many IT engineers stay in 

Mohandiseen, one of the hubs of the IT industry; the majority of managers working for 

multinational corporations (and often relocating with their families) prefer Maadi with its 

relatively wide and quiet green streets and still numerous residential villas; many 

teachers stay in Nasser city, that allows them easy access to the numerous private schools 

built at the outskirts of the city; and there is a growing trend to move out into the gated 

communities (Denis 2006) in the satellite cities that are easily accessible by the ring road 

for those who are tired of navigating daily through Cairo's traffic-choked streets. 

The Capitulations are long gone, however, foreigners still enjoy a somewhat privileged 

status, primarily when it comes to their protection. Even though legally, foreigners are 

not treated differently from Egyptians, they are generally handled with care. The overall 

impression of average Egyptians is that the governrnent is highly protective of foreign 
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nationals85
. One example86 is the ever present tourist police. Tourist policemen can be 

encountered virtually on every corner of every main street of those of Cairo's districts 

that are frequented by foreigners. Although their presence is rather intimidating to most 

tourists who are not used to seeing such high numbers of policemen armed with guns, the 

local expatriates are well aware of their harmlessness. A more practical proof of special 

status can be obtained simply by mentioning one's embassy whenever there is a minor 

chance of a conflict. Since Egyptians on average do not easily distinguish between 

tourists and foreign residents, the popular stereotype of government wanting to protect 

tourists is exploited instrumentally by local expatriate community. 

It is against the historical, geopolitical and socio-economical background that thanks to 

the current neoliberal economy, Cairo has once again turned into a cosmopolitan city that 

offers the possibility of experiencing both Western living standards and local culture. 

Each expatriate is free to choose his or her level of immersion into the local culture s/he 

chooses, if any. Depending on one's budget and personal preferences, it is possible to live 

in a Western bubble with its five star restaurants offering international menus and wine 

lists, clean familiar-looking shopping malls with luxury cinemas, international hotels with 

their wellness spas and bar lounges, all nicely air conditioned and English speaking. At 

the same time, one can decide to go for the local fa 'ameya87 sandwich take-away and eat 

it in a street coffee shop around the corner with mint tea and a shiisha. 

Usually initially oblivious to the heritage of the past, the foreign students and young 

professionals who share their lives with the young middle class Cairenes, the focus of this 

study, usually choose a combination of both, with the local experience playing an 

important part. And they often do so in Downtown Cairo ... 

85 The main argument for such a government policy is the importance of tourism in the national economy. 
Tourism is the biggest source of foreign currency and the tourism industry is probably worth more than 
10% of GDP. An estimate of 12,6% of Egypt's workforce is said to be directly involved with tourism. 
(Egypt Almanac 2003) 
86 During the course of my work for ESIE, I was once confronted with a case of shoplifting by one of our 
hosted foreign students in a local (western style) supermarket in Cairo. When I spoke to the supermarket's 
manager, he explained to me that they have an unspoken policy of letting foreign shoplifters go. To my 
surprise, he explained that although the cases of shoplifting by foreigners are more numerous than one 
would expect, the supermarkets are not willing to engage in lengthy negotiations with the embassies that 
would inevitably result. 
87 ta'ameya = falafel sandwich 
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The Paris on the Nile today 

Walking through the streets of downtown for the first time, one is struck by its European 

feel due to the colonial architecture. However, the visible neglect and lively chaos of the 

commercial ground floor with modem shop windows - that usually do little justice to the 

original buildings (often defacing them) - immediately reminds one where one is, in the 

18 million strong bustling metropolis of Cairo. 

Comparing today's downtown to the times of her youth, Elizabeth Fox - a former 

resident of Cairo in 1940s who visited the city again in the 1990s -, concludes that 

downtown has lost its cosmopolitan nature. "In streets where the signs had once been 

bilingual, and where sounds of English, French, Italian and Greek had once mixed un

selfconsciously with Arabic, there was little trace of all the cultures that had once been at 

home there and had left their varied impressions on Egypt." (Fox, n .d.) The West and the 

East still meet here, as khedive Ismail wanted it, however today the West is represented 

mainly by wandering tourists who come to see the nearby Egyptian museum and their 

Eastern counterpart are hustlers whose job it is to make sure that these tourists spend 

most of their disposable holiday money on souvenirs in the dozens of stores they work 

for. 

Sentimental feelings aside, it is hard not to agree with Walter Armbrust that West el 

Balad is not the centre of the town any more, as its name indicates. (Armbrust 2006) 

Although the parliament is still situated within a five minute walk from Tahrir, the main 

square, there is talk of moving the rest of the nearby ministries to the outskirts of the city. 

Since time seems to flow more slowly in Egypt, this may take a while, however the big 

money is moving there already, as Samir Raafat laconically points out. (Raafat 2003:9) 

The once high-powered neighbourhood that catered to the expensive tastes of its foreign 

residents and local elites has turned into the shopping and leisure district of the lower 

middle class. During the day, the crowds consist mostly of office employees from the 

ministries, the shopping assistants from the numerous clothes and shoe stores, and clerks 

from the travel agencies and airline offices. And the tourists, of course. In the late 

afternoon and early evening, the rhythm slows down to accommodate families with 

children on their window-shopping excursions. And after 8 pm till well after midnight, 
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downtown is taken over by the shabaab, the largely male youth, in their late teens and 

early twenties who come here to meet their friends and see movies in the once famous 

first class movie theatres (now run down). It is the anonymity of downtown and its easy 

access by public transport that draws these young crowds. "In its leisure mode 

downtown is ... a place where one can be anonymous. Few of the people who go 

downtown for leisure purposes actually live there. Downtown at night is neutral territory 

removed from the grasp of social institutions." (Armbrust 2006:421) 

Another feature of the leisure industry and legacy of the belle epoque are the less visible 

and hardly spoken of bars and pubs spread throughout downtown88
. Many of them have 

fallen into disrepair and disrepute as millions of Egyptian labour migrants influenced by 

Wahabi Islam returned home in the 1980s and 1990s and brought their stricter religion to 

the whole nation. The wealthy international as well as local patrons that once frequented 

them, including king Farouk himself, were replaced with a blend of older Egyptian men, 

leftist intellectuals and artists, as well as a subculture of young middle class Egyptians 

and their foreign friends. The leftist intellectuals and their artist friends would usually 

meet on Tuesdays in the Estoril bar and restaurant, off Tal' at Harb street, and later in the 

evening move to the Greek club down the road. Another favourite hangout Horreyya, 

where I would often meet with my Egyptian and international shWa, is a reminder of the 

bygone days of Egypt's liberalism and tolerance. Alaa Al Aswani recalls: "You had the 

bars, you had the synagogues, you had the churches, you had the mosques. Everyone was 

absolutely allowed to practice religion, to go and drink or whatever." (Schemm & 

Abbot:2009) 

For Tamer, Horreyya also epitomizes what Egypt should be, a place where "everybody 

goes ... [to] do what they want, nobody cares about who does what, you can just go there 

have a good time, drink whatever you want to drink ... ". A longing for a liberal society 

free of judgments and overt social control, in short, what Horreyya's name stands for -

freedom. 

88 For an overview of all these bars and pubs see http://www.baJadibar.comlmain_broadband.html. 
(Accessed February 20, 2010) 
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The contemporary international clientele that frequents Horreyya, as well as some of the 

other more well known downtown bars, is composed predominantly of students who 

prefer the lenient atmosphere downtown still radiates to the more upscale Zamalek or 

Maadi neighbourhoods. For many years, the source of the high numbers of international 

students residing here had been the American University in Cairo whose original campus 

is at the edge of Tahrir square89
. Besides the AUC students, there are the seasonal 

students of Arabic, researchers and also a small group of young professionals working for 

cultural institutes, such as the Goethe institute, and numerous NGOs and international 

agencIes. 

Downtown coffee shops present yet another face of Egyptians love of socializing. Their 

prime season comes during Ramadan when groups of friends meet in the early evening 

hours, after breaking their fast with family or colleagues, and laze away the Ramadan 

nights with tea, coffee, an occasional game of dominoes or backgammon and hours of 

conversations. I spent countless hours with my friends there in similar fashion. We would 

play dominoes, drink tea or one of the many fresh juices in season, watch life go by and 

talk. I would sometimes ask them about downtown and in the ensuing discussion they 

would usually agree that downtown, despite its long neglect and shabbiness, still has a 

certain charm accompanied by a more liberal feel. Could this sentiment still be a 

reflection of downtown's cosmopolitan past? 

89 ADC followed the trend set by other private universities and in 2008 moved its headquarters to the 
desert, near the Fifth's district. Despite ongoing speculations about the effect of this move on downtown, 
two years after, ADC's move has not had a visible impact on the numbers of student residents nor most of 
the businesses and western cafes in the area; with the exception of two to three stationary shops in the 
immediate vicinity of the old campus. Even the traffic congestion and parking problems in the adjacent Bab 
el Luq district that were predominantly attributed to ADC students and facuIty persist. 
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11. On Identity, Stereotypes and Perception 

I came to Cairo to study Egyptian perceptions of the 'West', focusing predominantly on 

the role stereotypes play in such perceptions. The theoretical study of stereotypes tells us 

that we have a strong tendency to use them to reinforce our own sense of self, our identity 

- through the interplay of "us" versus "them", where "they" are usually portrayed as our 

negative counterpart - and at the same time they prohibit us from getting to know the 

other. Yet in order to minimize the negative effects of stereotypes, it is vital that we take 

the time and effort to do exactly that: sit down with "them" and start a meaningful 

conversation that continues over time. That is why I decided to focus on a young group 

of Cairenes who made the choice to be in daily contact with the foreign community of 

downtown Cairo. My observations reinforced my belief in the correctness of the theory 

above, however, I also noticed something else. The profound effect this prolonged 

contact has had on the construction of the personal identities of my target group. 

This chapter offers a brief summary of the literature on identity construction and of the 

role stereotypes may, and often do, play here. When talking about identity and 

stereotypes, it is essential to take a look at perception as well. 

The first part of this chapter presents the concept of identity and the mechanisms behind 

its construction. In this section, special attention is be paid to the effects of encounters 

with different cultures have on the formation of one's identity. Whereas most of this part 

is based on findings from cognitive and developmental psychology, sociology and 

anthropology, the final section draws mainly on the research from the intercultural 

communication and relations field. 

The second part offers a brief discussion on perception and its connection to the 

formation of stereotypes. Here, cognitive science presents the main source of 

information. 

Finally, the chapter concludes with an overview of commonly held stereotypes that a 

majority of Egyptians hold about the West. This particular section is based on my own 
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research, observations from the field and countless daily encounters with Egyptians over 

the course of the past 5 years. 
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1. Construction of Identity 

Despite a vast literature on identity that reflects the centrality of this topic in social 

sciences, there is still no universally recognized definition. In earlier times, identity was 

not much of an issue; with societies being more stable, the elements of identity that one 

acquired at birth - one's religion, economic status, domestic roles, and usually also 

occupation were more or less determined and unchanging through the course of one's 

life. There has been a considerable shift in modem times, though, in regards to this 

determinism and fixity. Nowadays, religion, education, occupation, domestic roles and 

sexual inclinations are subject to one's preferences and choices in a continuously 

changing heterogeneous social reality. "The concept of identity carries the full weight of 

the need for a sense of who one is, together with an often overwhelming pace of change 

in the surrounding social context." (Howard 2000:367) 

In the past, essentialist theories regarded identity as a collective phenomenon denoting 

sameness and belonging to a group (with uniform development). (Cooper 2005, Huddy 

2001) The present post-modem discourse portrays identity more on the personal level, as 

a matter of self-definition and self-understanding. The emphasis is on the varying, the 

invented, and constructed character of identity. "This refashioning of identity goes hand 

in hand with the modem desire for authenticity and external recognition - finding one's 

true self and having it acknowledged by others." (Huddy 2001: 13 8) Moreover, the 

question of authenticity, being true to one's self, is posited in relation to the context or 

relationship the self is in in a given point in time. (Rejwan 2008, Howard 2000) Thus 

"identity is never a priori, nor a finished product; it is only ever the problematic process 

of access to an image of totality". (Homi Bhabha cited in Howard 2000:367) 

As Wynn summed it up, "identity is always fluid, relational, and situational; something 

which is constantly being assembled from a repertoire of constituent parts. The final 

product is never stable but constantly being defined and constructed, and it cannot be 

predicted merely by looking at all the elements constituting it." (Wynn 2008:167) 
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It appears though that identity is a concept that can be looked at from different 

disciplinary angles and generally evades consensus, it is paradoxically immediately 

meaningful to the layman. 

Collective and personal identities 

In an effort to explain identity, let us look at it as a process of identification: of naming, 

of placing oneself in socially constructed categories, with language90 holding a central 

position. (Scott & Marshall 2005) According to the social identity theory, this 

identification takes place along two dimensions, social - defined by membership in 

various social groups, and personal - the attributes distinguishing an individual from 

others. (Howard 2000:369) 

The concept of social, collective, identities is grounded in classic sociological constructs, 

such as Durkheim's "collective conscience" or Weber's and Tonnie's "Gemainshaft". 

"The notion addresses the 'we-ness' of a group, stressing the similarities or shared 

attributes around which group members coalesce." (Cerulo 1997:386) The main 

prerequisite to such group membership is conformity to group norms and core values; 

within the post-modem approach these are often of complex and often contradictory 

nature. 

Stereotypes (the subject of the next section of this chapter) present an important element 

in the construction of collective identities91
. They serve as the distant "other" against 

whom we identify ourselves and consequently our belonging to the "us" group92. 

Personal identity, on the other hand, scrutinizes the individual self; it is the process of 

conceptualization of one's self - who one is. It is said to have two phases: the singular 

90 Maturana and Varela argue that language is our main cognitive instrument. Since "we exist" in language, 
"self-consciousness, awareness, mind - these are phenomena that take place in language." (Maturana & 
Varela 1992:230) 
91 Cerulo introduced the concept of "depersonalization" as one of the mechanisms enabling collective 
identities. Stereotyping constitutes one possible process within depersonalization. (1997:396) 
92 Howard sums us the reasons behind stereotyping as follows: "Because people are motivated to evaluate 
themselves positively, they tend to evaluate positively those groups to which they belong and to 
discriminate against those groups they perceive to pose a threat to their social identity. " (2000:369) 
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and reflective I - which is "the knower, the inner, subjective, creative, determining, and 

unknowable" -, and the more public Me - "the more known, outer, determined, and social 

self'. (Scott & Marshall2005: 294; Cooper 2005) 

Ralph Turner defines the self, as a "person's experience of his or her engagement with 

the social structure [that] gives rise to a 'self conception', a symbolization of self which 

runs consistently through all of the person's activities. This essential self is informed by 

social engagement, but is not dependent on it." (Turner cited in Cohen 1994:29) The self

conception93 is further defined as the total set of beliefs about and attitudes towards the 

self as an object of reflection. These beliefs and attitudes evolve since early childhood 

through contacts with the physical environment and interactions with others throughout 

life. (Morgan & Schwalbe 1990) The overall identity thus refers to the "totality of self's 

experiences of being-in-the-world", including representations of other agents and "the 

localization of self within the nexus of others". (Weinreich 2002:22,42) In other words, 

knowing the self is imperative for knowing the others. The social and personal 

dimensions of identity are thus intricately related to each other. 

Other facts about identity 

Other established facts about identity talk of multiple, hybrid identities set in time and 

space - the individual may find him- or herself strategically switching between different 

roles in different contexts. They are anchored in past experiences and continue through 

current circumstances to future aspirations. This continuity "links together the component 

parts of one's identity", and presupposes some degree of change. (Weinreich 2002) Last 

but not least, "understood as a core aspect of (individual or collective) selfhood or as a 

fundamental condition of social being, identity is invoked to point to something allegedly 

deep, basic, abiding, orfoundational. "(Cooper 2005:65) 

93 From the perspective of self as a product of knowledge structure, "self-conception is seen as a product of 
the historical development of a collectively constructed representation of individuality and selfuood. The 
Individual draws on these collective representations as the cultural material from which to construct a self
concept." (Morgan & Schwalbe 1990: 156) 
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Social basis for constructing identity 

Let us take a brief look at some of the major defining agents that constitute the social 

basis for collective and personal identities. They will be examined in more detail in the 

following chapter. 

The core of collective identity is customarily ascribed to ethnicity & race. 

Weinreich describes the features of ethnic identity as "individual's interpretations of 

ancestral heritage and aspirations for one's actual or imagined progeny, a complex of 

constructions located in socio-historical context spanning the generations and including at 

differing phases of lifecycle awareness of grandparents and grandchildren. (2002:28) 

Looking at our particular case, being Egyptian comprises a rich and long history that 

translates into awareness of the pharaonic past up till the nationalistic present of Nasser 

and beyond. As a consequence of this past, being Egyptian also means being an Arab94
. 

Race is a highly disputed concept in the social sciences these days. Race is used to refer 

to distinctions drawn from physical appearance such as skin colour, eye shape and 

physiognomy in general. (Frable 1997) 

Whereas race stood practically at the birth of ethnography and was held in high esteem as 

a link to the natural sciences - commonly considered to be more precise at that time -

currently race is becoming a sign of old and out of fashion, we could almost say flawed, 

social science. 

Racism, the race prejudice and discrimination that stem from this category, is often 

spoken of in public discourse as a "thing of the past", or it is at least believed that racial 

identities and categories have become less salient in the twenty-first century. This belief 

is far from reality in the West and the same goes for Egypt as well (as I mentioned in 

Chapter 1B - "Between education and the job market" - in connection with the 

appreciation of white skin colour and European looks). 

94 The Arabization of Egypt began in 640-641 AD with the Arab conquest of Egypt. The conquest radically 
altered the infiltration of foreign elements into the Egyptian population, setting in motion a slow process of 
Arabization. (Rodinson 1981) 
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Gender is another construct that has its roots in biology yet it is strongly embedded in 

social categories. Gender identity means organizing one's sense of self around the 

perception of being female or male, "internalizing pre- and proscriptions of behaviors 

deemed culturally appropriate to these self-perceptions [that] are thought to be learnt 

through early socialization and enacted and reinforced throughout life span". (Howard 

2000:378) In the following chapter, I will examine the gender identity from the 

standpoint of my target group's attitudes towards gays and lesbians - a persisting social 

taboo in contemporary Egyptian society. 

Social class is often absent from the Western literature as a meaningful component of 

personal identity yet plays a significant role in one's positioning in the Egyptian society 

(as I tried to show in the previous chapter.) It is understood as a perception of hierarchy, 

"where individuals locate themselves in stratification hierarchies in order to arrive at the 

sense of their social standing". (Morgan, Schwalbe 1990:160) Other indicators to be 

considered here are social network and lifestyle. 

Generally speaking, a family's class position in the Middle East is indicated by its 

economic, social, and educational level. (Sharabi 1977) However, when focusing on 

Egypt specifically, I agree with Armbrust and De Koning that the main agent of class 

identity is education and it can often be contradictory to economic standing. (Armbrust 

1999, De Koning 2009) 

Family, as yet another identity constituent, can be looked upon as a mediating institution 

between personal and collective identities. It constitutes the space where a child's 

personality is moulded, at the same time, it is the social institution that (in the vast 

majority of cases) reinforces the values and behavioural patterns of a given society. In 

many societies, the family's background is still the main indicator of one's social 

standing; I would say this still holds true for the majority of Egyptian society. 

In the Middle East, the role of family as the main social unit is generally perceived to be 

stronger than in the "West". "As a system, the family simultaneously embodies and 

sustains the larger social system. All mediating institutions, including the educational and 
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religious institutions, reinforce the values (and attitudes) into which the family socializes 

its members." (Sharabi 1977245) 

Another important element that deserves attention here is the proximity of the individual 

and hislher kin. Is the person more inclined to look after his own needs or is he or she 

expected to put the needs of the community prior to his or her own? Weinreich suggests 

that "cross-culturally, Western societies are deemed to be strongly individualist and self

involved, whereas in other communities the individual may be self-effacing and more 

involved with extended kin or community obligations." (2002:48) 

The previous chapter pointed to the fact that religion plays an important role in the daily 

reality of Egyptian society; unlike in the West, religion permeates all aspects of the 

society. Faith is therefore a significant element of identity. One could go as far as to state 

that for most Egyptians, their religious identity is ascribed and thus taken for granted as 

foundational; which is in stark comparison to the Western conception of "achieved" 

religious identity. (Peek 2005, Zebiri 2008) 

Religious identity offers a sense, and a pride, of belonging to the community of believers 

(umma). For the majority of Egyptians, not being part of the umma, which essentially 

means not having faith, is not an option. As Rodinson95 points out, "despite great 

unevenness in the observation of ritual, there is continuing widespread acceptance of the 

fundamental dogma of God." (Rodinson 1981:160) The absence of God would not be 

seen as atheism but as a vacuum that simply does not make sense. 

Last but not least of the agents constituting the social basis of identity I would like to 

mention here is place as the part of physical world in which the individual lives. The 

cognition about the physical world "represents memories, ideas, feelings, attitudes, 

values, preferences, meanings, and conceptions of behaviour and experience which relate 

to the variety and complexity of physical settings that define the day-to-day existence of 

every human being." (Proshansky et al. 1995:89) In my study, the place that will be paid 

95 Although Rodinson discusses the Arab Muslim population in general, I find his argument fitting for the 
specific situation of most of Egyptian Muslim society. 
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most attention to is downtown Cairo - the space that my target group considers to be the 

heart oftheir public (meaning social) lives. 

Let me conclude with highlighting the importance of identity in regards to the 

relationship between the individual and his or her given society. The interconnectedness 

of collective and personal identities is reflected in the following veracity: individuals are 

part of the societies they belong to, yet the societies themselves are the products of their 

individual members. Anthony Cohen portrays their relationship as dance partners: 

... each tries to cover the moves of the other; sometimes they merge, at others 
they separate. Society creates the illusion (which social science has perpetuated) 
that it ultimately controls the dance, for it provides the music and the stage. But, 
to coin a phrase, it takes two to tango. To focus on only one of the partners is to 
take a very skewed look indeed. (Cohen 1994:71) 

The "dance", I am interested in, is the one taking place between my key informants and 

the majority of the Egyptian society that they have come to distinguish themselves from. 

An important dance step that needs to be acknowledged, in order to understand the 

subgroup my informants embodies within the majority society, is the continuous 

interaction with the foreign community through which the young Cairenes under study 

come into contact with considerable "otherness", much of which can be attributed to 

people socialized in cultural differences .. 

In the final part of this section we will look at the impact that encounters with other 

cultures may have on the formation of one's identity. 

Identity amid different cultures 

Historically, when the world was a relatively simple place with limited mlxmg of 

different peoples, a healthy sense of self was achieved as one ascribed to a specific 

ethnicity and culture. (Kim 1996) With the world gradually turning into a global village, 

or a visibly culturally diverse place if you prefer, exposure and continuous interaction 

with different cultures is becoming common. Its result is that for many, identity 

construction increasingly happens against more than just one cultural background. In 

such cases, individuals may develop identifications with multiple cultures simultaneously 
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and might not perceive themselves as centrally belonging to either one of these. (Choi 

2001) 

How does a person conceptualize his or her identity in such a case? Within intercultural 

acculturation theory developed to explain the challenges faced by migrants and 

expatriates, two identity model theories prevail. The linear model suggests that as 

individuals strengthen their identity in the new host culture, they weaken their identity in 

the original culture (the so called 'melting pot'). The second, two-dimensional model, 

says that individual's ties to the original culture and to the new culture present two 

independent dimensions (the 'salad bowl'). In this case, the individual draws appropriate 

information on how to act depending on the circumstances, e.g. if the circumstances 

favour behaviour according to culture A, this will be the behaviour chosen by the 

individual. (Frable 1997: 149) 

Janet Bennet offers a third theory96 based on the experience of cultural marginality97, the 

marginal identity. It is the product of an experience when a person has been moulded by 

exposure to two or more cultural traditions. Such a person has a tendency not to fit 

properly into any of the given cultures he or she has been exposed to, but may 

comfortably fit on the edge, into the margins, of each. Marginal identity is characterized 

by the potential for, on the one-hand, feeling at home nowhere and, on the other hand, 

feeling at home everywhere. A third possibility is the state of 'dynamic in-betweenness', 

96 Although Bennet's research focuses mainly on global nomads or third culture kids (definition follows), 
her theory may apply to a certain extent to my target group. Later in this study I argue that although the 
people in my target group never lived abroad Egypt, their sustained and intensive interaction with the local 
expatriate community resulted in them creating a subgroup of young middle class Cairenes who have a 
special place at the margin oftheir own majority culture as well as the minority expatriate culture. 
A global nomad is an individual who spent a significant part of their developmental years in a culture or 
cultures other than his/her own thus integrating elements of those cultures and their own birth culture, into 
a third culture. The term "Third Culture Kid" is interchangeable with global nomads. (Pollock & Van 
Reken 2001) 
97 Cultural marginality describes an experience; one typical of global nomads and others who have been 
molded by exposure to two or more cultural traditions. Cultural marginality is in and of itself neither bad 
nor good although the experience has the potential to be both. Whether our cultural marginality hinders us 
or helps us depends on what we do with it. We can allow ourselves to become "encapsulated," trapped by 
it, or can learn to use it "constructively," as a strategic advantage. 
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a term coined by Muneo Yoshikawa. In this state98
, an individual thrives in between two 

cultures, easily moving from one to the other, while simultaneously maintaining an 

integrated, multi-cultural sense of self. (Bennet 2003, Yoshikawa 1997) 

Intercultural experience, living in more than one culture simultaneously, offers another 

key dimension to the construction of identity: greater opportunity for objectification of 

hidden aspects of one's identity. Relationships characterized by the presence of more 

than one cultural reality (and thus more than one possible cultural identities), inevitably 

challenge habitual learned understandings of self and other. The individual's resulting 

struggle for the conceptualization of self may bring forth awareness of the process of 

one's identity construction. Within a single culture environment, the operation of 

psychological processes - including identity construction - occurs mostly without 

personal awareness. It is only through conscious "enquiry and reflection that an 

individual may from time to time understand their nature and achieve awareness of 

them." (Weinreich 2002:42) 

The awareness of the process goes hand in hand with the shift from identity as a subject 

to identity as an object. In other words, instead of being subject to our identity; of it 

having us, we can begin to have identity, to objectify it - the first step towards making 

choices. According to the development psychologist Robert Kegan, the ability of an 

individual to perceive his identity at the ideological level constitutes his or her coming 

into modernity: the coming into the world by being with others who show us who we are. 

(Kegan 1994) 

This is precisely one of the dynamics I am interested in in this study: how my target 

group's encounter with foreigners enabled them to objectify and reflect on their own 

culture, and how this process has altered their inner and outer worlds. 

Whereas my target group presents a case of embracing the possibility of interaction with 

the cultural "others", most of Egyptian society does not have this opportunity. For them, 

98 Dynamic in-betweenness is possible due to the fact that the individual is living without the constraints of 
established cultural confines that are usually the result of acculturation into a single culture. (Yoshikawa ) 
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the "other" is represented m the cultural stereotypes; the mechanisms of which are 

explored next. 
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ii. Brief Theory behind Perception and Stereotypes 

In order to understand the mechanisms behind stereotypes, we need to take a brief look at 

perception, the key process in human cognition. 

Perception or 'Everything we know is wrong' 

Perception means "taking in" of information. It IS a creative and selective cognitive 

process on the side of the observer, the aim of which is to construct meaning so as to be 

able to meet basic needs. 

Perception is a complex phenomenon of information processing that includes processes 

of attention, encoding of sensory stimuli99
, short-term memory, and finally the rehearsal 

of what has been encoded. All of the above is further partially determined by what we 

have previously stored in long-term memory. In other words, "perceptions are influenced 

by past knowledge, previous hypotheses and prejudices, as well as sensory signals". "The 

way we perceive the primary information is greatly influenced by the way the sensory 

system and brain are initially structured - we are hard-wired to perceive the world in a 

certain way - and by our past experiences, which give abundant meaning to the initial 

sensation of stimuli." (Solso et al. 2005:75; Morgan, Schwalbe 1990) The practical 

translation of the above is that "what we think we see is often only partly a function of 

what is out there." (Jones 1982:43) 

In addition, what we perceive is culture-bound. Perceptions are initially categories that 

help us reduce the overwhelming complexity of the sensory world into manageable 

proportions. It is our culture that determines the categories into which we assign the 

99 That is the interpretation of sensory infonnation. Sensation is the point of contact between the inner 
world and external reality centered in the sensory system (hearing, vision, and sensations of smell, feeling 
and taste). (Jones 1982:72) 
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things we perceive, and we learn to respond to them according to the dictate of this 

culture of ours. (Klopf 200 1) 

To complicate matters further, "we are told about the world before we see it. We imagine 

most things before we experience them. And those preconceptions, unless education has 

made us acutely aware, deeply govern the whole process of perception." (Lippmann 

1991 :90) 

And it does not end there. It seems that we make a fundamental distinction between 

ourselves and others. When it comes to our own behaviour, we tend to explain it based on 

the circumstances. Our understanding of other people, however, leans on categories we 

place them in. (Berreby 2005) In other words, our cognition demonstrates an excessive 

readiness to attribute dispositional causes when accounting for the actions of others. 

(Miller 1982) This phenomenon is called the fundamental attribution error and constitutes 

one of the chief hypotheses about social perception. And, as we will see below, it is also 

one of the main reasons why we so easily fall prey to stereotypes. Where does this 

readiness to make such casual attributions come from? 

The answer seems to lie in the human need for security and control. In the words of 

Russell lones, "we ... have a need to convince ourselves that we understand others when 

we anticipate having to interact with them, a need for effective control that again leads us 

to infer that we know more about them than we really do." (1982:85) 

A Filipino friend of mine made me understand this message long before I became 

acquainted with cognitive theories of perception. We met at an international student 

conference in Germany, in the summer of 2000. One day, the topic of stereotypes came 

up. After some hesitation Marico confessed to me that upon our initial meeting I got her 

completely confused and puzzled when introducing myself as a Slovak. She had never 

heard about Slovaks before and for a split of a second froze - when trying to think of any 

helpful information about this peculiar people called Slovaks, she was just encountering, 

her mind drew a blank; her box on Slovaks was empty offering no answers how to 

approach me whatsoever. After a brief moment of panic that could not last longer than a 

split second, she decided to give it a try and go on with the introduction. The fact that we 
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were in a "safe" environment of likeminded international students who came to attend a 

conference on peace education played no doubt an important role. It gave her at least 

some information to explain my presence and thus created a basis for initial trust and a 

feeling of partial security. Nevertheless, she resolved to observe me closely for the next 

few days to prevent such situation from happening in the future. The next time she would 

encounter a Slovak, she would have my behaviour and personality traits as she 

conceptualized it over those three days to go by. Obviously, it did not feel well at all not 

to know anything. 

This unexpected incident of few milliseconds enabled Marico and, thanks to her sharing 

the story with me, myself to glimpse the process of perception and the birth of 

stereotypes that is usually hidden from our view. As individuals, we usually lack 

conscious or verbalizable awareness of our own cognitive activity, which is another 

reason why we humans thrive on stereotypes, as we are just about to discuss in more 

detail. 

Stereotypes - the pictures in our heads 

Let me begin with a brief elaboration on the fundamental attribution error described 

earlier. People have a need to simplify and structure the process through which other 

people are perceived. Not only do we have a need to feel that we know about other 

people, we want to have a set of beliefs about what people are like ready at hand. (Jones 

1982) 

This need IS achieved "through the activation and implementation of categorical 

thinking". "Rather than considering individuals in terms of their unique constellations of 

attributes and proclivities, perceivers prefer instead to construe them on the basis of the 

social categories (e.g. race, gender, age) to which they belong. Categories for which a 

wealth of related information resides in long term memory." (Macrae & Bodenhausen 

2000:95) Categorical thinking can shape perception in two ways: a) "perceivers may use 

the activated knowledge structure to guide the processing (e.g. encoding, representation) 

of the target-related information". In this case, the categorical thinking can exert an 
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intense influence on what the nature of the perceiver's recollections of others might be. 

Or b) "perceivers may use the contents of the activated knowledge structure (e.g. trait and 

behavioural expectancies) to derive evaluations and impressions of a target". Both 

options lead to what we commonly call stereotyping. (Macrae & Bodenhausen 2000:95) 

The research is not conclusive yet when it comes to the question of the extent to which 

the categorization described above an automatic process and how (and why) the perceiver 

selects one of the two processes. Although there are still many questions to be answered 

about the specific processes of human cognition, there is already a lot we know about. On 

the following pages, we will focus on what is already known about the second process 

and its results, that is stereotyping and stereotypes. 

Stereotypes, or as Walter Lippmann100 would have it - "the pictures about the world that 

we create in our minds" - belong to the age-old human mechanisms on how to deal with 

difference. "The only feeling anyone can have about an event he does not experience is 

the feeling aroused by his mental image of that event. That is why until we know what 

others think they know, we cannot truly understand them." (Lippmann 1991:13) 

As mentioned above, stereotyping involves an act of social perception on the part of the 

observer. It is preceded by the process of categorization and results in the assignment -

explicit or in thought - of a dispositional quality (e.g. trait, attitude, intention, motive) to 

another individual or group. Essentially, stereotyping involves loss of individual identity 

or uniqueness. (Miller 1982) 

Stereotypes are thus complex, socially shared sets of beliefs about traits that are 

characteristic of members of a social category, "often [held together] through theories 

that reflect some combination of experience and culture". (Schneider 2004:566) They 

may encompass beliefs with "widely diverging evaluative implications"IOI. "Stereotypes 

guide judgment and action to the extent that a person acts towards another as if the other 

possesses traits included in the stereotype." (Greenwald & Banaji 1995:14) 

100 WaIter Lippman was the first one to coin the term stereotypes in his book Public Opinion published in 
1922. Many results of his functional analysis of stereotypes are valid to this day. 
101 For example, my research has shown that a common stereotype about Westerners in Egypt is that they 
are morally corrupt yet at the same time they are hard working and educated. 
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Although the role of stereotypes is to describe others, they betray much more about the 

ones who create them; they act as their distorted mirrors. They are charged with 

preferences, permeated with affection or abomination, attached to fear, strong desires, 

vanity and hope of its creators. (Holhi 2006:68) 

Functions of stereotypes 

Stereotypes fulfil several functions. Firstly, they make our lives much easier and more 

efficient. Social categorization, that precedes stereotyping, narrows down the amount of 

information we, as observers-perceivers, have to attend to. Stereotypes also increase our 

efficiency by expanding our base of knowledge. (Sherman et al 1998) 

Secondly, they simplify a reality otherwise so rich in meaning. As William Helmreich 

explains, "it is simply a very efficient way of coping with our environment, an 

environment so complex that we have to break it into categories before we can 

understand it. ... Without stereotypes everything would be treated as if it were taking 

place for the first time", thus significantly slowing down our intelligence. (Helmreich 

1984:3) 

Another function of stereotypes is the defence of our traditions. Lippmann likens the 

system of stereotypes to a "fortress of our traditions". Behind its defences, he states, "we 

continue to feel ourselves safe in the position we occupy." (Lippmann 1991 :95) 

Finally, stereotypes contribute to our need for order, control, predictability and the 

stability of meaning of the world we live. By offering plausible explanations of the 

behaviour of people we have not previously met, stereotypes help us cope with the 

tensions generated by the unknown. They can be comforting because "they allow people 

to feel that they can predict and control their environment". (Sherman et al. 1998:604, 

Miller 1982) 

What else? 

Let us take a look at some other established facts about stereotypes. 
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A common misconception, a stereotype about stereotypes if you like, is that they are 

unchangeable. This is not exactly the case. They do have a tendency to be difficult to 

change since people in general do not particularly like to change their theories about the 

world. As David Schneider put it, stereotypes are "the ocean liners of our mental life -

relatively stable even in the rough seas of changing experience, but hard to steer in a 

different direction." (2004:412) Nonetheless, since they are often a "function of political, 

economic, and social development" that changes over time, they consequently change as 

well. (Helmreich 1984:5) 

Another trait of stereotypes is their emotional aspect, they are charged with emotions and 

they also have a strong motivational component. (Sherman et. al.1998, Miller 1982) 

David Berreby has the following to say when contemplating emotions and human nature: 

"Aside from being messy conceptually, human kinds are sticky, emotionally. There's no 

place to stand outside of them, to look on them without feeling. All people are members 

of human kinds, and so whenever human kinds are the subject, the conversation feels 

personal." (Berreby 2005:27) 

Yet another important fact behind stereotypes is the concept of stereotypes as a 

relationship. It is not the person who is being stereotyped, nor the person doing the 

stereotyping who is at the source of stereotypes. What stereotypes really describe is the 

relationship between those two parties." (Berreby 2005:164, Miller 1982) The 

selectiveness involved in categorical perception means that the relationship is anaemic, as 

it were based on a minute fraction of what is. 

We have already touched upon the fact that stereotypes are embedded in culture. By and 

large, cultures do not encourage deep questions about their fundamental values, and 

perceptions of consensus further inhibit attempts to understand our experience in any but 

culturally approved ways". (Schneider 2004:370) 

They are also time bound and often implicit, III other words, stereotyping is an 

unconscious operation. As was explained above, stereotypes work with the categories 

and their content that is stored in our long-term memory as well as with the experience 

we have assembled. "The signature of implicit cognition is that traces of past experience 
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affect some performance, even though the influential earlier expenence is not 

remembered in the usual sense - that is, it is unavailable to self-report and introspection." 

(Greenwald & Banaji 1995:4-5) In other words, we are often unconscious of the context 

behind the experience stored in our memories. And thus when a similar situation presents 

itself, the memory of our past experience is triggered and with it materializes the 

corresponding stereotype. 

Conceptual approaches to stereotypes 

Looking at the sum of information we have about stereotypes so far, how can we make 

sense of them as a holistic concept? The social sciences speak of three main conceptual 

approaches to understanding stereotypes, "all of these perspectives view stereotyping as 

functional" (Wilson & Kreil 1999:804): 

Psychodynamic approach 

Sociocultural approach 

Cognitive approach 

The psychodynamic approach emphasizes stereotypes as mechanisms for satisfying 

personal needs, such as esteem and status. We have a tendency to view ourselves as 

superior and members of other groups as inferior. Stereotypes are further perceived as 

operating as defence mechanisms by involving displacement and projection of our 

negative feelings - they provide an excuse for us to attribute negative feelings to others 

without feeling guilty about it. (Wilson & Kreil 1999) 

The sociocultural approach centres around the notion of socialleaming and acculturation. 

Stereotypes are part of the "cultural air we breathe". (Schneider 2004:321) 

The cognitive approach focuses on mental representations and information processing. 

Although all these approaches are complimentary to each other, focusing on different 

functions behind stereotyping, the cognitive approach has prevalence in contemporary 

social psychology and therefore we will pay closer attention to it. (Wilson & Kreil 1999) 
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Cognitive mechanisms behind stereotypes 

So, how exactly do stereotypes work? 

"Stereotypes are often claimed to be the result of illogical or faulty reasoning processes. 

It is seldom made clear exactly what and where the faults are, but the usual implication is 

that people who hold stereotypes are intellectually deficient." (lones 1982:41) From what 

was said so far, namely that stereotypes are part of our standard cognitive apparatus (and 

so inevitably we all use stereotypes at one point or another), such a presumption would 

imply that we are all deficient. Not a very pleasing thought... It is therefore more likely 

that we currently add too much negative connotation to the item. (Hinton 2000) 

Coming back to the question of how stereotypes work, we have already mentioned the 

categorization process. 

Accordingly, stereotypes categorize people into in-groups - us -, and out-groups - them. 

Once established, these categories operate as cognitive structures that influence how 

others are perceived, and how information about these others is stored and retrieved. 

Categorization is "by definition based on the perception of similarities." (Jones 1982:42) 

Stereotypes are therefore translated into traits, some stronger some weaker, depending on 

who is the target. Generally speaking, "we tend to attribute more abstract negative traits 

and less abstract positive ones to people from other groups than our own". (Schneider 

2004:561) The result is that our own group comes out of the comparison as the superior 

one. (Wilson & Kreil 1999) 

Another piece of the "how stereotypes work" puzzle is automaticity. Stereotypes are 

usually considered to be over learned. During the acculturation process, we are 

confronted with the same stereotypes to the point that they stick and can be rapidly 

accessed when needed. "The essence of stereotypical thinking is that it is fast and gives 

us a basis for immediate action in uncertain circumstances. ... Presented with the need 

for a quick decision, it [our brain] will prefer stereotype to logic." (Perry 2000:67) As we 

briefly discussed at the beginning of this section, recent research shows that this might 
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not necessarily be a correct assumption. Some people tend to use stereotypes more often 

than others - the bigots versus the humanitarians. t02 

Another attribute of stereotypes is that they are perceived as "wired". Here, the extreme 

readiness to attribute personality traits to other people is highlighted. (Miller 1982) 

The process of stereotyping is further related to our memory and the selectiveness of our 

perception. What we remember about a person or a group becomes for us what they are, 

and what we can remember is often unrepresentative and disturbed. "One of the major 

ways in which memory can deceive us is by serving up a biased sample of what we 

know. What we are likely to recall about a group, say, is the novel, the unusual, the most 

easily accessible - artd that info may not be representative of the group or even of what 

we know about the group." (Jones 1982:71) 

Finally, stereotypes work as self-fulfilling prophecies, both because of their narrowing of 

our perception to a few pre-selected categories artd because, "we behave in ways that 

induce others to confirm to our expectations of them." (lones 1982:80) Once we have an 

impression of someone, we are less open to new information about that person; this 

explains the generally high value ascribed to first impressions (despite the fact that 

experience often proves us wrong). "Our expectations may even lead us to behave in 

certain ways that have effect on eliciting from others the very behaviors that will confirm 

our expectations". (lones 1982:85; Wilson & Kreil1999) 

When do we tend to stereotype the most? Based on the latest research, the artswer seems 

to be when our processing capacity is constrained, due to distractions or time pressures, 

or we are experiencing art information overload. (Greenwald & Banaji 1995; Shermart et 

al1998) 

Under such conditions, our brain usually resorts to a simplified operation commonly 

referred to as the "margin and focus": we focus on the most prominent and easily 

identifiable features - usually of individuals - artd we relegate to marginal status the 

102 For more details on research in this particular area, see Macrae & Bodenhausen 2000, and Schneider 
2004. 
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elaborated and complex web of events surrounding these people. (lones 1982) In short, 

we commit the fundamental attribution error - we tend to blame the people instead of the 

context. 

To sum it all up, stereotypes cannot be easily detached from other, "normal", ways of 

thinking about people. As a cognitive process, stereotyping seems pretty much business 

as usual. (Schneider 2004:562) Perry Hinton elaborates on this issue by pointing to social 

representations theory: 

Social representations theory argues that common knowledge is constructed 
through a process of interpersonal communication. Through the processes of 
anchoring and objectification new representations are developed and become 
'everyday knowledge'. Stereotypes can be viewed as social representations and 
reflect the common-sense view of the group that is communicated between its 
members. Different cultural groups will differ in the social representations they 
hold and in the explanations contained within them. In the development of 
stereotypes, as with all social representations, we should look to all forms of 
interpersonal communication such as television, books and films in studying their 
formation and development. (2000: 163) 

Solutions to stereotyping 

It seems that there is not much we can do to avoid stereotyping, and especially the 

negative connotations they tend to create about the others. Or is there? 

When analyzing stereotypes, Lippmann made an important distinction between 

stereotypes as a process and its products. As a process, stereotyping, as we have seen, is 

inevitable. However we can control its products. (Schneider 2004) Let us briefly look at 

the solutions proposed so far. 

Lippmann emphasized that the power of stereotypes resides, to a vital extent, in their 

implicit nature - people are often unaware of their existence, and especially of the power 

they may have. Arthur Miller therefore suggests that "unless people are sensitized to the 

constructive, highly active role they themselves play in the perceptions and beliefs they 

hold about others, and are made conscious of the biases and errors that so readily take 

hold of such social judgments, the phenomena of stereotyping are unlikely to be 

profoundly altered." (1982:500) 
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Another clue is the essential depersonalization that takes place during stereotyping. We 

need to constantly remind ourselves and others that no matter how comfortable the 

notion, one size certainly does not fit all. "Human behaviour is complex, and group 

membership is generally a poor explanation for most behaviour". (Schneider 2004:568) 

Instead of falling into the trap of easy generalizations, we need to exert continuous effort 

to find out additional information about the individual that attends to his real 

characteristics rather than the ascribed generalizations offered by stereotypes. 

The final link that goes hand in hand with previous suggestion is the concept of 

stereotypes as a result of a relationship between the observer and the target. As such, "the 

best technique for changing the content of stereotypes is to alter the context of the 

observer-target interaction". (Miller 1982:21) In other words, by changing the 

relationship between the person doing the stereotyping and his or her target, we can 

change what the final stereotype will look like. 

To facilitate a change of this relationship we need to enter into it in the first place. 

Secondly, a preferably long sustained interaction with the other is in order. This is why I 

have chosen to study the effects of continued and meaningful interaction between young 

Cairenes, my target group, and their foreign friends on their perception of the "other". 

Finally, when seeking to wrest our perception from counter-productive stereotypes, it 

cannot hurt to be aware of what stereotypes about our "other" are already out there. That 

is why we will briefly look at some of the major stereotypes Egyptians hold about 

Westerners before moving on to a detailed look at the interaction of young Cairenes with 

the western community, the focus of this study. 
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iii. Egyptian Images of the West 

A closer look at the Egyptian stereotypes about the West reveals their ambivalence - as 

an object of desire and fear. (Hammond 2008) The West is perceived as the ideal land of 

plenty where everyone has a decent standard of living, good education and is free to do 

and think whatever he or she wants; and on the other hand it is the land that has caused 

great suffering to others with its colonialist policies in the past, and what's more, still has 

not learnt the lesson: the [neo-colonial] liberal economic policies pose a new threat and 

impose a new servitude, just under a different name. 

On the following pages, I intend to give an overview of the most common stereotypes 

that shape the Egyptian public discourse on what foreigners - more precisely Westerners -

are like. I draw from my five years of experience of walkingl03 the streets of Cairo and 

interacting with its people, as well as comparing my observations with those of other 

foreigners residing here and discussing these with my Egyptian friends and colleagues. 

Sources and disseminators of popular stereotypes 

A popular disseminator and source of stereotypes in Egypt is the media, especially the 

TV - that has become an indispensable companion of Egyptians of all walks of life. 

According to Lila Abu-Lughod, in the mid-nineties, three decades after television was 

introduced in Egypt 1 04, "almost all Egyptian households were said to have television 

sets." (2005:6) In her analysis of television as the media of popular culture, Abu-Lughod 

continues that despite the growing number of satellite channels, the vast majority of 

Egyptians - business tycoons, farmers, urban middle-class housewives, Islamists, 

103 As well as riding in taxis and conversing with countless taxi drivers - a great source of insights, and I 
might add a barometer of the Egyptian society, its majority at least -, and taking the metro and other forms 
of public transportation that provide plenty of opportunities to strike a conversation. 
104 The television was introduced at the start of the 1960s in Egypt, just like in India for example, and at 
that time was highly centralized and linked to the state. It took off with advertising in 1980s, and in late 
1990s we see yet another transformation with the economic liberalization policies, privatization and 
competition from satellite channels. (Abu-Lughod 2005) 
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peddlers, and professors alike - tend to watch the same programs. The most popular are 

locally produced soap operas105
, although western, predominantly US American movies 

and series, are also in high demand. 

Naturally, it is the western movies and TV shows106 that constitute the main source of 

images and 'knowledge' about the West. The often fabulous lifestyles, clean streets and 

loose morals are taken by the majority of Egyptians - especially the less educated - as the 

accurate depictions of life in the West. In local soap operas and movies, the Westerners, 

if present, usually play a marginal role. They are often constructed as the foreign element 

that stands out against the local values and habits - e.g. foreigners are depicted as highly 

individualistic with loose family connections107
, tending to drink alcohol and see life as a 

continuous party. Eastern European women have an even less flattering place often cast 

as prostitutes in better-off entertainment nightclubs. Alternatively, Westerners that have 

fully integrated into the daily reality of Egypt are shown who have resided in Egypt for 

most of their lives (or are the second or third generations of expatriates living there) and 

thus have fully adapted to local culture. The second group is usually made up of the few 

khawagaat and their children who stayed in Egypt after the July revolution108
. 

105 Egyptian soap operas are exported all over the Arab world, and despite growing competition from the 
Gulf States - that have the financial resources to use the latest technology etc. -, the movie industry in 
Egypt still dominates the Arab market. As such, it is also the place where Arab movie stars are born. 
(Shafik 2005) 
106 While talking to Imad about the common stereotypes about the Westerners predominant during the time 
of his growing up he mentioned the US soap opera The Bold and the Beautiful that was being broadcast 
those days. As Imad remembered, besides the image of richness, the most striking feature ofthe plot for his 
family were the confusing and often incomprehensible moral standards - one of the main characters having 
sexual relations with her father in-law and the ensuing situation when her baby's father could have been 
either her husband or his own father. 
107 Based on Mustafa's recollections, Westerners were hardly ever present in the local soap operas and 
series. If they did show up, they were usually portrayed as highly individualistic and egocentric, with work 
as their main focus and family playing only a marginal role. He mentioned a particular soap opera called 
Haga Ghalat (Something is Wrong) where this common image of foreign values was reversed and thus 
played well into the name of the soap. One of the marginal characters was a Western wife of a local 
Egyptian who, contrary to the popular belief, behaved as an ideal Egyptian wife - staying at home and 
taking care of her children, having close relations with her husband's family etc. 
108 Since Egyptian cinema is not my specialty, I asked a friend of mine an Egyptian film director -
Muhammad Mahmoud - for his opinions regarding this matter. According to Muhammad, if mentioned in 
the movies at all, foreigners were mainly portrayed as a group of foreign residents fully adapted to local 
culture, adhering to its customs and values and on average having very positive attitudes towards Egypt and 
its people. To prove his point he took me to see a new film by his favorite director, mentor and colleague -
Dawoud Abdel-Sayed - the Rasaail Al Bahr (translated as Drowned Message). As in majority of Egyptian 
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The relatively recent colonial history outlined in Chapter I present another abundant 

source of stereotypes about Westerners. It is easy to imagine how the presence of well-off 

and highly privileged foreign communities has nourished the construction of the other in 

ways that save face. The fact that those foreigners and the attitudes they held belong to 

the past does little to update the stereotypes about foreigners this past has spawned. 

Finally, let me mention the high numbers of sparsely clad109 Western tourists who 

happily spend their yearly holiday savings left and right, often behaving with either high 

suspicion towards the local 'Arabs' or dismissing them as a colourful ethnic background 

that goes well with the pictures of pyramids, camels and palm trees they are so eager to 

show off at home. 

Before we take a closer look at the particular images of the West, it is important to note 

that the intensity of these images and preconceptions differs depending on who holds 

them. Education and proximity to foreigners plays a major role here - thus it is the lower 

less educated class whose stereotypes are the most vivid and highly exaggerated, whereas 

stereotypes are much milder among the middle and especially upper class who have more 

access to foreigners and thus "know better". 

Predominant stereotypes 

So, what are the main ideas about Westerners? 

movies, foreigners played a marginal role here. The most visible was an old Italian lady and her daughter 
who were the childhood neighbors of the main character Yahya. In the background, towards the end of the 
movie, Eastern European prostitutes play a small part. 
109 Although the Arab world is still perceived as highly conservative in the West, this does not stop its 
tourists from flooding Egypt in their shorts and tank tops, a form of dress that is considered highly 
inappropriate by the local culture. To be accurate, Egyptian culture is also in a state of perpetual change 
and thus the mode of dress is evolving and changing as well. One will notice some Egyptians - mainly the 
Westernized elites - dressed as well in shorts or skirts that do not conform to the Islamic dress code (they 
are above the knee level) however the majority of the society still perceives such attire as unconventional. 
Shorts and short skirts on foreigners would usually be interpreted as a sign of their supposed more loose 
mores rather than one of disrespect towards the local culture. 
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The Christian 'unbelievers' 

The main distinguishing looking glass seems to be religion. Westerners are usually 

immediately thrown into the Christian box, and referred to as unbelievers - KUffaarllO. 

Although the term has a tendency to sound derogatory, as Tamer explained to me, it is 

not meant to have a negative connotation on its own. It does imply however, he 

continued, that "we [Muslims] are better than Christians when it comes to religion and 

our relationship to God". 

Ahmed added that another image that goes hand in hand with the Christian box is lower 

moral standards. He thought this might have something to do with the fact that religion 

has a tighter control over the daily life in the Arab world and so everything is linked to it. 

Whereas for the more educated Egyptians being a Christian usually means being different 

- as in belonging to a different faith with different norms and values -, for some of the 

less educated, the low moral standards attached to foreigners can be taken to such 

extremes as believing that in Europe it is alright to walk naked on the streets. Ahmed who 

provided this example says it is a common image in Imbaba 111. 

Money, money, money ... 

Westerners are rich. Generally speaking, in the West, if you have a job you make a lot of 

money and can afford a good standard of living with a new car every few years, good 

schools for the children etc. There is a distinct possibility that there are some poor people 

as well but these never come to Cairo. Trying to explain that one does not have money, as 

a Westerner, usually falls on deaf ears. The closest one gets to explaining the idea of not 

110 In Islamic doctrine, KujJaar, plural of kaajir, designates a person who rejects God and his message, an 
'unbeliever' or 'infidel', in other words a person who does not ascribe to one of the three officially 
accepted faiths: Islam, Christianity, and ludaism. (Denny 1987) In contemporary Egyptian discourse, the 
term is usually understood as 'non-Muslim', also including Christians. We can thus see a discrepancy 
between the official theological dogma and its popular interpretation. 
111 Imbaba is a poor neighborhood of Cairo located on the west bank of the Nile. Some go even as far as 
calling it a slum due to its predominantly unpaved streets and, in some parts, lack of basic infrastructure. In 
daily speech, if one wants to bring out an image of poor, uneducated and backward masses, Imbaba usually 
does the trick. 
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being rich is being a student. But even then a Western student is often thought to have 

more money than a middle class Egyptian. 

A double standard when it comes to prices is a good practical example of this belief. 

Tourist sites tickets are a good case in point: in order to enter the Egyptian museum - one 

of the main attractions of the pharaonic Egypt with the Tutankhamun's golden treasure

a foreigner pays 60 LE while an Egyptian pays only 2 LE. In Luxor, the local restaurants 

have brought this system to perfection by having different prices on their English and 

Arabic menus and refusing any exceptions: foreigners pay the higher price by default, 

whether they can read the Arabic menus with its different prices or not l12
. 

There is a third category that lies between the local price and the tourist price - that is the 

prices local expatriates pay. This price (for services, rents and often also goods) is 

commonly closer to the local one but they never really meet. To illustrate this point, let 

me use an example with a taxi. First of all and to his credit, a taxi driver is always more 

willing to take on board foreigners, even if the route is sometimes not the most agreeable 

(for example the taxi driver knows he will get stuck in a traffic jam) since he expects a 

better pay. However in case he asks way too much, which may happen rather often, and 

the ensuing argument is watched by locals, they will inevitably be on his side even if the 

price he is asking for is outrageous - the local crowd is aware that the taxi driver is 

essentially cheating the customer yet the customer is a foreigner and thus can afford to be 

cheated. 

This custom is perfected with tourists who are believed to come to Egypt to spend their 

extra income anyway. Furthermore, for tourists, most of the merchandise is cheaper than 

112 Last time I was in Luxor I got into a serious argument with such a local restaurant manager. I insisted on 
an Arabic menu yet the final bill came with the "English" prices. When I refused to pay and tried to reason 
with the manager that I live in Cairo - and have a residency visa that used to have some value some 5 years 
ago - and thus am entitled to local prices he brushed off my argument by saying that I am a foreigner and so 
have to pay the foreigners' prices. The fact that I was a lecturer at a local university receiving an Egyptian 
salary - as I explained to him promptly - did not have much effect. I could get local wages, which we both 
knew was far from enough to make a good living and he did feel sympathy for me here, yet I was still a 
foreigner so surely I must have had some hidden financial sources. As the argument dragged, the man was 
getting more and more confused and indignant - why was I making such a big fuss? Even if he thought I 
was making the argument out of principle, surely the almost double amount he was asking for me could not 
have been a problem for my rich western purse ... 
I heard numerous similar stories from other foreign friends living in Cairo. 
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in the West anyway and since they usually do not know the real prices - and are often 

uncomfortable with bargaining - they constitute an easy prey. 

The image of the West as the Promised Land - the land of plenty - has yet another 

implication expressed by a majority oflower class Egyptians (and not only them, in fact) 

in their wishes to emigrate and work in the West. The belief that "if you manage to get to 

the West you will become rich" is substantiated by the experience of the Egyptians who 

did emigrate and return home to visit their relatives 113 with expensive gifts and stories 

full of successes. Hardly anyone mentions the hardship, long hours in menial jobs and 

frequent discrimination and suspicion of their Arab origin they have to endure. And even 

if they try telling this tale, their families are not ready to hear such stories, and certainly 

would not want the neighbours to find out. If a man returns empty handed, a rare case as 

it is, he brings shame on his family since he was apparently not smart and skilled enough 

to strike it big. 

Education and work ethics 

Hand in hand with access to money comes educationl14
. Westerners in general, and the 

ones who reside in Egypt in particular, are expected to be well educated. Also, they are 

considered to be smart, hard working, organized, disciplined and fully focused on their 

work tasks while at work. 

These stereotypes reflect different approaches to work. Based on my three years of 

working in Egyptian institutions1l5, I would compare the Western and Egyptian work 

113 Often times, if the men are young when they left they would come back home to find a bride. They 
would generally be expected to put up lavish weddings as a means of public display of their financial 
success. When discussing this topic with some of my Egyptian friends and acquaintances, I would often 
hear of cases when a man had to wait several years before visiting home in order to save up enough money 
to bring home the right gifts that would tell the story of the accomplishments his family expected of him. 
114 Another, yet somewhat marginal, reason is the impression of the West as the leader in sciences and 
technology 
115 Since my work experience is in the non-commercial sector, working for an NGO and in university 
settings, the generalizations I provide can be only partial at best. Based on the narratives and experiences of 
my Egyptian friends who work for big Egyptian or rmultinational corporations, the work style there tends 
to be based on the Westem model. 
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realities as follows: in the West, time versus money and work is a domain of public life 

that is held strictly separate from its social counterpart. In Egypt, work is taken seriously, 

of course, but there is some socializing on the side. Also, time has a different qualityl16 

here. Deadlines are usually not taken as final and it is customary to come late to a 

business meeting without providing an explanation of the tardiness. Meetings often do 

not have set agendas and go on for hours with numerous interruptions of phone calls, tea 

and coffee breaks etc. Dropping in on a colleague for a small chat is considered a part of 

the daily work routine. On the surface, an Egyptian office seems more relaxed than a 

Western one. 

Unlike Egyptians, foreigners are always expected to be on time. Be it a work meeting or 

a friendly get-together set up with a foreigner, the customary scenario is that the Egyptian 

will be 10 to 30 minutes late yet the foreigner is already there waiting. (Like many other 

fellow foreigners I have learnt my lesson well and usually am 10 minutes late.) 

Foreigners who come late to meetings, are jokingly referred to as half-Egyptians. 

Another positive trait ascribed to Westerners is honesty and keeping one's word. To 

illustrate, let me use the experience of a half-Egyptian friend, Tamara. Although her 

father is Egyptian and she spent most of her life here, in her relatively new job her 

colleagues still treat her as a foreigner. At first, this bothered her but now she actually 

appreciates it. Tamara described to me how she is perceived by her colleagues: 

"Colleagues at work, they see me as a foreigner who understands Egyptians. They 

consider me outsider, which I now prefer. They treat me cautiously. Like, between 

Egyptian and Egyptian they can disrespect their agreements, but with me they are 

respectful and cautious, because I look like khawaaga." 

This perception of highly organized, smart and hard working foreigners might be yet 

another, although rather marginal, reason why expatriate workers are so highly valued in 

Egypt. 

116 Interculturalliterature has labeled different forms of time perception: in the West time is economized, it 
can be spent and saved, it flows away - in a linear mechanical fashion, whereas in other societies, e.g. 
Middle Eastern and Asian, time is described as more fluid and cyclical, less amenable to human control. 
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Sexual promiscuity or "Can I invite you for a cup of tea?" 

In the predominantly US-made movies that make their way to the Egyptian audiences, 

one particular type of scene has highly negative implications for the image of Western 

women. I call it the 'Teshrabi shay?' (Can I invite you for a cup of tea?) parable: a 

woman is sitting at a bar sipping her drink when she is approached by a stranger. He 

invites her for - at least - one drink and several minutes later a bed scene follows. 

Translation: Western women are easy. Plus, there seems to be a clear sequence of a 

stranger approaching an unaccompanied woman, invitation for a drink, and finally the 

sexual intercourse. For most common Egyptians, bars are out of the question however the 

hospitality part of the scene - invitation for a beverage - does not go unnoticed. 

Translated into local conditions, a foreign woman either walking by herself down the 

street or sitting in a local coffee shop (a more rare scenario though) is a good target for a 

"drink invitation" that will hopefully lead to something else. This is one explanation 

behind the common occurrence of street harassment targeting women 117, especially the 

cases where invitations for a drink are involved. 

We have seen that the Media has largely contributed to the stereotype of Western women 

as being easy, approachable and not virgins. Another explanation is the generally 

accepted "fact" that Westerners have lower moral standards - as evidenced by both their 

117 Street harassment is a common challenge for Western and Egyptian women and girls alike. However for 
foreigners, not used to getting attention and being spoken to by strangers, they struggle with the verbal 
harassment at least at the beginning of their stay in Egypt. Also due to the fact that Western women are 
considered promiscuous, the verbal harassment they are subjected to is often more aggressive. This is a 
common topic of discussion among expatriates and volumes could be written about its content, the 
strategies for countering it and their practical implications. 
By street harassment targeting women I mean the predominantly verbal harassment ~ an Egyptian man 
telling his friends or talking to/shouting directly at ~ depending on circumstances ~ a Western woman 
either endeannents in Arabic or English (English is, of course, considered more effective) or expressions of 
desire for sex. The most common expressions in English are "you are beautiful", "pretty", and "the f ... 
expression"; in Arabic the range is much bigger, let me mention the main ones: aruusa (bride), gamiila 
(beautiful), 'assal (honey) or again the much more aggressive aayiz aneekik (politely translated as "I want 
to go to bed with you"). Occasionally a man ~ more often an adolescent boy or youngster in a group of 
friends - will attempt a physical contact ~ either grabbing or touching a woman, usually concealed as an 
accidental touch. Since the streets are full of people, with high social control, the most common places for 
such physical harassment are means of public transportation and generally crowded places. 
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engaging in premarital sex and by the nonexistence of female circumcision1l8 in Western 

societies. 

If I were to rate the stereotypes about Westerners according to their frequency, I would 

assign sexual promiscuity the second place. It is also a widely discussed topic among 

expatriates and, I would add, also our Egyptian friends. Whereas in public, between 

Egyptians and foreigners, the topic would be commonly approached from a mainly 

joking perspective, during all my interviews, when considered seriously, I would notice 

my male informants being highly uncomfortable, often ashamed for their fellow 

Egyptians. As Tamer put it, "this is very bad thing ... any female western woman is open 
. ,,119 to sex at any time . 

Mustafa elaborated, somewhat unwillingly and clearly embarrassed, that even many of 

his friends - when among themselves - would often refer to a western woman as a 

prostitute. Based on Mustafa's explanation, it seems that in their mindset prostitution is 

not connected with financial gain - a prostitute is any woman who is sexually active 

before marriage. And thus since, in their minds, all western women have free access to 

sex in the West before marriage, they are therefore prostitutes and are easily 

approachable. 

Based on the image above, it is not surprising that fidelity is not considered a strong 

virtue among Western women. Allow me another illustration. 

In an effort to avoid the crowded public transportation, many western women, and I 

would add Egyptian women who can afford it, resort to taxis as a comfortable, safe l20 and 

cheap alternative. With our reputation as it is (read "easy") it is quite common that a taxi 

driver will make a verbal pass at a Western female passenger. He will initially ask about 

118 A popular belief (read lower classes) behind female circumcision is that if a woman were not 
circumsized she would be in constant need of sex and thus out of control. 
119 Interview with Tamer, Cairo October 2009. 
120 Customarily, a female passenger will take a back seat so as to provide as much physical distance 
between herself and the driver as possible. 
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her marital status. In my personal experience l21
, saying that I am single will immediately 

launch a lively interest from the side of the driver, sometimes followed by an implicit 

invitation - offering to show me the pyramids - and sometimes by a more explicit offer -

wanting to become immediate friends. In an effort to avoid such situation yet still not 

wanting to resort to a complete and blatant lie I would mention my imaginary fiance. 

However I soon learnt that the only bulletproof answer is saying that I am married, in fact 

on my way to see my husband, who lives in Cairo with me, right now. Since we, Western 

women, are perceived as not that loyal to our boyfriends, fiances or husbands for that 

matter, we tend to have very short memories. In case our male partner is left behind in 

Europe or the US, we are free and open for at least a one-night stand if not a more serious 

relationship. 

I would like to close the discussion on this particular stereotype by coming back to the 

media element, a particular segment of it - the porn movies. According to Ahmed, 

Egyptian men watch a lot of porn, and 90% of the women in these movies are white and 

W 1 k· 122 estern 00 mg ... 

On a related note, it is commonly assumed among, again lower class Egyptians, that for 

Westerners porn movies constitute a TV genre like any other. Accordingly, the image of 

a Western man coming home and putting on a porn channel in front of his playing 

children is considered a common and unquestioned reality. I would say that such an 

image is a reflection of the local reality where it is a common practice to have pre-paid 

satellite TV channels unscrambled illegally. (With the low income of most low class 

Egyptians, satellite TV is already a luxury in itself, no one can afford and would pay 

extra for the scrambled channels.) What works here can easily be imagined to work 

elsewhere, and since sex is such a common thing in the West, why would Westerners not 

watch it freely on TV as they do any other program? 

121 Although I am mentioning here my personal experiences with taxi drivers, such stories are very typical. 
Just like stories of street harassment they provide a guaranteed topic for a lively discussion among foreign 
women living in Egypt. For a similar story, see Schwedler 2006. 
122 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
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Knowing how to live well. .. 

Another common image of the Westerners is that they know how to live well. They work 

hard and they play hard. Usually good food, alcohol, parties as well as travel is included. 

This idea most probably comes from several sources: observing ever-present tourists 

enjoying their holidays; watching all the parties Westerners go to as depicted in Western 

movies, TV serials and soap operas, and I would speculate also as a result of the reverse 

reflection of Egyptian life as a constant struggle for survival where enjoying life to its 

fullest is simply unaffordable. 

On the topic of tourists, Ahmed compares Western tourists with the Arab ones, and 

Egyptians in general: "When you see [Western] tourists, they are having fun going 

around the places, unlike the Arab tourists. They come to only one street in Egypt, sharia 

el Haram123
. They come to see different stuff, the pyramids, the museum, Aswan .. .like 

some Egyptians, they have not even been to the pyramids and they live in Cairo. So this 

is the image of the West, the Westerners ... " 

Family & Marriage 

When it comes to family, Westerners are considered to have small families -with an 

average of two children - with loose family ties as a result of the society being highly 

individualistic. Consequently children are brought up to be less dependent on their 

parents which is generally considered a good thing - it prepares them well for life's 

unexpected challenges. 

Based on TV, there is a strong belief that children have to leave the house when they 

become adult, which is in stark contrast to the firm Egyptian habit of children living with 

their parents until they get married. In the words of Dalia, "they [Egyptians] have this 

impression, of course they watch a lot of western movies, that in the West, the children 

have to leave the house when they get 18. They have to, it's not an option. Egyptians see 

123 For a detailed discussion on the difference between Arab and foreign tourists see Wynn 2008. 
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it as good and bad. Ok it's good to depend on yourself but then bad because you forget 

about your family." 

Economy and world politics 

When thinking of the interaction between Westerners and Egyptians, the ever present 

memory of colonialism naturally turns up. As Tamer put it, for many Egyptians, 

foreigners still carry within them their colonial ambitions, "foreigners are ruthless they 

only go to live where they can benefit from, where it is advantageous for them". 

Although colonialism ended in Egypt with the beginning of the Free Officers' military 

coup, it is still believed to be present, only under a different name. Nowadays it is 

represented by the neoliberal economic policies that have considerably widened the gap 

between the fortunate few and the unfortunate majority. 

On the political scene, Western neo-colonialism is mostly attributed to the strong 

presence of the US in Egypt and in the Middle Eastern region in general. During George 

Bush's administration, being a US American was commonly considered close to an 

insult 1 
24 • With Barack Obama, the image of Americans has been improving. Prior to and 

after Obama's visit to Cairo in June 2009 and his speech at Cairo University125 there has 

been an air of heightened optimism. 

Nevertheless, there is still a considerable sentiment of blame towards the past foreign 

rulers of Egypt. Foreign rule of Egypt is seen one of the reasons behind Egypt's inability 

to successfully govern and run itself. Tamer sums it up: "most people think that since ... 

ever ... since Mamluks came to Egypt, we haven't been free. Mamluks, Ottomans, French, 

British, we have not been free and all the resources of the country were exploited. So if 

124 Bush and his policies were generally highly disliked and often considered offensive and thus US 
Americans were looked at with displeasure. 
125 Obama gave his speech "The New Beginning" announcing the changes in US foreign policy towards the 
Middle East region on June 4th 2009 at the premises of Cairo University. For the transcript of the speech 
see http://www.america.gov/st/texttrans-english/2009/June/2009060317154geaifasO.6576807.html 
(Accessed June 10, 2009). 
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we weren't able to think for ourselves for 1300 years, so we don't know how to rule our 

t 
,,126 own coun ry... . 

Suspicions 

Fear is a common sentiment when it comes to encountering the urJknown. Therefore it 

should come as no surprise that foreigners sometimes elicit suspicions among Egyptians. 

There have been many situations in my daily encounters when I realized that I was being 

observed with some suspicion since my appearance was distinctly Western and thus 

people were not sure what to expect of my behaviour. The most striking illustration for 

me were, however the suspicions I heard potential Egyptian exchange students and their 

parents express while I worked for ESIE. Before sending Egyptian students abroad, ESIE 

would hold orientation trainings for the students and meetings with parents. I would often 

participate directly as the "local foreign expert". Among the most common fears I had to 

address were the possible challenges to religious practice127
, especially following dietary 

restrictions such as no pork and no alcohol. It was commonly believed that in the West, 

pork was served on every possible occasion, it was also often considered as a common 

ingredient in desserts. Therefore, not only could the students eat it accidentally - due to 

the Western ignorance of what constitutes halaal food - but on the contrary, I met with 

many suspicions that the students would be served pork secretly and intentionally. The 

same was held true for alcohol. 

Another example is that Westerners, especially journalists, are sometimes being handled 

with care as potential spies. This is at least what Mustafa claims to be a common 

stereotype. Since I did not personally encounter such an image, I asked among my other 

friends and informants. Imad consented and elaborated that especially in the 1960s and 

70s during the Arab-Israeli wars the media would occasionally mention foreign 

journalists as spying for the Western powers who were in favour of Israel. 

126 Interview with Tamer, Cairo October 2009. 
127 Another common fear was fasting during Ramadan. Many of the parents were afraid that their children 
will not be allowed to fast. 
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Finally let me briefly mention the frequent and notorious conspiracy theories that portray 

the West, especially in collaboration with Israel, as plotting against Egyptians and Arabs 

in general 128 . Conspiracy theories are part of every society yet in the Middle East they are 

often portrayed as a dominant discourse that compliments and often fills in the 

information void left in the wake of highly centralized official information channels. 

State censorship is a commonly accepted reality in Egypt and therefore what appears in 

the media is often taken as half-truths129
. 

I could mention common political conspiracies that explain the Western hegemony over 

the world however what I find more striking and interesting is how conspiracy theories 

are commonly used to explain extraordinary phenomena. Three months after I moved to 

Cairo, the locusts came to pay us a visit130
• Since the official media downplayed the 

situation and possible losses to the local economy (especially when agriculture was 

concerned) and the information was often contradictory and late in coming, the rumours 

of conspiracy theories abounded. Since the locusts came from the West, the blaming of 

Libya that was slowly emerging was somewhat logical. However, when the blame 

quickly shifted towards Israel (the Western ally), where the locusts were actually headed 

next, any reasonable basis for such theories was gone. It therefore did not surprise me 

when several years later a heavy rain with excessive thunders and occasional hail that 

128 Ghada Karmi reminisces about the notoriousness of conspiracy theories in the Egyptian society in her 
article "A Very Arab Obsession" in AI-Ahram Weekly."As a child in London, I grew up to the sound of 
heated discussions amongst our Arab visitors at home about the plots hatched against us. The Arabs, I 
learned, were the objects of deliberate and malignant policies concocted in 'the West' -- pawns in a huge 
power game over which they had no control and whose workings only the cleverest of us were able to 
understand. Even now I can vividly recall the feelings of mystification and helplessness that used to 
overwhelm me whenever I heard these conversations. My understanding of events would suddenly seem 
naIve and simplistic in the face of these deeper insights." AI-Ahram Weekly, Issue No. 665 (20 - 26 
November 2003). Accessed online at http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/20041717/eg2.htm (Accessed on April 
20th,201O) 
129 For a detailed discussion on conspiracy theories see Zonis, Joseph 1994 and Anderson 1996. 
Aaza Khattab writes about rumors which go hand in hand with these conspiracies in her article "Rumor has 
it ... ". She claims that rumors have become such a visible phenomena in Egyptian society that the 
government has been thinking of establishing an official authority to combat it. Egypt Today, May 2006, 
100-107. 
130 For a coverage of the locusts story see AI-Ahram Weekly, Issue No. 717 (18 - 24 November 2004): 
http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/20041717/eg2.htm (Accessed on March 20th, 2010) 
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lasted for several hours l3l was commonly described as an Israeli experiment in weather 

control. The Israelis were supposedly testing a weather controlling technology they just 

received from the US, another one of their plots to dominate the region. 

Final evaluations ... 

The images above represent part of the overall portrayal of Westerners as perceived by 

the majority of local Egyptian society. At the first glance, some of these carry clear 

positive and negative connotations, often in mutual contradiction reflecting the love and 

hate relationship to the West. 

The sum of these images results in the foreigners being often perceived as the distinct 

other, "the little green creatures with horns" as Tamer put it 132. For many less educated 

Egyptians the difference often carries a negative connotation, but for the most part, being 

foreign means that they are a product of their very different cultures and thus they are 

"that way" - they cannot help it so ultimately it's not their fault. 

Although on the outside there is no judgment most of Egyptians are content to observe 

the peculiar foreigners and their behaviour from a distance. They welcome an occasional 

conversation that usually stays on the surface, e.g. in a metro or a coffee shop but usually 

keep their distance. Just like in every other society, there are people however who break 

the spell of stereotypes and get personal with the "other". The rest of this study is 

dedicated to their voice. 

131 A rainy day in Cairo usually looks like a sequence of lighter rain showers, each lasting five to ten 
minutes to half an hour at most. Hail is highly unusual. On that particular day, the heavy rain accompanied 
by numerous thunder laps lasted from approximately 5 am till noon. It was the talk of the town for several 
weeks to follow. 
132 Interview with Tamer, Cairo October 2009. 
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Ill. "Living abroad in Egypt" 

What drove the young Cairenes in my target group to break the spell of stereotypes and 

approach the foreigners? Like most Egyptians, they have seen foreigners at the pyramids 

or occasionally spotted them on the streets. But unlike most Egyptians, they decided to 

take a further step and get to know them. 

As Macrae and Bodenhausen remind, us the research on stereotypes is far from complete. 

One of the areas that needs further attention is the fact that some people tend to be more 

open-minded than others, in other words, their tendency to use stereotypes is 

considerably reduced compared to their counterparts. (2000) Dalia, Tamer, Mustafa, 

Mariam and the others who constitute the target group of this study belong to this first 

group of open-minded people. 

Although for each of my informants the circumstances under which they met their "first" 

foreigner who had an impact on them were somewhat different, several of the reasons 

behind their decision to befriend these foreigners were the same. 

i. The story of Ahmed, Hoda, Imad and the others 

The first encounter ... 

It is more of a coincidence really that maj ority of my informants have had foreign friends 

for approximately eight to nine years now 133 . The exception being Mustafa who is 

somewhat younger and so his "history" goes back six years only. While Tamer, Imad, 

and Khaled had a first meaningful encounter with foreigners at work, as colleagues, Dalia 

and Mariam befriended foreigners during their studies. Dalia became friends with her 

133 Although they all know each other by now, and I consider them all part of my shilla, they met each 
other during parties and get-togethers organized by one of our common friends over the course of last five 
years. 
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French teacher during the final year of high school- she attended a private bilingual high 

school focusing on French - and Mariam got acquainted with foreigners at university. 

Hamed got introduced to the first Western girl he met through a Libyan friend of his, and 

Hoda also got introduced to her first foreign friend through her Egyptian friends. These 

are all relatively common scenarios, especially in a society with such a high level of 

social interaction, be it at work or in leisure time. It was however somewhat different for 

Mustafa who decided to test his English skills on a foreign neighbour who had just 

moved into his building. If this was a competition, the "best story" would be Ahmed's 

chance encounter - he met "his first foreigner" on a bus. At that time he could barely 

speak a word of English and the person he met could also say only few basic words in 

Arabic. They bonded over their mutual need to learn the other's language and this 

mutually beneficial language tutoring soon turned into a friendship . 

.. . and the reasons behind its success 

The first encounter - be it a chance one or one facilitated through work or friends - is not 

enough, however, to explain that some six to nine years later all the people mentioned 

above can hardly imagine their lives without their foreign friends 134
. Besides the apparent 

reasons such as accessibility of foreigners and my informants' social skills, more 

"ingredients" were necessary for fostering the first meaningful encounters. Two common 

motives seem to be curiosity and an ambition to improve one's foreign language skills, 

especially English. 

Dalia remembers that her father would bring home many of his foreign, mostly French, 

colleagues from work when she was young. Since those days, she says, she "was always 

intrigued, interested in foreigners, in the other way of life". When she first got to talk to 

her French teacher (who later became her best friend) outside of the class it was this 

134 Within the interviews I asked all my informants a hypothetical question on how would they react if all 
the foreigners had to leave Egypt all ofa sudden. (A more exaggerated version of Nasser's Egyptianization 
and nationalization policies.) Although put in different words, they all agreed they would want to leave as 
well since they could no longer imagine their lives with their fellow Egyptians only. More on this will 
follow below. 
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curiosity combined with a desire to practice her French with a native speaker that gave 

her the courage to give it a try and approach the teacher l35
. 

Likewise, for Tamer, once he got comfortable with his colleagues at work it was mainly 

his interest of trying to find out more about them that led him to invite them for a coffee, 

one of many as it turned out, in his favourite 'ahwa. 

As for Khaled, who has been working as a simsaar, having tea or coffee with his clients 

is a part of the work routine. When it comes to the occasional foreign clients he had at the 

beginning, it was his desire to learn more about them and their ways of life that led him 

to ask more personal questions during such tea or coffee times, while waiting for a flat 

owner to deliver a set of keys so that they could see a potential apartment. And later on, 

once they signed the flat lease - or not sometimes - he would ask them to meet him 

anyway. 

You could say that when Ahmed' s friend pointed his attention to the fact that a khawaaga 

was sitting in front of them on the bus it was just a spur of a moment impulse that made 

Ahmed tap Steven, the foreigner, on the shoulder and welcome him in Egypt. 136 When 

Steven replied in Arabic, the curiosity was aroused however and it took only few more 

moments before they exchanged phone numbers. Upon their first real meeting, Ahmed 

realized that his English was simply not good enough to converse and another reason to 

meet Steven on a more regular basis was born. 

As we will see later on, the ambition of improving one's language skills - especially 

English - is still present after all these years despite the fact that all the people in question 

speak English fluently and use it at work as well as in their free time. 

135 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
136 Egyptians are said to be very hospitable people and based on my experience I can only agree with this 
generalization. One common way of showing this hospitality is the ever present welcome a foreigner hears 
from Egyptians he or she either passes on a street or meets in person. Whenever I have a chance encounter, 
be it in a taxi or buying my groceries from a new seller, and after a small chat I tell them I've lived in Cairo 
for almost six years, an inevitable welcome to Egypt follows. A friend of mine who has lived in Egypt for 
nearly thirty years said to me once that no matter how long a foreigner resides in Egypt, the welcomes 
never stop. He was still being welcomed to Egypt - even by people who knew that he was residing in 
Egypt. It is a way of expressing one's happiness over the fact that they met you, as well as a friendly 
reminder that no matter how long a foreigner lives in Egypt, he is and always will be a foreigner. 
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Let us now take a look at what the lives of Ahmed, Khaled, Mariam, and the others are 

like. How do they differ from the average Muhammad, Rania or Mahmud of their age 

and social standing? 
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ii. Daily realities 

As I mentioned earlier, the people constituting my target group are in their mid to late 

twenties and early to mid thirties. Mustafa, 26, is the youngest, Ramed, 36, is the oldest. 

With the exception of Ahmed, who has a diploma from a higher technical institution -

and as we will see later is in the process of furthering his education - they all hold 

university degrees. Mariam is the only one who attended private university. Most of them 

also attended public high schools, this time Roda and Dalia constitute exceptions since 

they attended private language schools prior to university. 

Again, a majority of them come from middle class background. Mustafa and Ahmed 

described their families as lower middle class, and Roda's family can easily be placed 

within the well-off middle class.l37 

Currently they all work with foreigners, either as colleagues or clients. Both Mustafa and 

Khaled work in the real estate field, their clients being mostly foreigners. The same goes 

for Ramed who is in the tourism business. Tamer has recently started his own marketing 

agency; his co-founding partner is originally from Germany and they employ several 

foreigners and cater to some companies abroad as well. Imad works for an IT company, 

heading a big project with an Italian partner. Mariam is a freelance photographer, having 

several ongoing contracts with English magazines published in Egypt, and Roda works 

for a small yet dynamic RR agency that also employs several foreigners. Finally, Dalia 

and Ahmed work for NGOs, Dalia's is a local NGO within an international umbrella and 

Ahmed works for the UNDP. 

Only Khaled is married and so lives with his own family - a French wife and a one year 

old son. The rest are single, either in committed relationships or still exploring their 

137 Despite their varying backgrounds I refer to all of my informants as middle class, in my study, since this 
is how they commonly identify themselves. Both Mustafa and Ahmed managed to rise above their parent's 
education and also their current lifestyle places them within the proper middle class. As for Roda when 
asked, she always places herself into the middle class, since she does not like to identify with the same 
people that are commonly considered upper middle class. 
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options. According to the prevalent Egyptian custom, they should thus live with their 

parents - for most of them this is not the case however. Roda, Ramed and Ahmed live on 

their own, although Ahmed lives in the same neighbourhood as his parents. Tamer shares 

his apartment with two foreigners and Mariam lives with her foreign boyfriend. She is the 

only one whose family does not live in Cairo. Except for Ahmed and Imad, everyone else 

lives in - what are considered - more upscale neighbourhoods such as Maadi, Reliopolis, 

and Agouza. 

When looking at their lifestyle choices they could all as well live in Brussels or Dublin. 

Based on their jobs, De Koning would place most of them into the upper-middle class -

with the exception of Ramed, Mustafa and Khaled, they all have jobs within the upscale 

market with corresponding salaries. They all prefer western style clothing including the 

three women138
, none of whom is veiled139

• 

Although my target group tends to stand out from the rest of Egyptians in many aspects, 

they have one thing in common with them - they love to socialize after work. Thus 

138 Ethnology has long since drawn attention to the fact that it is usually men who are the first ones to 
abandon local dress and switch to Westem attire - especially in urban areas. Egypt seems to confirm this 
unofficial rule; a majority of the men one sees on the streets in Cairo do wear western clothes, the 
occasional gallabeyya (a garb resembling a long shirt) usually belongs to a traditional bawaab, doorman 
(for whom gallabeyya is considered almost a uniform as opposed to the recently introduced private security 
men) or a visitor from the rural areas. During religious holidays and weekends, one can see more men wear 
a gallabeyya since it is more comfortable especially during the summer. 
As for the women, three main styles of urban dress can be distinguished. Muhaggabaat present the most 
traditional attire with an abaaya - long and loose, usually dark, dress that covers the body - with an 
accompanied head scarf. A stricter version is a munaqqaba distinguished easily by a niqaab that covers the 
face except for the eyes, hand gloves and dark sunglasses often complete the look. The second, I would say 
the most popular style among young women, is a compromise between the restrictions of the Islamic 
custom of full body cover and young ambitions to show off - this style is usually manifested with a tight 
long sleeved body shirt with a t-shirt on top and tight jeans or pants (often with a skirt or short dress on top 
of it) or long, usually denim, skirt. This style is in most cases accompanied by a veil - often tied in an 
elaborate way as a combination of 2 -3 scarves of matching colors. This style also allows elaborate color 
matching, usually according to the latest color fashions. Finally, the third style is the Western one, where 
shorter - still usually below the knees - dresses, skirts or trousers are worn with t-shirts or blouses and no 
veil. 
In matters of Western style, the cut and quality of the clothing plays an important role when trying to place 
the person who wears it on the social ladder. 
139 As a result of their lifestyle choices, none of the women in my target group wears a veil. Since they 
frequent places where alcohol is being served, they would not feel comfortable wearing a veil since that 
would be in direct defiance with the strong local religious customs. In fact, I have not met many veiled 
women in places where alcohol was served, except for upscale restaurants and parties and receptions given 
by embassies and occasionally multinational corporations. 
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leisure time is usually spent outside of home, in 'ahaawi and western style coffee shops, 

or movie theatres - from time to time, and many evenings are spent in nightclubs, in 

house parties140 or in downtown pUbS141
. Alcohol consumption is often part of the 

socializing and with the exception of Mustafa, and lately also Ahmed142
, all of them 

occasionally or regularly have a drink. 

Those who are not in committed relationships go out of dates, either looking for the right 

partner or simply enjoying themselves. Finally, they all like to travel - usually 

domestically - , and as was already said, English constitutes a part oftheir daily reality. 

Another point they all have in common is that due to their lifestyle choices they all 

evaluate themselves as not "the best Muslims" or "a good Copt". As will be discussed 

later, although all of them identify as either Muslim or - the one - Copt, their relationship 

to their faith and the degree of religious practice vary. 

Most have not travelled abroad but would like to. Some of them have, either for business 

or pleasure, for private visits to their foreign friends in their home countries. They all 

state however that they have no intention of living abroad permanently. Contrary to the 

(unfortunate) current trend which sees many average Egyptians dreaming of being 

someone else, living abroad where life is perceived to be easier and more comfortable, 

my respondents share a deep appreciation for being Egyptian and although they are 

140 House parties in Egypt have nothing to do with electronic music. They refer to private parties given in 
private flats and houses. 
141 When comparing social life in Cairo and the West, one striking difference is that life in Cairo tends to 
go longer into the morning hours of the night even during weekdays. Although house parties are usually 
organized on Thursday and Friday nights (the official Egyptian work week starts on a Sunday and finishes 
on Thursday) it is not uncommon to be invited for a late dinner party or attend a concert in one of the 
nightclubs during the week as well (live music dominates the nightclub scene throughout the week with 
different bands customarily playing on different nights). 
142 Mustafa does not drink due to his adherence to the Islamic principles regarding alcohol; another major 
factor is his father who has been an alcoholic throughout most of Mustafa's life. However over the years 
his attitude has relaxed considerably. When I first met him, he would have a problem attending house 
parties where alcohol was served (disapproving of its use, claiming that alcohol when abused could have 
grave consequences - as he experienced with his father firsthand) and thus would usually rather meet his 
foreign friends in street cafes or Western coffee shops. Over the course of the last five years, however, he 
relaxed on this point and now regularly frequents house parties. 
Ahmed used to drink when I met him and decided to give it up after several incidents when he got highly 
annebriated two years ago. He said to me that although he had nothing against drinking as such, these few 
incidents showed him that in his personal case he could come close to losing total control of himself and 
this thought made him highly uncomfortable so he decided to stop. 
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critical towards many aspects of contemporary Egyptian society, as will be discussed 

later, they would not want to change who they are. This is one of the main factors I took 

into account when selecting nine informants from my numerous local friends and 

acquaintances. However I would like to stress that although I often consider them to be 

members of one group they, of course, still preserve their unique individualities as will 

become apparent once we delve into more detailed descriptions of their lives. 

Professional life and leisure 

Whether my informants work in an office with set hours or are self-employed and thus 

their working hours are flexible, they all have one thing in common: the free time after 

work is usually dedicated to and spent with friends. Generally speaking, home serves as a 

place for changing one's clothes before hitting the streets again, this time to meet up with 

friends, be it in a coffee shop, an 'ahwa or a cinema - the last one being rather an 

occasional pastime. As Dina put it, "I go home only to sleep" .143 

As was mentioned earlier, social relations - especially family and friends - have primary 

importance in the lives of Egyptians. 144 Married couples spend most of their time with 

family, for young couples - if feasible due to their work situation - it is quite common to 

spend several days a week at their in-laws. It is also customary for the family to come for 

a visit unannounced; weekends and religious holidays presenting the prime time for such 

visits145
. For single people, free time is spent usually with friends. This interaction takes 

place in public places such as 'ahaawi146
, coffee shops, shopping malls, and the ones with 

143 Interview with Dina, Cairo January 20lO 
144 To illustrate the importance of social discourse, let me use the example of customary greetings. I think I 
am not exaggerating when saying that most foreigners are taken aback - at the beginning - by the Egyptian 
custom of asking how one is at least three times upon a meeting. There are different expressions (the most 
common ones being Ezzayyik/ezzayyak?, 'amel eh?, Eh el achbaar?) yet they all mean the same: "how are 
you?" and they all require an answer. (They are often followed by exclamations of how much they missed 
seeing each other - even if this was their second meeting in one day.) The same goes for phone 
conversations, the introductory phrases often take several minutes. I noticed this while working for ESIE, 
while it took me at longest half a minute to get to the business part of my phone call, my Egyptian 
colleagues would spend at least 2-3 minutes inquiring after the person's health and their family's well 
being before it was proper for them to mention why they were calling. 
145 Interview with Mustafa, Cairo October 2009. 
146 Ahaawi is the plural of ahwa - a sidewalk coffee shop. 
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little or no money to spend usually meet and interact on the streets. Green areas such as 

public parks and the corniche alongside the Nile are very popularl47
. By these young 

people, I mean predominantly men since public space is their domain; girls and young 

women, especially when unmarried, are considered to have no business being out by 

themselves. Although this social dynamic is changing very slowly, and it is becoming 

more ordinary to see a woman smoking shiisha in an 'ahwa148 (in some parts of the town 

at least). Though one can spot more women taking part in public life there cannot, 

however be any serious talk of balanced numbers. Social control has a strong grip on the 

behaviors women are allowed to exhibit, and in the spaces that are considered proper for 

them to invest. As De Koning notes, the emergence of western style coffee shops, such as 

Costa Coffee, provides one such space for women, however only for those who can 

afford it - that is mainly the middle and upper c1ass. 149 (2009) Looking at the three 

women within my target group, they present a significant departure from the predominant 

social patterns here. 

Although socializing with friends usually takes place outside the pnvacy of one's 

home l50
, this pattern has changed somewhat within the lives of my informants. Especially 

in winter time, people have a tendency to stay indoors more often. For my target group 

147 Especially in summer months, Cairo's bridges and corniche sidewalks along the Nile are filled with the 
young and old alike. Groups of boys and young men chatting and spotting the females that pass by, usually 
exchanging their thoughts on their qualities verbally - thus contributing their share to the widely spread 
custom of street harassment; yOlmg couples sitting or standing preferably in the shade, out of the public eye 
as much as possible, holding hands and occasionally stealing a hug or a kiss, showing their feelings for 
each other; and on the weekend all families strolling along the Nile catching some fresh air. 
148 As Khaled told me, some 18 years ago when he was stilI a small boy roaming the streets of downtown 
Cairo, a woman smoking shiisha on the street was unheard of. "Now, nobody will give such a sight much 
thought. It is 'aadi. [common, nothing out of the ordinary]" 
149 Within the dating patterns of the lower classes, it is considered a special treat for the young man to take 
the girl he is dating to one of these "prestigious" coffee places. Since this presents a considerable financial 
burden (the average beverage here costs around 10 LE compared to 0,50-2 LE in an ahwa), such an outing 
usually takes place maximum once a month and is considered a special occasion by both. These young 
couples are easily distinguishable in such coffee shops and are often looked upon with disapproval by the 
regular upper class customers, since they "bring the place down". The high prices serve precisely to keep 
such unwanted customers out. 
150 Generally speaking, the gender segregation that stilI dominates some parts of society here is reflected in 
the house as a private space where traditionally only blood related men and women could mix. An 
unrelated male has no business seeing or meeting a single girl or woman in her own home. Therefore if 
there are single women in the household, it is improper for a traditional family to allow unrelated men to 
frequent their house. Similarly, a man who cares about the reputation of a single woman should never enter 
her house without supervision. 
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this usually means meeting in a closed coffee shop or 'ahwa but often also going into 

one's home to watch a movie or just talk. Flats of foreigners 151 or Egyptians living by 

themselves are the most logical choice. With summer approaching, the most popular 

places to meet are the 'ahaawi, coffee shops, or pubs in downtown. 

In contrast to a majority of Egyptian families who usually spend their free time watching 

TV or visiting relatives and to the single men who spend it meeting their friends outside 

or in coffee shops (local or Western alike) where conversation, watching the life go by, 

and the occasional game of tawla or dominoes are the predominant modes of 

entertainment, my informants prefer a more active approach to leisure. Although going 

out is the main way of spending their free time, contributing to the local culture scene -

by attending a concert or an opening of an exhibition - is also common. Occasionally, 

someone will propose a trip to the nearby desert valley of Wadi Digla for a picnic or a 

weekend in Alexandria. Public and religious holidays are usually welcomed opportunities 

to leave the city and spend few days in Sinai, either in Dahab or Nuweiba152. 

The month of Ramadan presents the social primetime of the year. Ramadan can be 

translated into thirty days when socializing with family and friends is brought to a 

climax. For most people a day usually begins with breakfast and Ramadan is no 

exception - except that breakfast, commonly referred to as iftaar, takes place at sunset... 

Of course, most Egyptians go to work and school, since life seemingly carries on as 

151 Since local "cultural rules" do not apply to foreigners, the local society does not consider it too much out 
of the ordinary that for example two foreign women living together would invite friends, including male 
friends, over. As I mentioned earlier we, foreigners, are looked upon as living in another cultural dimension 
and so Egyptians feel they have no right to interfere or tel1 us how to live; nevertheless such visits would 
often be viewed with a tad of suspicion as to what might possibly be going on inside (bearing in mind the 
predominant stereotypes about the promiscuity of foreign women). They would however see the situation 
differently if the two women were Egyptian. Hoda's case is one such example: it was hard already for Hoda 
to fmd an apartment for herself - after al1 her parents live in Cairo and she is not married so a majority of 
the society considers it improper that she would leave her parental house and their protection to live on her 
own. (As I will discuss below, this also casts a bad light on the parents that would al10w her to do such a 
thing.) A few weeks after she moved into her new apartment, her neighbors got uneasy about the frequent 
visits of her Egyptian and foreign friends, many of whom were male. The situation escalated when one of 
the neighbors directly confronted her and threatened to get the police involved, insinuating that she must be 
a prostitute. It took a lot of negotiation with her landlady and the neighbors to calm the situation down and 
although for the past three years there have not been any further confrontations, Hoda has no illusions as to 
what her neighbors think about her. 
152 Unlike Sharm el Sheikh, popular with packaged tours, Dahab and Nuweiba cater mainly to individual 
tourists. Dahab has a long standing reputation as "the" backpackers place with a large diving community. 
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usual, before iftaar takes place. In their minds, however, the day really starts only after 

breakfast. The most popular thing to do is to go out after iftaar and spend the evening and 

most of the night visiting friends and relatives or socializing in outdoor cafes. Many 

people stay up till suhuu/53and go home only afterwards. 

Ifiaar, and sometimes also suhuur, provide an opportunity for receptions that are often 

held by companies in specially erected Ramadan tents or in up-market restaurants and 

luxury hotels. Privately, people often invite friends and relatives for iftaar turning it 

essentially into dinner parties. 

Ramadan is definitely the one month in a year when most of my friends and informants 

sleep the least. We would either meet at an iftaar "party" or meet right after iftaar in 

Borsa - our favourite 'ahwa -, where the waiters would have a table ready for us, and 

usually spend the whole evening there until suhuur. Since it is customary that the 

nightclubs and other establishments serving alcohol154 are closed during this month, 

another feature of Ramadan within our shilla is the absence of alcohol. For some of the 

young Egyptians who do not fast during Ramadan, and thus have no problem drinking 

alcohol, their only available resource are house parties - that are less frequent 155 yet still 

take place. 

Except for an occasional house party in my apartment, I cannot recollect meeting all my 

informants in one place. I consider them all a part of my shilla, but naturally they have 

their own shilal as well. Depending on their individual circumstances, their shilal either 

consist of both Egyptian and foreign friends, or they prefer to keep them separate and 

divide their free time among their foreign friends and Egyptian ones. Similarly, the 

question of numbers - which group prevails - also differs. 156 

153 The second most important - and last - meal that takes place one hour before the sunrise. 
154 With the exception of 5 star hotels where alcohol is served only to non-Egyptian nationals. 
155 Besides pubs and nightclubs, the special stores selling alcohol in Egypt are closed as well. All the 
seasoned expatriates stock up on beer and wine beforehand anticipating this "crisis", as an expatriate friend 
of mine put it. As the supplies run out, house parties and dinner parties happen with less frequency. 
156 I would like to add that none of my informants gave any special attention to the ratio of their Egyptian 
and foreign friends - for them, this question has no importance. 
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However I need to add that my informants usually stand out from the rest of their 

Egyptian friends due to their command of English and thus have easier access to 

foreigners. In case their friends from "both camps" meet in the same 'ahwa, for example, 

there is usually very little interaction among them unless the foreigners have a good 

command of Arabic. 

Another factor is that often, their Egyptian friends would share some of the common 

stereotypes about foreigners and thus it is difficult for them to connect with the foreigners 

especially with the language barrier present. 

Mustafa tried several times to put his Egyptian and foreign friends together. However, as 

he told me, it usually did not work out - his Egyptian friends would sometimes try to 

make a pass at one of the foreign girls despite Mustafa's protests and prior warnings and 

so he decided not to give them this opportunity. Another reason was that Mustafa was 

afraid they might ask improper questions and use naive arguments157 which would make 

them, and ultimately him as well, look bad. So he decided to keep the two groups 

separate, and would occasionally take only the best friends whom he could trust to see his 

foreign friends. 

Similarly, Ahmed would like to mix his Egyptian and foreign friends. However, as he 

explains, he does not feel that his Egyptian friends are up to it. "Because I don't know 

what are they going to discuss with them [foreigners], and the way they are going to put 

their questions, their arguments ... for me, I accept it, because I know where they are 

coming from, but I don't know about my other friends [foreigners], if they accept it or not 

... so sometimes I never put them together." 1 
58 

157 These would reflect their often derogatory ideas about foreigners. Mustafa would often try to explain to 
them his experience with foreigners to alter their stereotypical thinking yet most preferred the exotic distant 
"others" to the normal human beings Mustafa would describe. 
158 As Ahmed further explained to me, many of his Egyptian friends think that he is meeting foreigners, 
especially the women, because they are perceived to be so easily accessible. This is the primary reason why 
he does not want to risk uncomfortable questions his foreign friends might ask. "They think I am doing it 
[meeting with foreigners] for sex. That I do it because it is easy with them ... When they say this, I argue 
with them and try to explain to them the difference. But I can't say I always get through to them ... " 
(Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009) 
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When Dalia began to interact with foreigners she felt closer to them than to many of her 

Egyptian friends - she could be herself around foreigners, she told me. After meeting her 

current boyfriend from the local art community who introduced her to many like-minded 

people, the balance has been tipping towards Egyptians. "Before, my family always made 

fun of me ... because I had more foreign friends than Egyptians, but this actually changed 

after I met Hossein [current boyfriend]. Then I discovered people who you can hang out 

with and be yourself. But before that it was always Nadia, Stephanie ... ,,159 

Hoda, on the contrary, seems to be having a reverse phase spending more time with 

foreigners than she used to. 

For Mariam, spending time with both foreign and Egyptian friends simultaneously has 

never been a problem. The numbers are rather balanced, probably also due to the fact that 

she lives with her Spanish boyfriend. 

In Imad's case, two of his best friends share his lifestyle and so spend most of their free 

time together with foreigners. 

Tamer also sees no difficulties in mixing foreign and Egyptian friends. But lately, since 

he started sharing an apartment with foreigners, he says he definitely spends more time 

with them. Another factor is that "many of my Egyptian friends are married by now ... so I 

don't spend as much time with them as I used to. Also the way they spend their free time 

changed. I want to go out, have fun and meet people, for them these days are over" .160 

Just like everyone else, my informants are not stuck in time - their lives go through 

changes like the rest of us and these reflect their changing habits. Over the past five 

years, since I met them, most of their careers took off which has resulted in a recent shift 

towards somewhat more settled lives. When I first came to Cairo, passing by Horreyya 

after 5 pm, I would almost always see Khaled sitting inside with some foreigners - as he 

used to joke those days, Horreyya was his main office and entertainment in one. Ahmed 

would be in the same place playing chess in the early afternoon hours, his favourite time 

159 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
160 Interview with Tamer, Cairo October 2010. 
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of the day there when Horreyya would be much more quiet. Now, Khaled is married and 

moved to Heliopolis, plus he is in the process of steering away from his simsaar business 

so it is becoming rare to see him in Horreyya. Because of his job, Ahmed does not have 

the time to sit around in Horreyya playing chess, at least not in early afternoons. The 

same goes for Tamer whom you could count on meeting in Borsa cafe or one of the bars 

in downtown or nightclubs almost any day of the week - with setting up his own 

company, he does not have the time nor the energy anymore; however, he is not willing 

to give up his old lifestyle and does his best to catch up on the "fun side of life" during 

the weekends, and often cannot refuse an invitation to meet up in Horreyya or Borsa -

especially when his girlfriend is in town. 

On "having a language" 

"Having English", if I may use this expression, has been a sign of prestige and elevation 

above the ranks of ordinary Egyptians since the colonial times. Little has changed in this 

respect in modem times. Egyptians with good command of English are still looked upon 

by their peers with a mixture of admiration and envy - they are able to enter worlds and 

take advantage of opportunities out of the reach for others. As Hamed put it, "I feel 

special because I can speak English. Unlike other people [who cannot speak English], I 

can talk to you while they cannot". 161 

Consequently, the mastery of foreign languages is considered a hopeful step in the right 

direction162
. English is a standard part of schools' curriculum, be it in public or private 

schools. However, as was discussed above, the public schools do not do justice to their 

language teaching and so it is usually only the privileged upper classes who can afford 

private schools that guarantee a good command of English. Most of my informants did 

not attend these schools, with the exception of Hoda and Dalia, yet all of them showed 

161 Interview with Ramed, Cairo December 2009. 
162 For those with university education, good command of English can get them better paid jobs in the up
market businesses, for the less educated, the road to success usually involves the tourism industry where 
direct work with foreigners can be lucrative. 
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promise during their school years163 and later found ways to turn the passive English they 

acquired in school into an active one. While Ahmed and Steven set up a mutual Arabic -

English language exchange, Mustafa befriended foreigners living in his building and 

helped them around, Tamer would watch English movies on TV and speak to as many 

foreigners as he could, and for Imad it was mainly the IT books that were solely in 

English that contributed to the development of his linguistic proficiency. 

Although all of my informants are fluent in English by now, most of them speak of a 

persistent need for improvement. When discussing their language preferences when 

talking with foreign friends, Dalia says, "If I had the choice it would be English because 

language always needs practice.,,164 Tamer fully agrees and so does Hamed, Imad, and 

Mustafa. Only for Hoda and Mariam is this a non-issue. 

Another reason for using English when interacting with foreigners is simply the fact that 

many foreigners have poor, if any, command of Arabic. So there is not much choice in 

the matter. Still, even when talking to foreigners who speak fluent Arabic, Tamer prefers 

English: "I spoke Arabic most of my life so it is time for English and other 

languages.,,165 Dalia does not feel comfortable speaking Arabic with most foreigners 

because she has to speak slowly and it is just "too much hassle". Unless they speak 

perfect Arabic, she chooses English.166 Ahmed, after a moment of reflection, says that he 

actually prefers Arabic: "If I had the preference now, I would choose Arabic." Hamed 

generally prefers English, unless the conversation goes deeper, then he would go for 

Arabic since he can connect better to the subject in his native tongue. As for the others, 

they have no preference. 

Looking at their professional and social lives, it is safe to conclude that English has a 

stable position in their everyday realities. It is no surprise therefore that an English word 

would slip into their Arabic from time to time. (This phenomenon being more natural if 

163 Mustafa, Tamer, Khaled, Hamed and Mariam, all mentioned they were at the top of their English class 
throughout their studies. 
164 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
165 Interview with Tamer, Cairo October 2009. 
166 Interview with Dalia, ibid. 
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they speak Arabic with foreigners.) My argument here is that unlike other Egyptians, who 

include English self-consciously, for my informants this process is rather subconscious 

resulting from the often and sometimes interchangeable use of both languages. 

Why am I mentioning this? As discussed earlier, use of English presupposes a certain 

elevated status in the society and thus different segments of the population use English to 

distinguish themselves from others. 

In the lower classes environment, some Egyptians would sometimes mix a few words of 

English in an effort to show to the others that they are better educated and thus ultimately 

better than them l67
. It is also a classic sign of showing off. The situation, however, gains 

a new meaning if foreigners are involved. Many Egyptians with a little command of 

English will often, stubbornly, insist on speaking English when meeting foreigners, even 

if the foreigners talk back in Arabic. This can be partially explained as a sign of 

hospitality towards the foreigners who are always presumed not to speak Arabic. Another 

related reason is a rather common belief that by speaking English one can obtain a 

slightly higher price. 168 

Most illustrative is the case of the upper class who attended the American University in 

Cairo. They use a distinct combination of Arabic and English - preferably with American 

accent - that is hard to miss. It is commonly referred to by many expatriates as the AUC 

English. Since a majority of the people working in upscale jobs use English, the people 

who studied at AUC have little need to change their language patterns after graduationl69
. 

167 In Egypt, life, especially for the lower classes, seems to involve a constant struggle to attain a slightly 
higher position on the hierarchy ladder. This includes behaviors intended to demonstrate 00 the others that 
"I am worth more than you are". 
168 I have had numerous similar experiences and still have not found a strategy that would enable me to 
make the Egyptian I speak to comprehend the fact that I am capable of having a conversation in Arabic and 
what is more important, I will not pay anything extra for his language skills. My favorite example, 
however, is the experience of a foreign friend of mine who speaks excellent Arabic. On one occasion, he 
got into a taxi and started a usual conversation with the taxi driver in Arabic. After the taxi driver 
complimented him on his Arabic and they exchanged several pleasantries and the latest news on the streets, 
the taxi driver turned to him and in English demanded to discuss the price of the ride. His initial offer was 
three times the usual fare. From this point onward he refused to switch back into Arabic until my friend cut 
the story short by getting off the taxi there and then. 
169 The trend of enrolling children in private international schools by the upper class has also had the 
unfortunate consequence that most of these children never acquired a proper command of written, and in 
some cases, also spoken Arabic. 
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Often, when meeting a foreigner they will insist on speaking English. Tamara, my half

Egyptian friend who is often mistaken for a foreigner, finds this habit annoying. She told 

me once: "There is one thing I sometimes find annoying when you start talking to an 

Egyptian woman or man and it gets established that I am half Arab, speak Arabic and 

more or less come from this culture and they insist to speak English, American English 

with me; and it's not for my sake since I speak Arabic, and I insist on talking in Arabic, 

and I throw in all the Arabic expressions ... it's annoying .. .it's the way they were brought 

up, and where they studied; lots of time they went to America and they studied at ADC, 

and it's all this Americanization ... I find it cheesy." 

Negotiating between public and private life 

The division between public and private domain is both more clearly delineated and more 

strongly emphasized in Arab society than it is in the West. Whatever is exposed to the 

eye of the public is considered to be the public domain and is subject to strong social 

control. Private life takes place behind closed doors, and in most cases these doors belong 

to one's family. Thus we could say that most of the interactions between my informants 

and their foreign friends are part of their public lives. The private, family, life is an 

entirely different matter. While some people in my target group keep their private and 

public lives separate, others allow a certain degree of interaction. 

The public and private domains go usually hand in hand with gender segregation - as was 

mentioned on several occasions it is the men who dominate the public sphere. As 

Mustafa put it, "as a man you have more freedom, you can go out, there is no control of 

what you do"] 70 and no need to explain your behaviour. On the contrary, a girl or a single 

woman is considered a liability - her family'S honour depends on her behaviour and she 

170 He went on to share a common sentiment among the male population that even if the girls and women 
had the same freedom as men they would often prefer to stay at home, since negotiating the busy city with 
its constant masses of people, street harassment and congested traffic "cannot be comfortable for such 
fragile creatures". (Interview with Mustafa, Cairo December 2009.) 
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is thus always subjected to the prying eyes of the public. A tarnished reputation could 

have a catastrophic effect on her marriage prospects. 171 

This dynamic is reflected in the lives of my informants, especially when it comes to the 

issue of how much of their public lives they are willing to share with their family - which 

sometimes correlates with their living situation. Ramed, Imad and Khaled keep their 

friends, be it foreigners or locals, separate from their families. It is also relatively easier 

for Ramed and Khaled since they do not live at home. As Ramed says, "I don't hide 

things from my family, I have nothing to hide, but I don't share what I do with my time 

with them either.,,172 

Ahmed describes his parents as highly traditional- meaning religious and thus by default 

viewing foreigners as morally corrupt and with a degree of suspicion since being 

different cannot mean anything good. Re thus does not talk to them about his lifestyle 

and frequent interaction with foreigners. Furthermore, his relations with his father have 

been always rather poor and strained so he feels no need to provide additional fuel for his 

father's disapproval of him. The only member of Ahmed's family who met with his 

foreign friends is his sister who, as he says, "likes them and is ok with them,,173. 

Mustafa's parents are aware of their son's connections with foreigners and generally 

approve of them. I have visited their apartment at several occasions. Coming from a 

lower social background, an occasional visit by foreigners may have a positive effect on 

their status among their neighbours and relatives. 

When talking about his family's reaction to his frequent interactions with foreigners, 

Tamer said, that "at the very beginning my father was wondering why, but after that he 

was fine and actually happy. Because he saw the effect on me, which elhamdul'illah, was 

good and so he didn't really mind, I think." Re went on reflecting on the impact that 

171 "The female child ... belongs to a different category from the male, and she is treated differently in the 
family .... the male is an asset of the family, the female a liability .... The female in Arab society may play 
only a limited role in public life, but her influence "backstage" in the family and in her relation to the male 
- as wife, sister, mother, grandmother - is profound. (Sharabi 1977:245) 
172 Interview with Ramed, Cairo December 2009. 
173 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
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meeting foreigners face to face have had on his family's ideas about them. " ... before, 

my family did not meet any foreigners, they didn't know anything about them. By time, I 

introduced some of my friends to my family and they got to know them, so their ideas 

changed once they got to know them. Before they thought of them like little green men, 

now they know they are normal human beings, they can be good, bad, they can be better, 

they can be worse than us ... they are normal human beings." He continued, "But the 

main change was ... on the religious side, like the more they meet foreigners the more 

they can understand the whole point of not believing in god ... also socially, I think they 

start to appreciate more the meaning of freedom. Like before, my father would never 

understand what a woman would do if she left the house for work or travel, or even 

having fun but now after he met couple of my friends he really appreciates it.,,174 

Whether my male informants keep their families informed about their private lives or not 

has no consequences on their mutual relations. What does the situation look like with my 

female informants? 

Dalia is the only one of my female informants who lives with her parents and thus they 

know about her comings and goings. She could still keep the major part of her life 

outside home hidden from her parents if she chose to. However she prefers not to keep 

things from her family. They know she spends a lot of her time with foreigners and do 

not seem to mind. Dalia recollects her early days with foreign friends: "My mother liked 

it because I can practice my language; she did not really show a huge concern about it, 

because of the culture and mentality; the main concern is that I hang out and I come 

home late ... you know, my reputation and relationships and such ... but I remember it 

was always like this, my mother gradually came to accept it. I remember my first time 

coming home about 7 am. It was the first time I went to Nadia's place and we went to 

Cairo Jazz Club ... it was cruel from me ... my mom was freaking out ... we had couple of 

fights but then I had a good argument because of my job at the call centre with late night 

shifts and the flexible hours. So there were no major concerns anymore.,,175 Keeping in 

mind that it is common even for adult daughters to be given a curfew, her mother's 

174 Interview with Tamer, Cairo October 2009. 
175 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
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concerns about her late comings are understandable. Although Heliopolis is a relatively 

safe neighbourhood, according to locals, a well-bred daughter should under no 

circumstances walk alone at night; it certainly does not build her good reputation. 

For Mariam, the situation is easier since her parents live outside of Cairo. However, when 

she first mentioned to her father that she wanted to move to Cairo his answer was an 

adamant no. It took several months until he relented, and the only reason he did so was 

because of her studies - Mariam wanted to study journalism and that was not possible in 

their home town. Since she moved away, Mariam keeps her family life and her life in 

Cairo separate. "My mother knows, my father knows the smooth version. Mom knows 1 

travel, 1 go to parties and so on, my father not. He does not ask and 1 don't talk about it. 1 

don't want to bother him with my lifestyle." Mariam's mother likes to travel and Mariam 

has no problem taking her with her, "for example 1 take my mom to Dahab and introduce 

her to my friends. She likes my friends and doesn't object to me going to discos there and 

such ... " The one thing she however keeps from both her parents is her living together 

with her foreign boyfriend. "I don't know how they would take it and 1 don't want them 

to worry. Naturally my sister who is also in Cairo now knows but she won't tell them 

either.,,176 

The most telling is the story of Hoda. Coming from a family of only two children and 

with fragile health as a child, Hoda was always overprotected and pampered. Even when 

she grew up, her parents saw in her the small girl who always behaved according to their 

expectations and wishes. Until her late twenties, Hoda put up with and fed this image, 

keeping her private life to herself. Then came a break when she resolved to live her life 

openly, the way she saw fit. However, all the years of keeping up the pretence of an 

obedient daughter were not helping when she confronted her parents with a wish to leave 

their home and strike out on her own. They could not comprehend where this sudden 

change came from. So she decided to show them the real Hoda and told them of her 

hidden lifestyle of smoking, occasional drinking and going to parties with her friends, 

with foreigners in attendance as well. As she told me, later she regretted this: "my parents 

176 Interview with Mariam, Cairo November 2009. 
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could not possibly grasp at that time what was I trying to get at, what was I trying to tell 

them and ... I only ended up hurting them. It took a long time for them to come around 

and they still cannot see the real me. They are still blaming my friends for what 

happened. As much as I want to be honest with them I cannot." 

And so Hoda moved out and stayed with some friends until she was able to find her own 

apartment. Meanwhile her parents tried everything possible - from cutting her off 

financially, through threats and promises - to get her to return home. Partially, it was for 

her sake - since she was close to ruining her own reputation as they saw it -, partially it 

was for their own sake - as a respectable and relatively well off family this conflict with 

their daughter, if it became public, could have dire consequences on their social standing. 

It took two years for the reconciliation to take place. By now, Hoda's parents accept her 

decision to live on her own however Hoda learnt her lesson and keeps part of her lifestyle 

choices to herself. One of them is going to nightclubs from time to time and entertaining 

foreign as well as local friends in her home. Recently Hoda was introduced to 

CouchSurfing177 and has become a very active host, occasionally participating at their 

meetings abroad as well. This is yet another feature of her life her parents could not 

understand and agree with - how could a respectable young unmarried woman host 

strangers she never met before, some of them men, on the couch in her one bedroom 

apartment? 

As the examples above indicate women's experience with trying to live their lives outside 

the realm of what is considered the established norms may have some consequences. I 

will explore what these might be later on. 

Lifestyle choices 

For many Egyptians, putting Western foreign residents in Egypt and leisure in one 

sentence usually evokes an image of wild entertainment, with the help of abundant 

alcohol, in one of Cairo's upscale nightspots. The Western lifestyle goes hand in hand 

177 "CouchSurfing is a worldwide network for making connections between travelers and the local 
communities they visit." For more information see http://www.couchsurfing.org/. 
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with alcohol. This was the predominant image during the colonial times and little has 

changed since 178
. Although - regarding many foreigners - there is a grain of truth in such 

a picture, reality, as usual, is a more complex matter. 

First of all, the Western foreign community residing III Egypt does not constitute a 

homogenous entity with shared cultural norms. Even if certain behaviors tend to stand out 

and thus serve as artificial characteristics of this community, its members do not 

necessarily internalize them. Furthermore, it is not so much a question of their original 

cultural differences as the context underlying their residence in Egypt. Looking at 

Westerners' behaviour and lifestyle choices, a wide spectrum opens up: from managers 

of multinational corporations and their families - usually living in a comfortable and 

relatively quiet expatriate bubble on one end; through the diplomatic community - with 

their shiny cars with diplomatic plates, uneventful garden parties and diplomatic 

immunity - all the way to the opposite end with young students for whom Cairo - during 

their study year abroad programs - presents a break from their own cultural norms and 

social control back home. Since their lifestyle tends to be the most liberal, they are often 

taken as the representative sample of the Western way of life by the majority of Egyptian 

society. This is how a nicely distorted image of what Westerners are like in their free 

time is born 179. 

Looking at it from this perspective, it is therefore commonly believed that young 

Westerners have a negative influence on the local youth, with their inherent moral 

degradation making things even worse. 

Contrary to this popular expectation, for a majority of my informants close interaction 

with foreigners has not altered their lifestyles as much as one might believe. With the 

exception of Mustafa, all the others used to meet in cafes and clubs before and most had 

178 As is by now common knowledge, alcohol is a very sensitive topic for Muslims in general, even for 
those who drink it. The common belief is that a drunk man may lose complete control of his actions and 
become highly aggressive. In comparison, smoking hashish is considered all right since it is commonly 
believed to "sooth the nerves" and is not forbidden by Islam. On the contrary, in the West hashish is 
considered more dangerous than alcohol due to its addictive nature. 
179 This example supports the relevance of the margin and focus theory (which was presented in the 
previous chapter) as one of the constituting mechanisms of stereotypes. 
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had experience with alcohol before their first foreign friends entered the scene. Dalia 

says, "I used to hang out with my friends, and you know, change of lifestyle did not 

really happen ... cafes, restaurants, clubs were always my hang out places, like Cairo Jazz 

Club, Aubergine I used to go there already with my colleagues in college.,,180 Ahmed 

adds, "1 used to hang out in nightclubs, with Arab friends before foreigners as well.,,181 

Some changes did happen however as we will see below. 

Alcohol consumption 

This topic merits a little extra attention. 

From the outside, Egypt has a strong Image as an Islamic country with all the 

accompanying stereotypes, such as veiled oppressed women, sexually repressed youth, 

fanaticism leading to the support of terrorism, and last but not least a strict ban on 

alcohol. 

From the inside, one soon discovers a vivid array of different realities and subcultures. As 

has been mentioned in countless monographies of the Middle East, not all Muslims pray 

five times a day, eat only halaal food and carry prayer beads. There are a number of non

practicing Muslims who identify themselves as such and have negotiated a way for 

themselves between what the Islamic tradition dictates and their own preferences. We 

also should not forget the small yet significant Coptic population with different religious 

traditions. Thus there are a substantial number of Egyptians, besides the insignificant 

number of foreigners, who keep the alcoholic beverages industry going. 

Taking a stroll in downtown Cairo, the careful observer will soon discover a number of 

obscure little pubs and local bars, hidden behind covered windows, occasional simple

looking entrances to nightclubs, as well as several small alcohol stores that are hard to 

recognize at first due to their inconspicuous dusty shop windows offering napkins and 

such. In contrast with this, relatively new chains of alcohol stores, such as Drinkies and 

180 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
181 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
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Cheers, sprang up around the city m the last five years openly advertising their 

merchandise. 

Other nightclubs and bars are spread around the city and along the Nile182
, however 

downtown is most known for this particular entertainment potential - one reason is the 

continuity since the colonial past, another is that compared to the other establishments 

that usually cater to the upper classes, the pubs and bars of downtown are usually 

accessible to all 183
. 

It needs to be emphasized, however, that for the majority of the population alcohol 

constitutes a general taboo. Common Egyptians' practice goes as far as a belief that it is a 

sin to handle a bottle containing an alcoholic drink or even be in the same room as such a 

bottle. 184 

Even though alcohol has been continually present in Egypt since ancient times185
, since it 

presents such a marginal reality, there is a visible lack of so called "drinking culture". For 

most Egyptians alcohol is a homogenous entity with no distinctions - a glass of beer is 

believed to have the same effect as a shot of hard liquor186
. Since drinking is such 

182 Sharia Haram - the Pyramids road - is also well known for its nightclubs, these however usually cater 
to the Arab tourists and specialize on belly dancing. 
Shubra, a residential area north of downtown that has a strong Coptic population, is also known for its bars 
owned by Christians that usually serve to the local Coptic community. 
183 With such exceptions as After Eight and Arabesque where a minimum charge is required. 
184 I was reminded of the taboo against alcohol at work (while I worked for ESIE) where we would often 
get a complimentary box of chocolates from someone who just returned from Europe or the US and the 
first thing my colleagues would do was to check the ingredients for the presence of alcohol. This was a 
standard procedure, meticulously carried out especially when the chocolates were brought by a foreigner 
who was often expected not to notice or realize this fact. And in many cases my colleagues were right. 
185 Ancient Egyptians are well known for brewing beer and also making wine, and even after the Arab 
invasion in the early 7th century, the Coptic community kept it going though on a much smaller scale. 
186 Since there is very little public knowledge on this topic, oftentimes people who try drinking for the first 
time have no knowledge about the different types of beverages their corresponding strength and potential 
impact. In the previously mentioned movie Rasaail El Bahr (Drowned Message), there is a scene where 
Yahya, the main character, decides to try drinking. The scene has him enter a local bar in Alexandria and 
order a double shot of whiskey. Since he has no idea how to go about it he drinks it at one go and 
immediately orders another one. After drinking several glasses without a break he attempts to stand up and 
sing but instead falls drunk on the floor. 
Based on my own experience, I can substantiate that this depiction is not exaggerated. On several occasions 
I have witnessed an unsuspecting Egyptian youth pour himself a full glass of Tequila or Gin without 
realizing what the usual dosage is, nor the probable consequences such a glass will have on the evening. 
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inhabitual behaviour, many Egyptians when drinking tend to overdo it, leading to a spiral 

which can have highly negative consequences. 

Finally, as alcohol is such a taboo, not much preventative attention is given to the 

consequences of its possible abuse. Thus the well known phrase "No drinking and 

driving" is not known in Egypt and usually a person who drove to a nightclub will have 

no second thoughts about driving back home after couple of drinks. 

Downtown - where the evening usually begins 

For most of my informants, a proper evening always starts in downtown. Even if they 

live in Heliopolis, downtown is usually the initial meeting point. 

Why downtown? 

When I asked this question to Dalia, she responded: " .. .1 love downtown because you 

have Egyptians and foreigners together, it is different, it is like another subculture. Even 

Egyptians are like interested in intellect ... Also there is another category of foreigners in 

Zamalek, Maadi. Here, foreigners like to be in touch with Egyptians." She continued on a 

slightly different note: "Downtown is a bit more open-minded, because I do not get 

harassed here like the way I get in Heliopolis. Yes, people are still looking at you, when I 

come here at like two - three in the morning ... people still look at you but not the same 

way as in Heliopolis. In Heliopolis, people will try to talk to you, you can find cars who 

stop and try to pick you up, it is different in downtown .... Like at home in Heliopolis I 

cannot really grab my cigarettes and walk like I walk here. I think here they got used to 

the idea that they see lots of foreigners, lots of girls in the streets. There is lots of bars, it 

is a really alive area so it is different." She concluded: "for me still, when an area is open 

to different cultures it changes. It does not have to change from inside out but people 

accept what happens". 187 

187 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
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Ahmed elaborates on the more liberal downtown atmosphere: " ... sometimes I wear 

different clothes in downtown, like I wear shorts, I would not wear them in my 

neighbourhood. I feel good in downtown,,188. Mariam adds, "mostly I have a nice feeling 

about it. Downtown is underground, perversion, Horreyya, nice life ... ,,189. 

For my informants, an evening usually begins once the shilla gets together. Depending on 

the mood of the person who arranges the meeting, on who is coming, or on previous plan 

the shilla meets either in an 'ahwa or Horreyya. If the women are meeting alone they 

would often choose one of the western style coffee shops. Horreyya, usually presents the 

starting point for an evening, especially in cases when a house party or a visit to a 

nightclub is planned; and would often serve as well as the final station that night. On 

other occasions, however, Horreyya can be the only stop for a quiet evening when a chat 

is all everyone wants. Often times the evenings turn out spontaneously, with only the 

meeting place being planned in advance. The rules are very relaxed, people come and go 

as they like, leaving for a brief meal and coming back or running into different company 

and deciding to stay with them. 

Nightclubs vs. house parties 

Especially on weekends, sitting in an 'ahwa or Horreyya is not sufficiently exciting. 

Usually, an outing in a night club or giving - or attending - a house party are planned. 

The night scene in Cairo, although getting bigger, is by many considered rather limited, 

especially when it comes to nightclubs. Different people prefer different clubs, my 

friends would usually opt for After Eight - which is directly downtown or Cairo Jazz 

Club situated on the other bank of the river in Agouza. Many consider After Eight to be 

more relaxed, and without judgment, always offering an interesting mix of people sharing 

the small dance floor in the middle of the room. Cairo Jazz Club is usually considered the 

stronghold of the AUC elite. There the music is predominantly electronic and it has a 

188 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
189 Interview with Mariam, Cairo November 2009. 
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more "hip" ambience. Like the majority of similar establishments, entry into After Eight 

requires spending a minimum amount. 190 Cairo Jazz Club decided to drop this practice 

two years ago and instead has strict security at the entrance who implement a door policy 

whose logic has remained imperceptible to the author. 

Minimal charge and door policies191 are common mechanisms for managing the clientele 

in an effort to become more exclusive. They are also the main reason why house parties 

present a popular alternative to going out especially when alcohol is involved. House 

parties are highly informal and improvised, and are usually organized by the younger 

generation - predominantly foreign students. The common pattern is that a person or a 

group of flat mates provide their apartment as the venue, they usually also supply music -

or at least basic sound system such as computer speakers - and basic refreshments and 

drinks. The invited guests bring the remaining food and beverages. 

It has become such a popular form of entertainment that I lately heard several of my 

informants refer to house parties as public or private, or closed and open. The former are 

for invited guests only whereas the latter admit everyone who shows up at the door 

step 192. 

190 Minimal charge is a mechanism used to keep the unwanted customers out, on a weekday it can be as low 
as 40 LE however on the weekends when the demand is much higher it seldom starts below 100LE. 
191 Lately, the most popular is the "couple only" policy that should deter single Egyptian men who are often 
perceived as potential threats and sources of harassment (a behavior considered very un-western and thus 
condemned). 
192 Many of the public parties happen unintentionally when the newly arrived students give a party and 
invite their newly acquired friends. Since these people often do not know each other well the word spreads 
around and an uncontrollable situation ensues when strange people turn up at the door. A common case is 
that someone sends a text message with the address to friends and the message gets forwarded many times 
over. After few hours, the flat is full of people who often do not even know who the host is. It becomes a 
public space of people coming and going looking for friends who sent them the text. Usually when the beer 
and alcohol supplies run out - since most of the people who were not initially invited do not bring anything 
- the party ends. Such events put considerable strain on the neighbors who had no saying in such event and 
as the early morning hours approach often the police are called. I witnessed one such confrontation in my 
building where the police were unable to do anything when confronted with a mass of around 80 people 
who had no intention of leaving. 
I also witnessed a situation when such a "public" event was planned and the hosts invited a dj and 
contracted the local alcohol store to sell drinks. They thus created an alternative to a night club for one 
night. 
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A newly emerging form of public house party is the fundraising party for a specific cause 

advertised primarily on Facebook193
. 

Whereas none of my male informants mentioned any preference between the clubs and 

private parties, most of the women in my target group prefer house parties. The main 

reason being that they do not get "hit on" by strange men so often. Dalia says, "I love 

house parties, they are much more free than the nightclubs. No one tells you if you can go 

in, no one cares how you are dressed. You can have fun the way you like." Hoda adds, 

that in night club the clientele is often times the same, especially in Jazz Club, and 

especially the behaviour of the Egyptian men is predictable which gets boring after a 

while: "I kind of read them ... sometimes I start talking to Egyptian men and I already 

know who they are, nothing for me to explore. They are predictable, I don't like that." 

'ahwa vs. coffee shop 

Although a good party or a night out is highly appreciated, so is a good chat in an 'ahwa 

or a Western-style coffee shop. And looking at the ratio of frequency the latter prevails. 

In Global Dreams, DeKoning explores coffee shops as the new safe space for the public 

life of middle and upper middle classes. Not only do they provide a safe public place for 

young unmarried women to meet - without much threat to their reputation - the modem 

Western design and sophisticated ambience they strive to create supports the desired self

image of the 'westernized' middle class. These coffee shops facilitate the "connections to 

the 'outside' (barra: the West, the First World, the global) [that] have a long history as 

markers of elite belonging, just as rootedness, locality, and authenticity have served to 

identify what are called 'the popular classes' (ish-sha 'b)". (De Koning 2009:7) 

193 One such example was a "Refugee Day" house party organized by several AUC students from the 
department of Forced Migration and Refugee Studies. At such an event an entrance fee or voluntary 
contribution is paid towards the cause advertised. 
Since the objective of these parties is shifting I have heard offundraising parties organized by young upper 
class Egyptians where alcohol was not served. This fact was wildly advertised so as to attract more people 
enabling also young women who otherwise would not attend out of the concern for their reputations to do 
so (and thus raise more money for the cause). 
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Although my research concurs with De Koning's insight, I assert that my informants 

belong to a slightly different category of young middle class Cairenes. For them 'ahwa is 

not a symbol of backwardness (as would be the case above) but a space where they get to 

reassert their Egyptian identity. The rootedness is a positive thing in this respect. As 

Roda puts it, "when I am abroad I miss 'ahwas194
, all the life happening on the street... 

when I come to Cairo from abroad I always go to have to an 'ahwa to have the feeling I 

am back in Egypt". 

Another related factor is that many of the foreigners my informants meet prefer 'ahaawi 

to the western-style coffee shops since the former seem more authentic and exotic195 at 

the same time. They represent the Orientalist Egypt which is the one many foreigners 

want to see and experience, they have Costa coffee at home so they prefer to enjoy the 

local street life. 

From a more practical perspective when the shilla gets together an 'ahwa offers more 

space and an interesting background when the conversation quiets down temporarily. 

Mustafa adds, that in "'ahwa baladii there is more freedom to behave and speak of what 

you want, you can be yourself. In a coffee shop, you have to be more careful, take care 

what you say, what you wear, it is more pretentious." 

For Mariam, her preference depends on the situation. When she is alone she prefers the 

secluded coffee shop immune against the otherwise inevitable harassment by passers-by. 

Another factor is the selection of drinks and food on offer: "when I want to pamper 

myself I go to Costa, or another coffee shop. In Costa you have a better food offer, there 

194 It is common for my informants to sometimes insert Arabic words or phrases when they speak English. 
Often they use an Arabic word with an English plural, like in this case. Another example is the word 
khawaaga - foreigner - that is commonly put into the English plural of khawaagas. 
195 The coffee shops often exude an atmosphere of stiffness and artificiality - in a word they are 
pretentious. The service aims to match that of five star hotels - which does not really correspond to the 
reality of West em coffee shops - yet the (underpaid) waiters, subject to their manager's need to assert their 
superiority, are rather nervous and since everyone knows they are of inferior position to their clients the 
goal of easy-going interaction is doomed to fail. Many of my expatriate friends share these feelings and 
observations. 
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are sandwiches, cakes ... In an 'ahwa they only have tea. So when I go with friends, we 

go to 'ahwa, but when alone, I prefer Costa."l96 

Travel 

Travel is yet another phenomenon that reveals the somewhat different lifestyle pattern of 

my informants compared to the majority of their fellow Egyptians. While it is becoming 

more common for groups of friends of young Egyptian men to take a trip together to 

Alexandria and to the Mediterranean beaches of Marsa Matrouh and other nearby resorts, 

my informants prefer Sinai197 in company of their foreign friends. 

Ahmed says "I love to travel even within the country. And I practice travelling more with 

foreigners. My Egyptian friends always complain about Sinai, it is too far, it is too hot ... 

they never went. ... they go to Sahel or Alexandria." 

Imad who is always in charge of organizing group trips to Dahab says on the note of 

going with Egyptian friends: "It would be a very different experience. Well it would not 

be the same Dahab, I mean without the drinking, and dancing ... if I go with you guys 

[foreigners] I can listen to different opinions, but if! go with Egyptian friends it's going 

to be the same opinion because we all have the same mentality of sorts, just sit down here 

and eat and drink and talk... with foreigners, you have more options, like let's go 

snorkelling, let's go diving, let's go to the mountains. There is action, not just sitting 

around. With Egyptians it's like let's go to the same beach ... it's a different concept." 

Unlike the majority of single young women for whom travelling with their friends alone 

is often impossible, since it is unbecoming of young ladies to travel on their own, Roda, 

Dalia and Mariam, do not see it as a problem. They welcome the opportunity to leave the 

city for a few days. Mariam even brings her mother along from time to time. 

196 Interview with Mariam, Cairo November 2009. 
197 Alexandria and the Northern coast is considerably closer to Cairo, usually 2 - 3 hours by train. The 
Sinai peninsula is commonly accessed via the bus or minibus service and takes between 7 - 10 hours. 
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Relationships, a hot subject ... 

Islam has a very clear policy on pre-marital sexual relations and the same goes for the 

Coptic branch of Christianity. The message is clear: there should be no such thing, and in 

this case the gender segregation does not seem to apply. Or does it? In reality, this 

blanket interdiction is translated into yet another double standard. True, it is unthinkable 

for a woman to transgress this religious and cultural norm - such an act198 would destroy 

her own reputation and her family's honour -, however, in case of the man the society is 

more benevolent and simply looks the other way. Ever though general public discourse 

holds the question of pre-marital sex to be non-negotiable, a wide grey zone exists that 

everyone is aware of yet nobody seems to see nor talk about. 199 And as in many other 

cases, the reality among the members of the Westernized elite200 indicates that this 

traditional taboo does not play a vital role in their world any more.201 

Looking back at the prevalent stereotype about the promiscuity of Western women, and 

the reasons why Ahmed and Mustafa prefer to keep their Egyptian and foreign friends 

198 Technically speaking it is not the act of sexual intercourse that is the potential problem but the question 
of physically verifiable virginity. 
199 It is common knowledge in Egypt that many couples who are seriously dating, and usually engaged, do 
practice all kinds of sexual intercourse that borders on the act of penetration. In the end, the unmarried 
woman needs to stay a virgin. I was told several such stories directly by some of my friends and other 
expatriates shared numerous similar stories with me as well. A gynecologist friend of mine once told me of 
an incident indicating such grey zone practices. A young unmarried woman came to see him claiming that 
as she was mounting her bicycle it moved suddenly and she was rammed into the seat. It was such a sudden 
movement that she was afraid it might have damaged her virginity and asked my doctor friend to examine 
her. After the examination he informed her that her virginity was intact and advised her that next time she 
and her partner be more careful. From her reaction - quiet consent instead of protesting he was wrong in 
his assumptions - it was clear to my friend that they both knew what he was talking about. There was no 
need for further elaboration and so the patient thanked him and left. 
200 As opposed to the members of the elite who adhere to the traditional Islamic values. 
201 For the Westernized elite whose members aspire to many western ideals, the question of chastity does 
not play a significant role any more. A marriage between two members of this class is usually a union of 
financial assets, furthermore, being a member of a prominent family is in itself a guarantee of a good 
match. 
In an article - A letter to the editor - of the Caravan (the A U C student magazine), an anonymous female 
AUC student complained of the pressures and contradictions experienced in relation to premarital sexual 
experimentation ("dating") for females in her milieu. She said that young men wanted the women to behave 
as freely as Westerners. Often times, the man would pressure his girlfriend into having sex with him, 
assuring her of his commitment, yet after he had his way with her he would break up with her claiming that 
if she was willing to sleep with him, nothing would stop her from doing it with another man. The young 
woman thus complained that "dating" is a tricky business: if she does not comply with the wishes of the 
boyfriend chances are he will leave her, yet if she does the chances he will leave her are pretty much the 
same. (Caravan, May issue 2007.) 
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separate, there is a strong belief in the Egyptian society - especially its young generation -

that being in contact with foreigners means easy access to sex. 

When I discussed this topic with my informants, the men agreed that whether this was 

true for them or not, their friends would inevitably assume that they do occasionally take 

advantage of this situation; actually, in many cases the friends thought that the occasions 

were rather very frequent. In most of the cases my informants were thus considered 

"lucky". Although as Ramed put it it depended on the context. "For those among my 

friends who think that having sex before marriage is good, yes, they consider me lucky. 

But for others who think that it is against nature and religion they don't think I am 

lucky.,,202 

When comparing the highly distorted image of Western women with reality, there seems 

to be a grain of truth in it. Out of all the Western single women who come to Cairo to 

either study or work there is a certain percentage who enjoy the constant admiration and 

solicitation of the young Egyptian men they meet203 . They either engage in a casual short 

term relationships or often fall in love and either keep a relationship going during their 

stay in Cairo or sometimes make it permanent by marriage. So to a certain extent, sexual 

relations are possible and do happen within this particular context of interaction between 

foreigners and Egyptians. 

Although this specific reality was never directly addressed in my shilla, I have been 

aware that many of my male informants have engaged in similar behaviour. For some 

casual sex has been part of the going out ritual, other have preferred dating, and still one 

of them has felt that the majority society with its negative attitude to pre-marital sex has 

a valid point. Within the five years I have been part of my informants' public lives, I 

have witnessed numerous shifts within different stages on this scale of engagement with 

foreign women. Currently, half of my male informants are in a stable relationship or are 

202 Interview with Hamed, Cairo December 2009. 
203 I have already mentioned the street harassment that is partially responsible for some of the foreign 
women feeling more noticed that they would in Europe. I also believe that the fact of complete lack of 
social control and norms aids in creating a feeling for some women that they can do whatever they please 
without any consequences. 
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seriously contemplating one, while the other half prefers a more casual approach. And 

one of the informants continues to adhere to the principles he was socialized into on this 

matter, though he arguably he is freely choosing to do so. 

The situation is very different when it comes to my female informants. They were 

brought up with a belief that their reputation is everything and that they have to protect it 

under any circumstance204
. However at some point they all encountered this reality of 

carefree entertainment, at the edge of the mainstream society, where they were partially 

hidden from view and where everything was possible. Since they found like-minded 

people who also desired greater personal freedom and were ready to break the tight rules 

imposed by the majority society, the identification with their reputation lost its salience, 

along with the need to over protect it. 

One of my informants described the state of confusion she found herself in and the 

resulting change of perspective on the issue: "It was at this time [about a year into her 

regular interaction with foreign friends] that I had a pseudo boyfriend; he was Italian, 

pseudo because he was not really a boyfriend ... I thought so at the beginning that he is 

my boyfriend but he was not ... this is when I entered a lifestyle different from my 

previous one, and it was really a confusing period of my life because I am Egyptian, 

Muslim, and here I found myself drawn into it, and just going with the flow without 

thinking ... it was like a really naIve girl... thinking someday I am going to fall in love 

with a foreigner and he is going to fall in love with me and we are going to marry ... you 

know ideas like this, like a typical Egyptian girl. ... this guy, he was like a turning point 

in my life. Because I met him and after ... at that time I was a virgin, and then I was not 

and I was really shocked when I realized I do not mind I am not a virgin any more, and I 

204 Part of this upbringing entailed a belief that men are not to be trusted under any circumstances since 
"their ultimate goal is to get the girl into bed". It is commonly believed that the constant efforts from the 
man's side are natural and completely all right, and not a moral flaw. It is also considered natural for the 
woman to constantly defend herself against such efforts. Understanding these beliefs sheds light on the 
verbal harassment of women on the streets , which in this regard are normal and even necessary ways of 
trying to get a woman's attention. 
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started asking questions about religion and gradually I began to feel religion different 

now.,,205 

As this account demonstrates, while for the Egyptian men who are the focus of this study 

the changes in their lifestyle, particularly when it comes to relationships, have little effect 

on their position in the society, the young women on the contrary face a very different 

reality. Allowing themselves to challenge some of the beliefs and behaviors they were 

acculturated into led to profound changes in how they see themselves and how they think. 

We will discuss the possible consequences of how this issue may influence their future 

realities below. 

Life in balance ... 

While reflecting on the influence of foreigners on his lifestyle, and especially on would 

his life might look like had he not met them, Tamer mentioned one aspect that I find 

particularly noteworthy. "I don't think I would have had a different lifestyle ... even 

before I knew foreigners I was not what you would call a proper Muslim. I would be 

drinking, dating, eating McDonalds... let's say the foreigners were like a different 

catalyst ... 1 started smoking while I was at high school, I started drinking before I met 

foreigners, I had my first sex before meeting foreigners ... actually, for foreigners this 

lifestyle is one part of social reality, but Egyptians don't have this rationale so you 

couldn't know what would happen there .... When I hang out with foreigners and we go 

have a drink, you still know that tomorrow morning you have to wake up and go to work, 

and life goes on. It's one part of the social experience. But since this is not a very good 

part of the social experience for Egyptians, it throws you off the norm and there is a 

danger that once you go on the forbidden path you may never come back. ... Most of my 

Egyptian friends who I went to university with, who were like drinking and so on, they 

had like way too much fun, lots of drugs ... that was life for them, being out there, out of 

the ordinary. For expats, it's only one part of the ordinary." 

205 Due to the highly sensitive nature of this topic within Egyptian society this particular personal account 
has been kept anonymous. 
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Egyptian Woman in a Man's World ... 

Finally let us briefly explore the female perspective of the lifestyle described above. 

Egyptian women are a rarity among the young "party crowd". It is a man's world and the 

women know it. Let us briefly explore the reasons behind this reality and the strategies 

my women informants employ to cope with it. 

In my interview with Dalia she confirmed my observation about the unevenness of the 

numbers. She said: "Three years ago, I met a girl from Norway or Sweden who said, 'you 

know this is like the first time I meet an Egyptian girl at a house party'. There are 

Egyptian girls but they are rare, you can count them on one hand. This subculture is very 

small." She then went on; "it has to do with the way of thinking and the people who are 

exposed to foreigners and like this lifestyle. Part of it is that the Egyptians want to have 

foreign girlfriends." 206 

Mariam had a similar answer: "Yes, there is not much participation of Egyptian women 

in the so called underground. Because not a lot of Egyptian women can go out late, even 

if they work they have to be home by midnight ... because of social control,207 and 

usually if you are Egyptian woman you have to watch out because you are gonna get all 

the Egyptian men on your back. There is a lot of nice Egyptian women, especially in the 

art community .... I may be stereotypical and wrong, but sometimes I feel like Egyptian 

women are there just for hunting ... ,,208 

Both Dalia and Mariam mentioned the "dating game" that takes place within this 

particular subculture; Dalia in relation to the foreign women whereas Mariam pointed 

more towards this reality among Egyptians. Besides the centrality of marriage in the 

social life of majority of Egyptians - which translates into a constant search for a suitable 

partner and thus dating -, another commonly believed reason is the general notion about 

206 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
207 Hoda further elaborated on the issue of social control: "of course, it has been changing depending on the 
class of society, in upper class the girl has bigger freedom I think. She is still tied to the society's rules but 
it is a bit different." (Interview with Hoda, Cairo November 2009) 
208 Interview with Mariam, Cairo November 2009. 
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Egyptian men - prevalent among both Egyptian and foreign women - being highly potent 

and thus always in search ofa "prey". 

On this note, Mariam explained: "they [Egyptian men] have high potency, hot blood, you 

know. Also, they were rapidly exposed to this Western world. Egypt, or where we 

mingle, is in kind of a transition nowadays. They go to a party, get drunk, see a half 

naked woman, and the woman is drunk and she flirts with them and they have sex and .. . 

it is all too quick, too easy. They misunderstood western woman, or woman being free .. . 

they misunderstood the sexual dynamics. Or it is maybe frustration209 
... " 

So, how do these women navigate through an environment full of men who are "trying to 

get at their back"? It seems that they have their strategies and know how to make 

advantage of the situation. 

Mariam says, "I just behave like I am one of the boys. I switch and they don't think of me 

like this girl with curly hair and light brown eyes who wants to get laid because she is 

drunk ... it's fun ... you learn how to do these boundaries, how you can play on this ... " 

And Dalia adds, "Me and Mariam are different, we are more like guys than girls, we 

behave like them. Like guys, rigaala. I also noticed subconsciously, the way I dress is 

different. I don't dress in really tight clothes ... I also started to notice it, because I hang 

out with friends all the time, I go home just to sleep. So I need comfortable clothes. And 

part of it is the harassment as well, this is like I dress in way so they won't harass me, this 

is subconscious. Before, I did not have this kind of premonitions. I would wear tight jeans 

and t-shirts and wear really short skirts, it was different. I was concentrated on me and 

not the outside. Another part of this is to show that I am not a whore; like I hang out and 

so it is subconscious ... I became more masculine to show that I am not a whore ... it is 

also the way I walk ... sometimes my brother and cousin make fun of me that I walk like a 

soldier." 

209 Here, Mariam refers to the upwards shift in marrying age especially among men - due to the financial 
demands on the future husband and an unfavorable economic situation, the majority of Egyptians are 
unable to marry in the traditional age of early twenties and often have to wait till their mid to late thirties. 
In a society that restricts pre-marital relations, it is only natural that such a situation leads to sexual 
frustration. 
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iii. Points of departure ... or renegotiating identities 

So far this chapter has described of the public aspects of my informants' lives - where 

and how these take place. Now we shall examine how these aspects have impacted the 

ongoing renegotiation of their private selves. The remainder of this chapter will therefore 

address the process of their shifting identities, made evident through their changed 

discourse relative to the dominant Egyptian values around marriage, social control, 

religion, and relations to the other. In closing, I will attempt a comparison of my 

informants and what they perceive to be their typical Egyptian peers like. 

Shifting identities 

Human beings are constantly adapting to the changing inner and outer circumstances they 

encounter. Shifts in personal identity are sometimes dramatic adaptations which are 

nevertheless potentially difficult to see from the inside, as the self we are trying to see is 

at the centre of our being, doing the seeing. It is like trying to see the forest while we are 

standing in the middle of it. 

Being in a situation that is out of the ordinary and thus does not respond well to our usual 

way of coping can help facilitate not only shifts in behaviour, but shifts in perspective 

that allow us to objectify ourselves and our behaviors. This may eventually lead to 

awareness of the possibility of behavioural and ideological choice in matters where 

previously no such perspective existed. 

Repeatedly moving between contrasting social realities and successfully thinking and 

behaving differently in order to fit in heightens awareness of the number of paths 

available to one. Generating a feeling of fragmentation (multiple mutually conflicting 

personalities I none body), this dynamic also challenges the individual to integrate by 

developing a position from which to reflect on their identity at higher levels of 

abstraction. For my informants such a situation occurs whenever they enter the marginal 

reality they share with their foreign friends. When contemplating this "subculture" as 
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Dalia calls it, she describes her experience as a double life, "three years ago I felt really 

tom, tired to have a double life, it was really hectic. I felt really confused, like I was not 

really Egyptian or Muslim and I was not a foreigner and not anything else ... Now it's 

different I am not really tied down by Egyptian rules and the society. Still I need to be 

careful in some places because of my family ... Sometimes when I speak differently about 

religion, I have to be careful. And when with my family, I have to put up a bit of a wall 

there. Be mindful of what is accepted. I have to respect the inhibitions ... like talking 

about honour, honour is a definition ofthe vagina ... so it is still tiring sometimes.,,210 

Their double life has enabled my informants to reflect on mainstream society and on how 

they came to diverge from the path it held for them. When I asked my key informants 

about any changes they noticed on their personalities, one that came up frequently was 

acceptance of others. As Hamed put it, "I have definitely changed. One such thing that 

changed in me is accepting things ... it's a good thing that changed. Sometimes I look at 

people and their actions, even if they are bad, and I think, ok this is how he thinks, he 

thinks he is doing the right thing. And I accept his point of view,,211. In a society where 

things are usually taken for granted and people are expected to behave in a certain way, 

this is a major shift in thinking and relating to others. On the following pages I will 

explore other attitude and value changes that I observed and discussed with my 

informants. 

Social mobility and the changing role of education 

As mentioned earlier, my informants come from different middle class settings: some are 

from the lower middle class, others belong to the impoverished middle class, and yet few 

are from the upper middle class. Their common feature is social mobility - they all 

shifted their position on the social scale compared to their parents. This shift occurred on 

two levels - the outer, e.g. financial and the inner, e.g. their attitude towards education. 

210 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
211 Interview with Hamed, Cairo December 2009. 
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The outer, financial, shift is clearly visible in their lifestyle changes that require certain 

capital. I have mentioned these in more detail above so let me give two examples here 

just for clarification. More money is necessary when it comes to buying their clothing -

which is distinctly Western and more expensive on the local market, and to the places 

they frequent, especially the restaurants and nightclubs212. 

I would like to demonstrate the inner, less visible, shift through their changing attitude 

towards education. 

Within the predominant middle class society, the education's original purpose - to 

provide knowledge - has been lost. Instead, education is now viewed as a means to a 

limited end - social status. Having higher (university) education gives one the right to 

count him- or herself among the middle class. On the practical level, the university 

diploma should provide the graduate with the necessary skills to succeed at the job 

market and thus substantiate all the time and effort put into the education in the first 

place. As we have seen, this is usually not the case although having a diploma from the 

right university, in combination with language skills, may provide an avenue to the 

upscale job market. However, on the social level, the fact that such a diploma hangs on 

the graduate'S wall is enough. It seems like a rather empty victory yet it is too painful for 

many to see, especially considering the sacrifices they had to put up with to see their 

children through university213. 

During the many hours I spent with my informants in informal discussion during our 

countless outings I came to notice that for them education was more than just a title that 

provides them with a certain place on the social ladder (sometimes higher than that of 

their parents and peers) or the right type of job. For them, the original purpose resurfaced 

- education had become an end in itself. The diploma was not the end goal any more, 

212 For example, the average minimal charge to gain admission into a nightclub during the weekend is Y. of 
an official teacher's salary of approximately 400 LE. 
213 Although the public university system is free of charge, there are considerable expenses that are hard to 
bear especially for the lower class Egyptians. These include public transportation costs, books - or 
nowadays often costs for copying the books and publications necessary for each class - , better clothing etc. 
Not to mention the fact that since the young people spend their days at university they cannot take on a job 
and earn money. 
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knowledge was. For many, foreigners provided this catalyst and Hamed was one of them. 

For him, the common stereotype about foreigners being better educated was partially 

true. But it was not so much their jobs nor their higher salaries that demonstrated to him 

what better education meant. It was his perception of them as knowing a lot, as he put it 

"you can speak with them almost about anything", they were curious and they were 

constantly questioning what they saw and heard?14 

Ahmed is another case in point. Before he met Steven and realized his English was 

almost nonexistent, he had no ambition to improve his English nor further his education. 

He seemed to be content with his odd peddling jobs. However after the initial meeting 

and the language exchange that enabled him to become a translator some five years later, 

he still wants more. He could stop here and continue improving his translation skills by 

practice only yet instead he has invested a substantial part of his earnings into translation 

classes in order to become a better translator. Looking back at the time before Steven, 

Ahmed says, "I don't think 1 would have concentrated on education. None of my brothers 

or sisters have a higher degree but for me it became more important how to educate 

myself,?15 

For Tamer, education holds a prominent place in how he sees himself and how he 

describes himself to others. When 1 prompted him to tell me more about himself, he 

replied: "Tamer is a man, Egyptian who is very eager to learn and teach, for me all 

concerning knowledge is very important".216 

Finally, let me mention Mustafa who despite his constantly improving English insists on 

taking any free English course he finds out about. 

214 Interview with Hamed, Cairo December 2009. 
215 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
216 Interview with Tamer, Cairo November 2009 
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Values: an emerging blend of Egypt and the West 

Tamer described his life with foreigners along these lines, "I see it like living abroad in 

Egypt, which is very safe and a very good thing ... like 1 live among foreigners but still 

within my own comfort zone." He then went into more explaining that it was safe since 

this interaction took place in his home culture that he knew how to navigate. The "good 

thing" was that he could take on foreign values and behaviors that he liked or found 

beneficial, for example personal freedom - as opposed to the Egyptian norm of 

conformity to social control - or certain work ethics. 217 His "comfort zone" has thus 

become a blend of the home, Egyptian, culture and the foreign, Western mixture. 1 

maintain in this study that this experience is common for all my informant. 

Although my informants identifY themselves as fully Egyptian, 1 argue that a certain 

identity shift has taken place that cannot be reversed. 1 will demonstrate this by 

discussing several key Egyptian cultural concepts and beliefs in relation to my target 

group. Let me begin with the concept of marriage - as the pinnacle of one's social life 

marriage plays an important role in the lives of most Egyptians. 

Marriage and family 

When it comes to the practice of marriage as a social act, two elements become 

prominent in our particular setting: the choice of life partner - whether he or she will be 

most likely Egyptian or foreign - and the meaning of marriage. And since we are talking 

about Egypt, another dimension is worth looking at, and that is the role of immediate 

family and their acceptance. 

217 Ibid. 
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Remembering the double standard social control when it comes to public social life and 

gender, I will first focus on the male representatives of my target group and then on the 

female ones. 

When looking at the last five years of my encounter with my male Egyptian friends and 

informants, I cannot remember them even once dating an Egyptian woman. Whenever 

this topic would come up a debate on the numerous obstacles regarding dating "local 

girls" would ensue, ranging from the social control and its restrictions down to some of 

their characteristics that do not seem so appealing compared to their foreign counterparts. 

Currently, Tamer is in a serious relationship with a foreign woman, Khaled is married to 

one, and the others are either engaged in series of casual dating patterns with foreigners 

or are contemplating them. 

Nevertheless, when openly addressing the issue of preference of foreign over local 

women, most of my informants generally responded that for them it is not so much a 

question of origin as a question of character. Yet when going deeper, it became evident 

that the characteristics they look for in their potential partners differ significantly from 

those usually ascribed to Egyptian women. 

When I asked 1mad directly about his preference, he said: "it's not really about agaanib 

or Egyptians, my life partner should have certain characteristics". When I inquired into 

these characteristics, he thought about it some more and added: "I would say there is 

sixty percent chance she would be a foreigner and forty percent chance Egyptian.,,218 

Ramed provided me with a similar reply. Tamer who shared this standpoint elaborated on 

his perception of Egyptian women, as compared to agaanib: " ... they are very shallow, 

very dependent. I don't think any of them would be able to have a life on their own, 

which is for a man annoying and consuming, so I am looking for a woman who will be 

independent and can talk about more stuff than family, kitchen and the food market.,,219 

218 Interview with Imad, Cairo November 2009. 
219 Interview with Tamer, Cairo November 2009 
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Tamer's remark about the Egyptian women's dependence on a man and how "annoying" 

that can be for him presents a clear departure from what a man in traditional Egyptian 

society stands for. Generally speaking, the role of a man and a woman in Egyptian 

society is complementary on several levels - one of them being that the woman is 

relatively helpless and needs to lean on a man's shoulder whose role is to provide it. An 

Egyptian man should therefore take pride and enjoy, to a certain degree, a woman's 

helplessness and dependence that allows him to show his manliness in the eye's of the 

society. Seeing her dependence as a weakness is a sign that the man does not conform to 

the accepted norms and roles he was acculturated into. 

Ahmed sheds more light on the roles expected from both partners in an Egyptian 

marriage: "I thought about it and if 1 want to get married traditionally 1 would marry an 

Egyptian girl. But then ... how are we going to be together? This is my only fear. Now, 1 

would not accept to be the man, the god of the house ... It's boring for me, 1 want to have 

fun with my wife. But 1 am not sure if 1 could, if she would understand and accept that. .. 

ok, 1 am the man, this is serious, but 1 am really afraid of it, to get married with an 

Egyptian girl and then get bored". Ahmed says he is striving for a relationship where both 

partners have a say and relatively equal power, which is not the case with the traditional 

marriage22o
• 

Unlike other of my informants, Mustafa confided in me that it is actually his dream to 

marry a foreigner: "I would love to marry a foreigner and stay in Egypt. Of course, 1 love 

it here so 1 wouldn't wanna move abroad". He thought about marriage on several 

occasions and considered the different layers it encompasses. 

220 When talking about a traditional marriage, it is important to note that the reality is far from the black and 
white picture painted by the generally accepted public discourse. One aspect is that on the outside, it is the 
man who is expected to be the head of the family although it is common knowledge that it is usually the 
woman who holds the reins in the privacy of the home. Another aspect is that traditionally speaking, a 
marriage meant that the man and the woman would live together yet they would preserve their gender 
worlds almost intact - the man would socialize with his male friends and relatives and at a certain age 
would socialize his sons into this male world, women had their own female world as well. Understanding 
of each other's world was not considered a necessary part of a functioning marriage. The importance of 
getting to know and understand the inner worlds of each partner is a new phenomenon as is gaining 
momentum in the upper classes that are exposed to the Western realities. 
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The expected role of each partner is one of them and based on his account, he is not in 

favour of tradition either. "In Egypt, you have to be hard to be respected. The woman is 

brought up to be in the kitchen so it is believed that the man is the strong one, always 

taking care of her. For example, beating a woman from time to time is considered ok. I 

don't want to be like that.,,221 Still, he believes that it's predominantly the man's role to 

"make women comfortable". Here, Mustafa refers to a strong belief that it is the man who 

is financially responsible for providing for his famil~22. Although he would not mind if 

his future wife worked and contributed somewhat to the family budget, he admits to lean 

towards traditionalist approaches once children appear on the scene: "if I marry and have 

kids, I would like my wife to take care of the kids and I work. Of course when they grow 

up and she wants to go back to work, I would not mind". 

Then there is the question of marriage as a social institution that merges families and 

their assets223 . He thus concludes: "if you decide to marry an Egyptian woman, it's like 

climbing Mount Everest. Life is much simpler if you decide to marry an agnabeya." 

Finally, like Imad and others, Mustafa prefers an agnabeya due to the qualities that are 

ascribed to them based on the common stereotypes in Egyptian society224, such as 

independence, open-mindedness, and interest in the inner life of the partner. 

So far, I have mostly discussed my informants' stated objectives, thoughts and ideas 

about their potential life partners. Currently only Tamer and Khaled have sustained and 

221 Interview with Mustafa, Cairo December 2009. 
222 In the traditional Egyptian society it is the man who is considered to be the sole provider for his family. 
A woman is not expected to work and often times her future husband will have a say whether he wants her 
to work after they get married or not. In case she keeps on working, she is not expected by the Islamic law 
to contribute to the household financially, unless she wants to. 
223 I have discussed the economic implications of such union, especially when it comes to the potential 
groom in Chapter 1. The main challenge for many young Egyptians is obtaining a place to live. Mustafa 
further specifies that buying an apartment is hard enough yet the bride's family will often put forward 
further expectations and demands: "even if the guy has an apartment, her family will make demands - such 
as where the apartment is, how big it is". Furthermore, the reputation and social standing of the family are 
often more important than the potential groom in question: "also here a family can refuse the marriage 
when for example the brother is bad or the father did something, it is not about the husband but his family, 
the individual comes second". (Interview with Mustafa, Cairo December 2009.) 
224 Here I would like to point out that at first these qualities are often stereotyped - as a package of positive 
traits that are in stark contrast to the "flaws" seen in local women - and applied to all Western women as if 
they were one person. Only through personal contact do these men steadily learn to distinguish between 
personal traits and the influence of one's own home culture. 
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long-term experience with dating and living with foreign partners. When we look at these 

relationships, it becomes clear the capacity to articulate the values that underpin the 

Western model of relationship is not matched by an equal capacity to implement them in 

practice. In other words, my informants are once again "in-between" - struggling to 

internalize values that would result in "foreign" behaviour. 

. And there it becomes clear that although some of the departures towards a Western 

model of a relationship mentioned above work in theory, in practice some are harder to 

internalize than others when it comes to actual behaviour. 

Tamer has been in a relationship with Hanna for the past two years. They lived together 

in Cairo for over a year, however, four months ago she temporarily returned to Europe to 

finalize her studies. As Tamer told me at one occasion, one aspect he appreciated 

probably the most about Hanna was her "free spirit" as he called it. Hanna was very 

social, loved parties and having a good time, and she never interfered nor criticized 

Tamer's nights out when he would sometimes have too much to drink. However Tamer 

would get upset whenever she would have more to drink than he deemed fit. Since I have 

been good friends with Hanna she would sometimes tell me of their talks when they tried 

to explain to each other their differing perspectives on what is freedom in the context of a 

relationship. According to Hanna, Tamer agreed on the rational level that Hanna had the 

same right to a good time on her own terms as he did on his. However in reality, it was 

hard for Tamer to stick to his rational arguments. And so this topic has been resurfacing 

in their discussions with a certain regularity. 

Another aspect that according to Hanna Tamer was not able to get over fully was the 

importance of appearances and the need to feel a sense of control over her actions. 

Although Tamer would often speak about how he disliked the Egyptian mentality of 

people acting according to the expectations of others and the usual norms, he 

automatically expected Hanna to leave a party whenever he decided it was time to g022S. 

225 According to the Egyptian customs of dating, a woman always leaves whenever her partner decides it is 
time since she should not be left alone unsupervised. Especially when it comes to a party setting where 
alcohol and other men are present. Two issues seem to be at play here: trust and dependence of the woman 
on her partner's decision making. 
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The first time she refused to leave a party with him shortly after they started dating 

resulted in a long argument that ended up with Tamer giving in, yet he would still seem 

somewhat displeased whenever Hanna would exercise her habit of staying longer at a 

party than he did. 

Finally, although Tamer had no problem with his potential wife working once they got 

married he made it clear to Hanna that he was not willing to settle down before he was 

certain his company was prospering thus providing enough income for his future family. 

Whereas Tamer is still in the phase of negotiating his values and corresponding behaviors 

with his foreign girlfriend, Khaled has had a two year's experience in a cross- cultural 

marriage226
. 

When discussing his marriage, Khaled concludes that he likes being married to a 

foreigner. The fact that he is a fresh and proud father certainly helps. 

In a cross-cultural marriage a major issue tends to be the question of residence. Khaled's 

wife likes Cairo yet when she was expecting their baby they both decided to move to 

France temporarily. For Khaled this was an interesting experience yet he also realized 

that he was not willing to live abroad permanently. There were several issues Khaled 

found rather challenging in France. 

The first one was the language, since English is hard to find in the rural part of France his 

wife originated from. 

Secondly France was very expensive compared to Egypt. As Khaled explained, "here [in 

Egypt] if you don't have money you can go to your family and they will give you money. 

But abroad, you don't know what's going to happen to you in a month or two ... you 

could say it is ok if you are by yourself but it is much worse when you have a family to 

take care of'. 

And the main issue, as he came to realize, was cultural adaptation - "giving up my 

comfort zone" as he put it. He knew that culture would be a big challenge yet he was not 

226 I would like to emphasize that since Khaled is my only informant in a cross-cultural marriage, I make no 
claim as to the representativeness of my sample. My aim here is to merely point out some likely dynamics 
when discussing potential discrepancies between one's relatively newly acquired beliefs and actual 
behavior that might have a problem catching up on these. 
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fully aware of the "social boundaries ... the rules of the game" that came with it and that 

were rather difficult to find out. And finally, he could not get used to "being a second 

class citizen, being somewhere where you are always considered a foreigner" ?27 

Back in Egypt, Khaled learnt that although his wife has lived there before, it was 

different for her now that she was married. There were still certain elements of the local 

culture she was not fully familiar with and he tried to be of help explaining them to her. 

His own experience of temporarily living abroad helped him understand what she was 

going through in Egypt. Yet certain things changed for him at home too. 

When he was still dating his future wife, he came to terms with her meeting her own male 

friends. He learnt to trust her and this became a non-issue. His friends and relatives did 

not mind it either since she was only a girlfriend. However when they got married, 

Khaled came under continued social pressure from their side. She was now his wife and 

in their eyes, she had no business seeing other men, even if they were her colleagues from 

work228
. In addition, the fact that she converted to Islam seemed to have complicated 

matters further. As Khaled explained to me a common belief in Egypt is that conversion 

to Islam solves any potential cultural issues the foreign wife may have: "They think ... you 

marry her you make her Muslim. When she becomes Muslim, she takes on the local 

customs as well and so there is no problem with her adapting locally" .229 And so it was 

even harder for his relatives and friends to understand her sometimes strange, foreign 

ways, now that she became a Muslim. 

In order to ease the social pressure, Khaled decided to move his young family to Maadi 

where there were more foreigners and thus the social control was less evident and more 
c .. 230 lorglvmg. 

227 Interview with Khaled, Cairo December 2009. 
228 Khaled further substantiated a common belief I have heard before: "Foreigners, a man and a woman, 
can be just friends, there can be no [sexual] tension between them. But for Egyptians, they cannot 
understand that. A man and a woman will ultimately end up in bed." (Ibid.) 
229 Interview with Khaled, Cairo December 2009. 
230 Another reason for the move was the fact that Maadi, compared to Abdeen (close to downtown) where 
they previously lived was less polluted and thus better for the baby. 
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So far I have discussed the issues surrounding informants' discourse and practice in 

relation to having a foreign life partner. Let me briefly characterize how my male 

informants perceive the meaning of marriage. When I mentioned the question of marriage 

during my one-on-one interviews, they all took it for granted that sooner or later they will 

settle down and marry. It was only a question of time, finding the right person, and in 

some cases having more money. 

Let us now take a look at the female perspective. 

When it comes to the origins of the potential life partner, the women seem to be more 

straightforward regarding this issue. Hoda prefers foreigners, Mona is in a serious 

relationship with a foreigner and Dalia, after several years of "pseudo relationships" with 

foreigners finally seems to have found a serious boyfriend who turned out to be Egyptian. 

When contemplating her relations with Egyptians, Hoda said that she has always been 

different and never really enjoyed their male company. "Ever since I was a girl I 

remember being independent and open-minded. People describe me as being very 

Western but I don't like it since I have been like this even before I met Westerners. Just 

because I am open-minded and I like my freedom doesn't mean I am Western, it isn't 

only their quality ... In any case, there are certain Egyptian characteristics I can't stand 

like sloppiness at work and the fact that people just don't think! At work, I like 

punctuality, I am a perfectionist and I require initiative which is hard to get by in most of 

my Egyptian colleagues. This is work. When it comes to my personal life, I am not 

interested in Egyptian men and never really was .... This is probably also the reason why I 

never got married. When I was younger, Egyptian men bored me and so the idea of 

marriage was not appealing to me at all. To me, Egyptian men are passive, they want to 

be part of the hierarchy, they want a title, prestige ... They want to have a comfortable, 

secure life, working in an office... even if they have potential, it does not translate into 

practice." 

Hoda therefore prefers foreigners although in the last three years she has been focusing 

on her work and mending her relations with her family and thus did not have time nor 

energy for relationships. When it comes to marriage, at 35 with a consuming job and no 
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prospective partner Hoda is being realistic. "I think this boat might have sailed. My 

parents still keep hoping but for me the marriage itself is not important. 1 would still like 

to find someone to share part of my life with though.,,231 

Mona, being a passionate and creative person, shares similar ideas about Egyptian men as 

Hoda. She claims that Egyptian men have no real ambition, "they are not people who 

would follow their dreams". She admits that "there might be a small percentage of men 

who are not like this but 1 didn't meet them." It therefore did not come as a surprise to her 

when she met Ramon with whom she has been for the past four years. They moved in 

together two years ago. 

Talking of marriage, Mariam says: "at some time in my life, maybe ... 1 don't know. 

Right now, 1 don't want to get married. I've been proposed but 1 don't want to get 

married. Once again, my feelings of wanting to be free ... also, Ramon is a Catholic and 

he cannot get divorced ... so you know, once you get married it's serious ... ,,?32 

Looking back, Dalia says that after she started to befriend foreigners and going out with 

them, she has been subconsciously concentrating on foreigners, looking for a soul mate. 

"I couldn't be with Egyptians anymore, 1 didn't like their mentality .... 1 had this bubble 

life, where 1 could be totally myself and open in many aspects of my life, with friends 

like me who had the same mentality which is rare; like these people were rare to find." 

Then a year ago, she met Hossein who introduced her to his Egyptian art community and 

that is where Dalia found like-minded Egyptian friends. Dalia talks of Hossein as her 

"perfect partner. 1 started to doubt it because we had lots of fights but 1 am getting to see 

that it has a really huge potential". Dalia goes on, elaborating on marriage, "also we have 

the same idea about marriage. And we agreed if we were going to be married this would 

be like a fake one, in front of the people but we would be free, 1 am not against long term 

relationship, this is what 1 want, but marriage is like this scary tie, we don't have to be 

like this. ,,233 

231 Interview with Hoda, Cairo November 2009. 
232 Interview with Mariam, Cairo November 2009. 
233 Interview with Dalia, Cairo December 2009. 
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As Dalia mentioned the fights, I remembered witnessing the aftermath of one relatively 

recent one when she collapsed in my apartment after a jealous encounter with Hossein. 

Hossein threw a fit on the street after Dalia apologized for keeping him waiting since she 

quickly stopped at the apartment of a male friend of hers to pick up a scarf she forgot 

there the previous evening during a house party. Upon hearing that she went to his place 

by herself he started accusing her of disregarding his feelings and his public image234
. 

After two days, lots of tears on both sides and countless phone calls, they managed to 

resolve this particular incident. Yet Dalia realized that dating an Egyptian man was 

different than dating foreigners. True, Hossein was more open-minded and free compared 

to most other Egyptians she knew yet he was still an Egyptian and certain behaviors 

triggered this "Egyptianness" in him. This particular fight took place approximately one 

month before our interview when she described Hossein as the perfect partner. More time 

will show whether they are really as close and similar as Dalia thinks. 

Looking at the example of Dalia and Hossein, it seems that for the Egyptian women who 

have embraced the Western lifestyle, having foreign partners who have been brought up 

in cultures with values of equality between the sexes, among others, presents a more 

feasible solution. Dalia might have found an Egyptian partner who seems to cope 

relatively well with her free lifestyle yet the question remains what standpoint will his 

family and relatives take should they find out about her past and her disregard for many 

of the Egyptian values they hold dear. 

Which brings me to the final issue when discussing marnage, the attitudes of my 

informants' families towards their possible (and current) cross-cultural relationships. 

Based on the answers I received from my informants, there seems to be a whole scale of 

initial feelings, ranging from somewhat negative to positive ones, yet at the end none of 

them anticipates any major problems. 

234 This particular fight had even stronger emotional connotations since it took place in public, close to 
Dalia's home - in her neighborhood where people knew her - where, as Dalia later explained to me, 
shouting aloud that "You went to his apartment by yourself?!" immediately got everyone's attention and 
was very embarrassing for her. 
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Hamed seems to share Mustafa's thoughts: "I never talked to my family about this but I 

think they would get used to it. Of course, they would prefer I marry an Egyptian girl ... 

but at the end it is my decision".235 Imad is aware that although his parents know of his 

lifestyle they still hope that he will eventually marry a fellow Coptic girl. His answer is 

that they will have to get over it since he has no intention of doing any such thing. 236 

On the contrary, Tamer's father and his siblings met his current girlfriend on several 

occasions and they all seemed to get along very well. Khaled's mother and sisters also 

did not seem to mind when he first introduced his future wife to them. Besides, his 

mother spends a lot of time in Saudi Arabia so they do not see each other that often. His 

family's interference and pressure regarding some of his wife's perceived behaviour 

came only later. 

When I brought up this topic, Ahmed described to me his parent's reaction when, three 

years ago, he first mentioned to them his serious relationship with a US American 

Muslim girlfriend that he was thinking of marrying at that time. "My parents are very 

traditional, they are conservative. And I've never told them I know of khawaagas, they 

just know I speak English. Like I went for the AUC translation course. And then I had to 

tell them when I was thinking of proposing to Amira. So the first question, without 

knowing her - I did not take her with me then - so they asked like where is she from? Is 

she Egyptian? I said no. Arab? No. I told them she is American and Pakistani. They 

asked me, you could not find any Egyptian girl, any Arab girl? Agnabeyya? They did not 

ask about religion or any other thing. Of course, I had to play on the religious stuff, I said 

it is maktuub, you never know ... And they were like, ok, is she Muslima? I said yes, she is 

Muslim, her roots are Pakistani. And they were like we are not convinced but ok 

whatever you want. I asked them, why aren't you convinced? Because it was important 

for me that they are convinced, they are my parents. They said, she is agnabeya, 

different, etc. I said, she is Muslim, so there is no difference. They were like, well she 

grew up in America, they are completely different than us ... their attitude towards her 

changed only once they got to know her personally." Thinking about the present, three 

235 Interview with Mustafa, Cairo December 2009. 
236 Interview with Imad, Cairo November 2009. 
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years later and still the only single child, Ahmed adds laughing, "at this point, my family 

would accept anyone, Egyptian or not".237 

Hoda has not given such a situation much thought so far since it seems unlikely that she 

would be faced with it any time soon. The same goes for Dalia. 

Mona, who has not told her parents yet about her relationship with Ramon is somewhat 

hesitant at first: "I don't know ... first of all because of my personal feelings, then how 

am I going to introduce him to my father? That's going to be an interesting talk ... 1 don't 

know how my father is going to take it. Now, he's ok, he's proud of me and he respects 

me as an independent person. I didn't intend to prove myself to him but it came with life 

somehow, the five years I spent separated from them [the parents]. It's going to be hard, I 

don't know how my father will react me bringing a foreign man. I will ask that man to 

change his religion, just on papers, because of my father. He has a big Egyptian family. 

Maybe my father will be ok but his Egyptian family will not be ok. 1 don't care about 

them but I care about my father and they would put pressure on him. So there is a lot of 

pre-marriage things to be done." After a short pause she concludes, "but it's possible".238 

Looking at the choice of foreign partners among the majority of my informants, it is 

unlikely that they would be willing to go back and choose an Egyptian wife or husband 

when they decide to settle down and marry. After several years of living side by side with 

foreigners, my informants expect certain characteristics that they do not seem to be able 

to find among their Egyptian counterparts. I argue that this situation indicates a certain 

shift in their perception of relationships and thus also in how they see themselves and 

their needs. 

Going deeper we can however see that often the new values they choose to acquire, based 

on their interaction with their foreign friends, are not internalized enough for their initial 

behaviors to change. Such deep changes require more time and sometimes do not occur at 

all. This seems to be the case mainly for my male informants for whom the daily 

interaction with foreigners does not have the same consequences as for my female 

237 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
238 Interview with Mariam, Cairo November 2009. 
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informants. Embracing a free Western lifestyle and thus going against the social norms of 

the majority of society is for these women often an equivalent to burning the bridges that 

results in deeper shifts in their selves. They thus place themselves in a situation where it 

is almost impossible for them to find Egyptian men who would be willing to marry them. 

Even if these men would have no objections to their "wild" past, their families certainly 

would. Furthermore, compared to the men who were always free to do what they wanted, 

these women are not willing to let go of the freedom they won - dearly - so easily. The 

perception of marriage thus changes radically. In Mariam's case, contrary to her peers, 

she is in no hurry to get married. As for Dalia, marriage loses its charm and becomes just 

a piece of paper that is necessary only to satisfy the society'S need for conformity. 

Social control or "What would people say ... " 

Among the first things many of my informants mentioned when I asked them what they 

found most striking when meeting foreigners for the first time was that the foreigners did 

not care about the opinion of others. They were free to think and act as they pleased.239 

This was a novelty for most of my informants who were used to constant control from the 

side of their families, relatives, neighbours and often even random passers-by. "What 

would people say" is the motto of the day in Egypt, or as Mustafa put it, "here you are 

under constant watch, even going downstairs buying vegetables".24o Ramed explained in 

further detail, "people here are very conscious of how they look in front of others. For 

foreigners, it is not important what others think. For example, foreigners can go to a poor 

area and eat with the people there, Egyptians would never do it in case someone they 

239 Here, I would like to emphasize once again the distorted image of a carte blanche when it comes to 
expatriates' behavior in Egypt - the fact that my informants are not fully aware that the foreigners they 
meet in Cairo are able to be so carefree in disregarding the public opinion both because they are strangers 
here and there is no pressure from the Egyptian side for them to conform to local rules and because they are 
feeling free from the limits their home environment placed on their behaviour. These so called carefree 
foreigners have to deal with a certain degree of social control once they return to their home countries as 
well. Although in majority of the Western countries they come from the social control is far less strong than 
in Egypt. 
240 Interview with Mustafa, Cairo October 2009. 
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know sees them and spreads it around. That could have a negative effect on their 

reputation".241 

In the case of my informants, one of the consequences of prolonged exposure to the 

foreigners and their ways has thus been an exacerbation of the tension between 

competing human drives: the drive for individuation and self-expression on the one hand 

- and competing drive for belonging and safety on the other. Participating in a conformist 

society that subjects females to more stringent social control, it is no surprise that 

exposure to autonomous foreigners has created more tension amongst my female 

informants. Although the double life Dalia described earlier is a shared reality among all 

my informants242, it is the women who have to be more careful in terms of who they meet 

and where and who sees them. And the caution does not stop on the public level, one 

often needs to filter personal ideas and opinions for conformity when it comes to the 

private level, that is family, as well. 

Autonomy manifested in terms of personal independence is yet another phenomenon that 

is rather uncommon in Egyptian society. Looking at the cycle of social life, Egyptians 

hardly ever live on their own.243 Mustafa describes the predominant situation of most 

Egyptians as follows: "You are considered an adult, mature to take care of your own life 

since the moment you start working and making money. And when you get your own 

house, but then you have to marry, so it does not give you time to live on your own.,,244 

Despite this prevalent pattern, most of my male informants live by themselves or at least 

away from their parents. For the women, however, the situation is more difficult and the 

price of autonomy is often too high as we could see in the case of Hoda when her family 

refused to respect her need for independence. 

241 Interview with Ramed, Cairo December 2009. 
242 Although the men have more freedom when it comes to who they associate with, they also exercise a 
certain degree of caution in terms of their ideas regarding religion and established social norms and values. 
243 Although there is a growing trend in this direction, it usually applies to the male members of the upper 
class. 
244 Interview with Mustafa, Cairo October 2009. 
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To think or not to think, that's the question ... 

Many of my informants were openly critical of their compatriots' reluctance or inability 

to practice critical thinking. Mustafa says, "the bad thing here in Egypt is that people 

often just repeat what they heard without giving it a second thought. When it is said aloud 

it is taken for granted. Like when we had the problems with Algerians245. I spoke with my 

friends about what happened, and they were all angry, blaming the Algerians ... I don't 

know if it is because they don't think or they don't want to think ... ,,246. 

Ahrned goes even further, saying that Egyptians tend to think uniformly, "it is a different 

way of thinking, people here think like robots,,247, or as Imad refers to it, "majority of 

Egyptians live in a matrix,,248. 

Here we see the autonomy-conformity tension framed in terms of thought patterns as the 

tension between open-mindedness and critical thinking versus the above mentioned 

"going with the crowd". When I began the interviews with my key informants, they all 

agreed that an important aspect the foreigners brought to their lives was the habit of 

looking at arguments and information from several different angles249 . For me this was a 

new realization since I participated in countless of these discussions, where we would 

often dissect the latest rumours roaming through the streets or news items, without 

realizing that at the next table over in the 'ahwa (where such discussions would usually 

245 During the time of my interview with Mustafa, the latest incident wildly discussed on the streets of 
Cairo was the football match between Algeria and Egypt during the W orId Cup qualifiers. Egypt and 
Algeria are big football rivals so prior to the match qualifying for the W orId Cup, the emotions ran so high 
that a mob attacked the bus carrying the Algerian players. Following the match, and Algeria's accusations 
regarding the bus attack, Egyptian fans staged protests in front of the Algerian Embassy in Cairo for several 
days - following Egyptian press accusations that Algeria fabricated the bus attack story. The incident had 
its aftermath in Sudan during the second decisive match where Egyptian fans were attacked by the Algerian 
ones. Although officially no casualties were reported, the popular belief was that four Egyptians died in 
Sudan during these skirmishes. 
For more details, see http://news.bbc.co.uk/2lhi/middle_east/8358365.stm and http://www.timeslive.co.za 
Inews/africalarticle202286.ece 
246 Interview with Mustafa, ibid. 
247 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
248 Interview with Imad, Cairo November 2009. 
249 As I previously mentioned, one of the leading questions during the interviews I conducted with my 
informants was: What would they miss most if, in a hypothetical situation, all their foreign friends left 
Egypt? A common answer here was the discussions and different topics they enjoyed with them that they 
could not have with their Egyptian friends. 
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take place) other Egyptians were most probably just sipping their tea while automatically 

repeating the same rumours to each other. 

As Tamer explained it to me, interaction with foreigners "gives you new thinking 

dimensions that otherwise you are not used to and without having to leave the country, 

since you can't go out anyway to get it. So the experience is very useful. But within this 

experience there is some really good stuff and some really bad stuff. Like taking each 

other for granted, stereotyping, this is one thing that is really bad".25o The final part of 

Tamer's statement clearly points to the fact that the need for critical thinking goes both 

ways. 

Another issue I would like to take a closer look at while discussing critical thinking and 

open-mindedness is my informants' standpoint towards local social taboos. The 

predominant taboo that one encounters a lot in lenient downtown Cairo is homosexuality. 

Unlike many parts of the world where different sexual orientations are tolerated and 

accepted, the attitudes in the Arab world are steadfastly negative. The clerics call 

homosexuality a sin and many people perceive to be an illness or a psychological 

disorder. (Whitaker 2006:9) Although everyone knows homosexuality exists, the 

prevalent tendency in Egyptian society is to ignore it. Since gay men are not considered 

masculine enough to participate in the gendered "division of labor", their social identity 

is at risk, and they stand to bear most of the pressure of the public attention on 

homosexuality. When this subject is brought up a common reaction of the men present is 

downplaying the topic by turning it into ajoke, often a nervous one though. 

The gay issue being thus a predominantly male phenomenon, women seem to be more 

accepting of it25
! and my key female informants are no exception. When it comes to my 

250 Interview with Tamer, Cairo October 2009. 
251 It is important to note that they are more accepting of homosexuality in private conversations. For an 
average Egyptian woman, mentioning such topic in public would be highly uncomfortable. 
When talking about acceptance of gays, I am reminded of a personal case of an Egyptian friend of mine 
who is gay. After realizing that something was "wrong with him" he did not dare to tell his family about it 
at first. It took him three years to tell his mother about it who implored him not to tell his father afraid of 
his definite negative reaction. My friend thus tried to hide his gay identity going through periods of 
personal acceptance and denial. When I met him in downtown Cairo some two years ago he was in the 
phase of acceptance, at some point telling me about his two broken off engagements when he was in denial 
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male informants, for some it is a non-issue, others seem all right with the subject by now 

- having no more awkward reactions whenever this topic comes up as they used to- , 

while yet few prefer not to talk about it or agree with the majority that this issue is simply 

too fundamental, meaning unnatural, to be tolerant about it. 

Ahmed's account below shows just how fundamental this topic can be. He talks about his 

process of accepting the news that a close foreign friend of his was gay: "David had a 

major part here, he didn't tell me he was dating Andreas for I guess like one year ... 

because, we were good friends and he knew me, of course, that I would not accept it, so 

he didn't tell me. And then, when he told me, I was like ... why not? And I thought about 

it. When he first told me, I was really like, wow ... and then we didn't talk for about two 

weeks and then I called him and we met and I was like, listen, we are ok as long as you 

keep your hands of me [laughter], so as long as you are happy, this is your life and I 

should be happy, as your friend, for your happiness, but I am not gay. And I accept who 

you are, do your thing, khalai52
. And after that, I was ok to talk to them [gays] about 

anything, and if they bother me, I know how to answer. ... so this is a huge thing. This is 

one thing that changed, and after that I think can accept almost anything.,,253 

Unlike Ahmed, Mustafa is still in the process of forming his opinion on the subject. He 

seems to have reached the conclusion that it is one's right to decide whether he or she is a 

homosexual yet he finds it hard to comprehend that in the West homosexuality is 

considered a natural phenomenon that does not carry any negative connotation, that there 

is no judgment on the matter254. He says, "it's his, her right... but even in their countries 

there is something they can't do .. .I never saw a foreigner say it's wrong, it is not my 

business but it's wrong I never hear any criticism ... I don't even hear 'I don't like it but I 

have no problem with it' not even this ... ".255 It seems that for Mustafa homosexuality 

still belongs to a category that is out of the ordinary. He has come a long way from 

few years prior to our meeting. Then last year he disappeared and I learnt through other friends that he gave 
up his party lifestyle and turned to Islam looking for solutions. Apparently, he was going through another 
stage of denial, tired of the lifestyle that did not provide the answers he was looking for. 
252 Khalas - the end, that's it. Often used to emphasize that a topic is exhausted, finished. 
253 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
254 How true this image is in Western reality is, of course, debatable. 
255 Interview with Mustafa, Cairo October 2009. 
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considering it a social taboo with a clear judgment attached to it, yet the issue still carries 

a lot of emotions and unanswered questions that he needs to process. 

Relations to the Other 

One of the main questions 1 set out to explore in this study is the impact their interaction 

with foreigners has had on my informants' perception of and relations to the Other. Based 

on long term observation as well as the in depth discussions 1 have had with my key 

informants 1 claim that there has been a considerable shift in their approach to the Other 

compared to their fellow Egyptians. This shift, as 1 see it, has happened as follows: my 

informants have acquired the habit of self-reflection that often leads to acquiring greater 

cultural sensitivity. 

Comparing my key informants with their own Egyptian friends, 1 noticed that they tend 

to think more about themselves in terms of their personal changes and their own place in 

the world and are eager to discuss this and similar topics in the circle of their foreign 

friends. Since 1 am used to working with people who have been exposed to different 

others, and who develop this skill sooner or later, this realization did not come as a 

surprise to me. As is the case with every cognitive process256
, my informants are at a 

different stage of development and awareness of their self-reflection tendencies. And thus 

some of my informants are aware of this tendency to self-reflect more than others. 

Mariam, for example, says that she has had it all along: "for me, everything has a 

meaning and happens for a reason and 1 always look back and see, ok why did 1 do this 

like this and what changed me. 1 kind of discover myself in every experience, still. It is 

about the whole journey" .257 

Dalia acknowledges mainly the help and support of her tai-chi teacher who helped her to 

learn to question her beliefs and thus change her way of thinking: "I met people and 

people started to ask questions, and my tai-chi teacher also was a great influence because 

256 As mentioned in Chapter 2, cognitive processes are usually unconscious and thus hidden from our view. 
257 Interview with Mariam, Cairo November 2009. 
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she was like my mentor. She taught me to question; it was really painful at first... she 

brought up the sawaabit, inhibitions, we talked about religion and how foreigners are 

often critical and sarcastic of Islam. She said how, do you know that Islam is right? You 

know only the questions you were taught not to ask. She said, always try to ask yourself 

why. I was really confused about all this, it was really painful. Very little by little, she 

helped me change the way I think" ?58 

When exposed to different cultures, self-reflection usually results in objectification of 

one's own culture. Tamer's experience substantiates this argument: "I can say that being 

with foreigners made me change some of the understanding of our values in Egypt. I see 

our values from an outside perspective. ... Sometimes I like what I see, sometimes I 

don't. Of course there is some very shocking stuff but there is also some very good stuff. 

Even if I am not the best Muslim, but being with you [foreigners], who don't believe in 

Islam made me think about Islam from a different point of view, which made me actually 

believe more in Islam. About the way we see our own politics, of course everybody here 

is living in the matrix but you see that there could be another solution ... so it really 

makes me think of other stuff,.259 

As discussed in Chapter 2, from better understanding of oneself there is only a step to an 

increased ability of understanding the Other which often leads to greater cultural 

sensitivity. 

When contemplating his regular interactions with foreign friends, Ahmed said: "it is 

interesting how people perceive other people. . .. I got to understand the cultural 

differences. Which is important, because if I take it from my culture's point of view, then 

I never agree with anything that any khawaaga says or does. When he tells me like yeah I 

have sex with my girlfriend, or for example the homosexuality thing, before, I would 

have never accepted it in my life,,?60 Based on what the rest of my informants have to say 

on this subject, Ahmed speaks for them all. 

258 Interview with Dalia, Cairo November 2009. 
259 Interview with Tamer, Cairo November 2009. 
260 Interview with Ahmed, Cairo October 2009. 
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Acceptance of difference goes hand in hand with no judgment. Imad demonstrated it 

while pointing out the habit of many foreigners in Egypt to criticize the local culture: 

"when foreigners keep criticizing everything here without understanding it, I really get 

upset. I don't believe in the concept of open-mindedness... it does not work, the 

understanding from the other side, sometimes it is not very good, the criticizing ... take it 

as a difference, even if you are not completely comfortable, but don'tjudge".261 

Religious identity, or what does it mean to have faith 

Having faith in Egypt is usually translated as belonging to a certain religious group, the 

predominant one being Muslims, the main minority the Copts, or the numerous other 

small religious denominations. Furthermore, this belonging is commonly ascribed at birth 

and rarely contested by the individuals during their lives. As Dalia's tai-chi teacher 

reminded her, Islam in Egypt is taken for granted since Muslims are raised to not ask 

questions that seemingly have established answers. The same can be said of the Copts, 

according to Imad. Whether a person is a practicing Muslim, Copt, or a member of 

another religious group, or his or her religious identity exists on paper only, there is 

usually very little personal inquiry into the matter. In the dominant Egyptian society we 

can safely assume that religion is taken for granted. Furthermore, religious identity 

permeates the public and private domains - affiliation to one's religious group IS 

commonly shared and to a certain degree is part of the society's social control. 

In the case of my informants, who have been repeatedly exposed to another, Westem262, 

approach to religion there is a clear shift in the manner in which they constitute their 

religious identity. Religion for them is increasingly an acquired private matter. 

All of my informants agree with Ahmed, who says: "religion for me is private, my own 

thing. I live according to my principles. Religion is very very personal for me". He then 

continues on a more practical note, "I know I am a Muslim, but I don't practice. I do have 

261 Interview with Imad, Cairo November 2009. 
262 By the Westem approach I mean the predominantly ascribed religious identity and the practice of 
critical analysis of the main religious beliefs and dogma. 
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sex before marriage. 1 accept other religions with one condition, they accept mine,,263. 

Mustafa is the only one of my informants who identifies himself as a practicing Muslim, 

living according to Islamic principles although with a certain degree of flexibility (e.g. 

compared to the majority of his fellow practicing Muslims he has relaxed his previously 

strict rules about alcohol). 

When discussing their religiosity, III terms of practicing versus not practicing their 

religion before their interaction with foreigners, the experiences of my informants differ. 

For example, Imad, coming from a deeply religious Coptic family was never what he 

would call "a devoted Copt" but he would go along with his family observing the 

religious feasts and rituals. This has changed in the last ten years when, as he says, "I 

started to ask deeper questions, such as why are we here, if God created us to his image 

how can we humans be capable of such evil?, etc. My family got very uncomfortable 

with such questions and since I couldn't find any answers that made sense to me 1 

realized that religion as such does not make much sense. 1 wouldn't say I gave up on it 

completely but 1 am more reluctant to accept the whole dogma and 1 still keep on asking 

questions" ?64 

Based on Mariam's account, she went form a religious practicing person to a non

practicing one. "I was very religious at some point in my life. I am Muslim, and it's part 

of me. Now, I don't practice, I don't pray, 1 don't fast, but 1 respect it, 1 believe in God." 

Despite her giving up the practice she feels positive about her being a Muslim. "I think 1 

am a good Muslim. 1 am there for people to talk, 1 have the feeling 1 do my work well. 1 

don't cover my hair but 1 am a good Muslim." She then analyses her own habits of 

critical thinking when it comes to her religious beliefs, or rather the lack of them, " ... it's 

interesting, in the Saudi school, where 1 studied between eleven and sixteen, the whole 

religious study system is that you don't question religion. This is how it is. You don't 

question, judge why prophet Mohamed got married at 12 and all that ... and 1 have this 

habit, 1 don't question why is God, why prophet Mohamed was portrait always good, he 

must have had some faults ... this is how it is and I don't question it, 1 don't go there. 

263 Interview with Ahrned, Cairo October 2009. 
264 Interview with Imad, Cairo November 2009. 
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This is my religion and that's how it is .... When I talk to Ramon about his religion, I tell 

him, it is nice, all these questions out there, you can ask and question, you can get 

suspicious and discuss but we don't have discussions".265 

Unlike Mariam who accepts the Islamic tradition of non-questioning and acceptance of 

the main ideology, Dalia went through a radical transformation. "Religion is not the 

rituals, you can have beliefs, you can believe in God but believing in God is something 

and having faith is something else. So that was like my religion, kind of a cliche but it is 

here [pointing to her heart]. So this is how I started to question the religion itself. Before, 

my idea was, people - religious figures - probably misinterpreted religion .. and after that 

I thought this cannot be religion like not having sex ... did not God know that we will 

have contact with foreigners, how come we are not allowed to fall in love with a 

Christian? Something is wrong, you cannot restrict yourself, this is not fair. After that I 

started to read psychology, a person cannot be a really healthy person unless he has a 

really healthy sexual life. Before it was easy, because you could be fourteen and get 

married but now ... Now something definitely changed in me, what matters to me is, am I 

a good person? I know something is bigger out there, it does not have to be how or what. 

I don't know for sure if Islam is manmade or the other religions are manmade or 

misinterpreted, this could be possible as lots of other things could be possible. So this is 

what changed drastically." Nevertheless, Dalia still considers herself a Muslim. "Yes, I 

think I am just a Muslim, in a pure sense like surrendering myself to God but not a 

practicing Muslim." And she does adhere to certain Islamic practices although she 

subjected them to certain rationalizations. "It is weird because I still have some practices, 

it became a part of me, like fasting, because it is healthy, it detoxifies the body. Before, I 

also held on to the prayers, but now I hardly practice.,,266 

Finally, for Tamer, "religion is like the mother you can always run away from but you 

know she will always accept you back". He describes himself as a non-practicing 

Muslim, and not one of the best either yet he does come back to this "mother" once a 

year to observe Ramadan. "Even when I really like the Western lifestyle with the amount 

265 Interview with Mariam, Cairo November 2009. 
266 Interview with Dalia, Cairo December 2009. 
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of freedom given etc., but I don't want to disconnect from where I come from. So 

Ramadan is a very good chance to reconnect. Doing something that everybody is doing, 

makes you really understand this religion .. .it makes sense ... on the other side, you don't 

want to be an outcast. You don't want to be doing something that like other eighteen 

million people are not doing ... .if I am able to do it and it's not going to hurt me, why 

not?,,267 His yearly return to Islam has several reasons. One is the conformity with the 

majority population since the daily reality during Ramadan is significantly altered and 

thus on one hand it is easy to succumb to the Ramadan rhythm and rituals and on the 

other hand non-following means a visible departure and thus becoming an outcast. 

However what I find more significant in Tamer's account is the function of Ramadan as a 

reinforcement of one's religious identity. Although he acknowledges that he is "not the 

best Muslim" Ramadan provides a link for him to make sure that re reminds himself from 

time to time what Islam stands for. Finally, Ramadan presents a connection a bridge to 

the majority society. For eleven months, Tamer chooses to enjoy his Western lifestyle the 

twelfth month is dedicated to his own roots. 

On the previous pages I attempted to demonstrate the departure of my informants from 

the majority of the Egyptian society in terms of their religious identity. They present an 

array of differing practices when it comes to critical analysis of their beliefs, the rituals 

they choose to follow or not and why, and most importantly a conscious decision to 

belong to the religious communities they were originally assigned to. 

267 Interview with Tamer, Cairo November 2009. 
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iv. What would happen if Tamer, Mariam and the others did 
not befriend the foreigners? 

At several occaSIOns during their narratives, my key informants would identify 

themselves against the "typical" young Egyptians from among their peers. Their analysis 

is usually confined to the level of mental capacities and cognitive practices. 

Hamed sees the majority of his peers as follows: "a typical Egyptian my age is ... not that 

very educated, not that very ambitious, because of the current economic situation, he is 

just trying to survive, he can't go far ... he does not really have an open mind, can't think 

out of the box ... he's really depressed as well,,268. And Tamer adds, "I tend to think 

more and to be able to learn. My fellow Egyptians they don't know about the 

opportunities out there ... they live in a matrix,,269. 

For Hoda, conformity plays a major role. "I always liked to be different, I was always 

drawn to be different, to do different things. Egyptians, they always do what is expected 

of them. ,,270 

Dalia elaborates on conformity, "1' d say I am completely different. Of course, there is a 

lot of girls like me ... now I feel like I look down on people in terms that I feel really bad 

for them, the way they think, the culture, that they don't think for themselves ... but this is 

in any culture, the majority are the people who walk toward the conformity". She then 

compares the differences regarding the processes of identity construction, "how am I 

different? I think in the basic stuff like identity. For Egyptians, their identity is restricted 

to their nationality and religion. And I think religion first. I am Egyptian this is who I am, 

I am a man, this is who I am. They don't have to question religion, they don't have to 

disagree with everything. This is what I don't like, especially when it comes to things that 

268 Interview with Hamed, Cairo December 2009. 
269 Interview with Tamer, Cairo November 2009. 
270 Interview with Hoda, Cairo November 2009. 
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are considered haraam. Did you ever ask yourself why is it haraam? They don't think 

much, they don't question what about religion, the other?,,271. 

271 Interview with Dalia, Cairo December 2009. 
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Conclusion: a life between two worlds. 

This study has centred on a group of young middle class Cairenes and their sustained and 

intensive interaction with Western foreign residents in downtown Cairo. Its aim was 

twofold: to describe the nature of the daily contact between these two groups and to 

examine its impact on the young Cairenes in question. 

The challenges and rewards involved in establishing and maintaining relationships were 

approached and contextualized from two complementary angles: 

• The outside in: The socio-historical context and its present-day effects - including 

an analysis of commonly held stereotypes and the political dimensions inherent in 

inter-group relations 

• The inside-out: The Cairene's intra- and inter-personal process, as reported by 

them, was special focus on tracking their (re )construction of meaning in relation 

to their personal identity, and the evolution of their stereotypes of the west. 

The daily contact of the target group - the young Cairenes - with the local expatriate 

community resulted in a creation of a specific subculture that can be placed at the margin 

of both the mainstream Egyptian culture and the Cairo expatriate culture. 

My main finding is that the quality of encounter of my informants have had with the 

foreigners has enabled them to reflect on their own culture and identity, and over time 

this reflective process has to varying degrees transformed their relation to Self and to 

Other. Some have developed the ability to reflect on their transformation. With varying 

degrees of self-awarenes~, they have espoused certain Western beliefs and attempted new 

behaviors. Over time, this has resulted in their professing a value system that blends their 

predominant Egyptian values with particular Western elements, and in their possessing a 

wider behavioural repertoire. 

A summary of my findings follows. 
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A life at the margin 

By entering into daily encounter with the local expatriate community, my informants 

embraced a life at the margin of the dominant Egyptian society. They entered a specific 

subculture, an alternative world at the intersection of mainstream Egyptian culture and a 

multi cultural blend of Western cultures (the local young expatriate culture) a sub-culture 

whose its members see themselves as being free to expose and explore who they really 

are, liberated from judgment and strict social control. On the outside, they find 

themselves caught between the seemingly incompatible behavioural demands of two 

social worlds that cannot meet gracefully, and have evolved different coping strategies to 

preserve their new-found options. On the inside, they find themselves in unchartered 

territory. 

The public life of this subculture plays out mainly in downtown sidewalk coffee shops, 

ahaawi, its pubs and bars as well as in Cairo nightlife spots. House visits and house 

parties, hafalaat, provide other, more private, venues removed entirely from the public 

eye. Here, a particularly liberated Western lifestyle prevails. Within the Egyptian context, 

the main features of this lifestyle are a high degree of personal autonomy, engagement in 

pre-marital sex.ual relations and the presence of alcohol consumption; all of which are in 

stark contrast to the predominantly Islamic moral code that the majority society adheres 

to. 

Other visible constituents of this particular subculture are: the dominant language as a 

combination of English with Egyptian expressions, higher participation of women -
"---

predominantly foreigners, Western clothing, travel as a common leisure activity, and the 

commonality of mixed relationships between Egyptians and expatriates. The main 

distinguishing internal dynamic is an open atmosphere allowing for free and uninhibited 

discussions of a variety of subjects ranging from politics and daily realities down to 

personal development and the relations with culturally different others. Critical thinking, 

non-judgment, and acceptance of others are the order of the day. (See Chapter Ill. ii. -

Daily Realities) 
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Life between two worlds 

This particular subculture is connected to the public leisure lives of my informants. Their 

work and private - family - lives are spent within the dominant society. They thus lead a 

double life, moving between the world of the dominant society and their own subculture. 

As Tamer and Dalia described in their narratives, navigation between these two worlds 

entails a process that is gradually refined over time. Entrance into the marginal subculture 

requires the willingness to explore certain new beliefs and behaviors that the individual 

was not acculturated into. This process commonly involves several stages and requires a 

renegotiation of the individual's original value system and its adaptation. Initially, a state 

of in-betweenness ensues - accompanied by a feeling of confusion about where the 

individual actually belongs. Over time certain western values gain acceptance and 

internalization. Another result is a formation of two sets of behavioural patterns, one to 

be used in a "clean" Egyptian setting - e.g. with family, relatives, and all Egyptian 

encounters, and the other reserved for specific settings encompassing foreigners. They 

learn to use the appropriate set of interpretations and behaviors corresponding to the 

setting in question and thus are able to move between these two worlds. (see Chapter 

III.iii. - Shifting Identities) 

The duration of this outer adaptation process varies individually. However since the 

majority of my informants have been part ofthis subculture for approximately nine years, 

I was there for the latter five years but for the first four, I had to rely on their own 

accounts. 

Although for my informants this process takes place without them leaving their home 

country, I would compare entering into this subculture with the process of adaptation into 

a new culture that expatriates habitually go through. In the predominant intercultural 

communication literature, the challenges of adaptation to foreign environments are 

described by the Culture shock theorl72. 

272 Culture shock (increasingly called culture stress) theory describes the dynamic process of adaptation to a 
new cultural environment. It customarily involves four stages: after the initial excitement about the new 
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The changes within 

The process of adaptation, described above, involves changes in the construction of 

personal identity due to the tensions between the home - dominant - culture and the new 

- expatriate - one. My informants thus evolved beyond their Egyptian selves, embracing 

certain Western beliefs and behaviours. Among these were: the belief in personal 

freedom - as a result of the tension between Egyptian conformity vs. Western autonomy, 

and increased use of critical thinking that would often lead to the dismissal of local social 

taboos (such as homosexuality). (See Chapter III.iii. - "Social control" & "To think or 

not to think".) 

A new blend of values thus emerged, that could be best demonstrated by the changed 

approach towards education, marriage, and religious identity. In terms of education, there 

was a clear shift from perceiving education as a means to an elevated social status and a 

possibly better job to seeing education in its original sense as the access to knowledge. 

(See Chapter III.iii. - Social mobility and changing role of education.) 

Several changes could be seen when it comes to marriage. These also reflected the gender 

division of Egyptian society. For my male informants, the main change took place in 

relation to the traditional role a man was expected to assume - as the sole authority in the 

partnership. The changes were more radical for my female informants for whom the 

concept of marriage acquired a rather negative connotation in terms of losing their hardly 

won freedom. Finally, for the majority of my informants, a significant change occurred in 

the choice of the life-partner. They were not willing to settle for Egyptian partners since 

they perceived these to be lacking some of the qualities they had come to embrace and 

environment wears out (the Honeymoon stage), through poor performance, the individual gradually realizes 
that certain changes are necessary in order to adapt to this environment (the Crisis). A period of learning 
that may involve a renegotiation of the individual's original value system and its adaptation ensues. 
Gradually, a combination of original and acquired beliefs and behaviors emerges that allows the person to 
build up a set of strategies to better cope with the foreign reality (the Recovery). The individual is now able 
to function satisfactorily in the new environment (the Adjustment). (Furnham & Bochner 1986: 131) 
Culture shock theory seems helpful for many expatriated individuals, although the duration of the different 
stages varies from person to person. Used preventatively, its main benefit is to allow expatriates to take a 
little distance from the difficult felings associated with the crisis stage and see it as a learning opportunity. 
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looked for in others; such as independence and open-mindedness. (See Chapter III.iii. -

"Marriage and family".) 

A radical shift occurred in regards to religious identity that is commonly ascribed in the 

Egyptian context. All my informants were inclined towards acquired religious identity 

usually accompanied by critical analysis of it fundaments and rationalization of its rituals. 

(See Chapter IILiii. - Religious identity ... ) 

They also gained perspective on their own culture and selves, thus increasing their 

awareness of who they are, where they belong, of the beliefs they hold and of the 

behaviours that result from these. However, their frequent behavioural switching 

according to outer circumstances inevitably raised the issue of what is constant in their 

selves, of who they really are when they are not adapting. 

Due to their daily exposure to the blend of Western cultures in Cairo my informants have 

developed a set of intercultural competency skills that a person usually acquires during a 

prolonged period of living abroad. Among my informants, I was able to observe an 

increased tendency of self-reflection and cultural sensitivity, including acceptance of 

difference and withholding of judgment. (See Chapter IILiii. - "Relations to the other") 

The meaningful interaction with the Western others had also a significant influence on 

my informants' reduced use of stereotypes. (See Chapter ILiii. - "Predominant 

stereotypes".) One oversimplification that dies hard is the tendency is to regard the 

Western expatriate community as one homogeneous entity with certain characteristics -

especially the perceived carte blanche in regards to foreigners' freedom from social 

control. Although this stereotype is relatively strong, it did dissolve over time as my 

informants began to distinguish the different motivations behind different expatriates' 

behaviours. 

Combining their generally low tendency to stereotype with their acquired intercultural 

competency, my informants are thus better able to foster meaningful relations with the 

new arrivals in the local expatriate community. 
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It's hard to go home again 

I began this study with a question mark, and in the conclusion I use a full stop. Looking 

at the shifts within my informants' identities I came to the conclusion that they do live at 

the margin between two worlds - the dominant Egyptian society they were born and 

acculturated into and the subculture they chose to share with the Western expatriate 

community. 

One could argue that since they still maintain a strong presence in the dominant culture 

due to their professional and private lives they could simply abandon the acquired 

cultural habits and fully "return home". My argument is that the changes to the way they 

perceive themselves and others have been so significant that making such a transition 

would be unlikely because undesirable due to its potentially lasting negative 

consequences. Whereas the men have the (at least theoretical) possibility to return to the 

"normal" Egyptian ways, for the women the road is blocked, they have gone too far 

publicly. While discussing the daily realities and the changing concept in marriage in 

Chapter Ill, I maintained that these women had to make a more radical choice than their 

male counterparts when it came to embracing their personal freedom. The irreversible 

nature of their choice might not be apparent in their current circumstances, but they 

clearly risk serious consequences should they wish to "return" and seek an Egyptian 

partner. Even if their partner accepted their past and "tarnished reputation" his family and 

relatives would be unlikely to acquiesce to such a union. Taking into consideration theses 

women's standpoint towards marriage it is highly unlikely that they would seek such a 

union in the first place, since it would mean a loss of the freedom they fought so hard for. 

In the anthropological and interculturalliterature, returning to one's home culture is often 

called the Reverse culture shock. The general sentiment is that "it's hard to go home 

again". In a majority of cases, homecoming reveals that certain significant changes in 

one's self have taken place, changes that the returnee often naively expects his or her 

'home' environment to celebrate or at least accommodate273
. As the popular saying goes, 

'home ain't what it used to be'. 

273 Waud Kracke discusses such a situation in relations to the little discussed topic of anthropologists 
returning home from long term fieldwork. (Kracke 1987) 
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Further considerations 

In this study the main focus was on the indirect influence the foreign community 

exercises over the subgroup of the young Cairenes constituting the target group. Of 

course this influence goes both ways - the interaction between the young Cairenes and 

the expatriates can be looked upon as a constant negotiation. 

It would be interesting to conduct a reverse study with the expatriate community as its 

target group and compare the results of both to gain further more balanced insights into 

this dynamic. 
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B. Brief profiles of key informants 

Abmed (31) 

Ahmed is the youngest of seven siblings, five daughters and two sons. He is the only one 

with a diploma from a higher technical institute, focusing on computer science, and is 

currently enrolled in courses offered by the School of Continuing Education at the 

American University in Cairo. He describes his family background as lower middle class. 

His father - now retired - used to have a small business, his mother is a housewife. 

Ahmed lives alone, yet in the same neighbourhood as his parents - Sayyeda Zeinab 

(close to Islamic Cairo). When he first met Steven, he was doing odd small jobs such as 

peddling. Since then he worked his way up to being a self-employed translator and 

currently works for the UNDP. Unlike all of his siblings, he is not married yet. He enjoys 

his free lifestyle and occasional predominantly casual relationships. 

Dalia (28) 

Dalia was brought up together with her younger brother and a male cousin who would 

frequent their house on a daily basis. Her parents met at university where her mother 

studied French and Dalia's father was her professor. He later switched jobs and became a 

translator and interpreter in a French company in Dubai. He died several years ago. 

Dalia's parents put a high emphasis on their children's education, seeing both through 

private schools focusing on French. Dalia has a BA in Commerce yet is still thinking of 

continuing her studies in the future. 

She lives at home with her mother and younger brother in Heliopolis, yet often stays with 

her grandparents in Doqqi. She works for a local NOO that belongs to an international 

umbrella but is thinking of quitting her job to become a Tai-chi trainer. Dalia is currently 

in a serious relationship. 
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Hamed (36) 

Hamed's family is originally from the South of Egypt yet his parents moved to Cairo 

before he was born. His father retired recently after working in state bureaucracy all of 

his life. His mother is a housewife. He is a single child. 

Hamed went to public schools and later studied Accounting at Helwan University. He 

lives on his own close to Heliopolis and works as a self-employed tour operator. 

Hoda (35) 

Hoda comes from a well-off middle class family. Her father is a retired senior manager in 

a private bank, her mother is a housewife. Hoda has an older brother who is married. 

They both went to private schools, she then continued at Cairo University where she 

received her MA in Management. 

Hoda is single and lives on her own in Nasr City, a fact her parents came to accept only 

gradually. She works for a small yet dynamic HR agency. 

Imad (30) 

Imad is the oldest son and has two sisters. He comes from a middle class family, his 

father - now retired - worked as a manager in a state factory. Mother is a housewife. It 

was very important for Imad's parents to see all their children through university. Imad 

studied IT at Helwan University. 

Although rarely at home, Imad currently lives with his parents in Shubra. Both of his 

sisters are married and living with their own families. He is thinking of moving to 

Mohandiseen to be closer to work however. He works for a small IT company. Imad 

enjoys his bachelor lifestyle yet is recently giving more consideration to settling down. 
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Khaled (31) 

Khaled is the youngest and the only son of four children. His father owned a small 

business yet died relatively young. Khaled and his sisters were brought up by their 

mother and her relatives. 

After receiving his BA in Accounting, Khaled decided to join the unofficial real estate 

business and became a simsaar. He soon began to focus on foreign clientele and by now 

caters only to foreigners. Currently, he is transitioning into a new business selling health 

food, and should soon open his first small store in Garden City. 

Khaled is married to a French woman and they have a son. They live in Maadi. 

Mariam (27) 

Mariam is the oldest of four siblings, three sisters and a brother. Her father comes from a 

lower class background, however he went to study abroad and worked his way up 

opening a private import-export business. He retired several years ago due to health 

complications. Her mother is a professional nurse. Both her parents - but especially her 

mother - brought their children up valuing education. Mariam studied Journalism at the 

private Modem Sciences and Arts University in Cairo. Her younger sister also finished 

university and the youngest joined Mariam in Cairo two years ago to study at her Alma 

Mater as well. Their brother is still at secondary school. 

Since Mariam's parents live outside of Cairo, she lives together with her foreign 

boyfriend in Zamalek. She is a freelance photographer. 

Mustafa (26) 

Mustafa's family comes from the lower middle class. Before retiring, his father worked 

as a clerk in a state company and his mother had a part time job there as well. Mustafa is 

the second youngest of six siblings, three daughters and three sons. Only his oldest sister 
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and he have university degrees. He currently finished his law degree at Mansoura 

University. 

Mustafa lives at home with his parents and his two sisters III Mounira, close to 

downtown. Both of his brothers live and work in the Gulf. Mustafa started to work as a 

simsaar besides his studies and two years ago shifted towards renting out furnished 

apartments to foreign students, as a middleman on behalf of the apartment owners. 

Tamer (31) 

Tamer is the second oldest of four siblings, between an older sister and two younger 

brothers. As the oldest son he is also the only one who is still single, although currently in 

a committed relationship. 

Tamer's father works for the HR department of a state company, his mother who was a 

housewife died several years ago. All of his siblings have university education, Tamer 

himself studied IT at Ein Shams University. He lives in Agouza (between the Nile and 

Mohandeseen) and shares a flat with two foreigners. Tamer has recently co-founded a 

small marketing agency. 
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c. Glossary of Egyptian Arabic expressions 

'aadi - ordinary, usual, normal 

'amel eh? - How are you? [lit. translation: what are you doing?] 

'assal - honey 

'ahwa (pI. 'ahaawi) - coffee, also commonly understood as a coffee shop - 'ahwa 

baladii 

agnabii m., agnabeyya f. (pI. agaanib) - foreigner 

aruusa - bride 

azaan - call to prayer 

barra - outside (refers also to the West) 

bawwaab - doorman 

Eh el achbaar? - How are you? [lit. translation: what are the news?] 

El Qahira - Cairo; El Qahira el Ismailia - Ismail's Cairo 

elhamdul 'illah - thanks be to God 

Ezzayyak/ezzayyik - How are you? [addressing a male and a female respectively] 

fallaah (pI. fallahiin) - a farmer 

fanuus (pI.fawaniis) - a traditional Ramadan lantern 

gallabeyya - a traditional Egyptian dress (a type of kaftan) 

gamiil, gamiila - beautiful 
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hajla (pI. hafalaat) - party, celebration 

halaal- a term designating any object or action permissible according to the Islamic law, 
e.g. halaal food 

haraam - a term designating any object or action forbidden according to the Islamic law, 
e.g. pre-marital sex 

Horreyya - freedom (also a name of a popular pub in downtown Cairo) 

iftaar - breakfast (refers to the meal with which Egyptian break the daily fast during 
Ramadan) 

Injitaah - the Open Door policy of Sadat 

ish-sha 'b - the popular classes 

kaafir (pI. kuffaar) - unbeliever, infidel (in Egypt, often refers to non-Muslims in 
general) 

khalas - the end, that's it (often used to emphasize that a topic is exhausted, finished) 

khawaaga (pI. khawagaat) - foreigner, the term often encompasses also Egyptian 
Christians 

kifayah - enough (refers to a current political movement in Egypt) 

maktuub - a term referring to the concept of predestination [lit. translation: it IS 

written] 

manzar - view, also to keep appearances 

Masr -Egypt, in colloquial Egyptian, the name also refers to Cairo 

muhaggabaat - women wearing a veil 

munaqqabaat - veiled women wearing an additional niqaab covering their face 
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rigaala, pI. of raagel- man 

sanaweyya 'amma - centralized final secondary school exams 

shabaab - the youth 

sharia - street; sharia el Haram - Pyramids' road [name of a street in Giza] 

shiisha - water pipe 

shWa (pI. shilal) - a group of friends 

simsaar - self-employed traditional real-estate agent 

suhuur - the last meal before sunrise when the fast during Ramadan resumes 

ta' ameyya - falafel, local specialty made of chickpeas 

taw la - the Backgammon board game 

Teshrabi shay? - Would you like some tea? [lit. translation: do you drink tea?] 

ummah - the community of Muslims 

wasta - describes the concept of access to influential contacts 

West el Balad - city centre 
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